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The Taxi Project:
Prototypes





Introduction

Emilio Ambasz Taxis are the unsung heroes of urban

transportation. Their industry is an im

portant part of the national transit sys

tem, and a key factor in intra-urban

movement. In the United States some

170,000 taxis serve 2.5 billion passen

gers yearly in more than 3400 commu

nities and generate 2.2 billion dollars in

gross revenues. In New York City alone,

taxis move 800,000 passengers per day

and produce a greater revenue than that

of the Metropolitan Transit Authority.

In the United States, the standard 6-pas-

senger sedan is the vehicle typically

chosen for taxi service. While better

suited to family use in suburban and

rural areas, this vehicle is unsatisfactory

for taxi service in congested urban en

vironments. For over half its service

time the cab is occupied by the driver

alone, and typical customer occupancy,

in New York City for example, is on the

order of 1.5 persons. From the economic

and ecological point of view, such a mis

match of transport capability to actual

payload is a crucial problem. This prob

lem is compounded by high emission

rates and high energy consumption in

relation to actual payload moved, and

by the spatial requirements for storing

and moving such oversized vehicles in a

space-limited environment. The taxi

vehicle appears to be the only urban

"transit" vehicle which is not expressly

designed for its particular type of

service.

Recognizing the critical requirements of

public urban mobility and the absence

of appropriately designed automotive

means to satisfy such needs, The

Museum of Modern Art, New York,

through its Department of Architecture

and Design, proposed and organized the

Taxi Project. With this in mind, the Taxi

and Limousine Commission of New

York City, in close collaboration with

the Museum's staff and its engineering

consultants, and in consultation with the

representatives of New York City taxi

fleet owners and private taxi owners,

prepared a Design Specifications Man

ual for a new urban vehicle which might

serve as a taxi. (See pages 93—104.)

Since the Museum's goal was not to en

gage in an academic exercise but rather

to obtain the cooperation of the automo

bile industry in producing actual work

ing prototypes which could be tested by

professional taxi drivers in American

cities, independent designers and

schoois of design were not consulted. In

all cases, the Museum stressed a prag

matic approach. The aim was to achieve

a realistically designed vehicle which

could be produced at a reasonable price,

and which would better serve the needs

of the taxi industry, the driver, and the

passengers.

The Museum has had a long history,

dating back to 1936, of working to

gether with industry and government to

improve the quality of industrial and

architectural design, and to raise the

level of public awareness regarding the

problems and potentialities of our envi

ronment. Many classics of contemporary

design, such as the chairs designed by

Charles Eames and Eero Saarinen, have

been the result of competitions and ex

hibitions organized by the Museum's



Department of Architecture and Design.

Experience has shown that this form of

cooperation has made it possible for

many new design ideas to enter the

public consciousness and become a

material reality.

The Museum sought the widest Ameri

can participation for the Taxi Project.

Ford, General Motors, Chrysler, and

American Motors were approached first;

other American manufacturers later ap

proached included Mack Trucks and

Checker Motors, companies directly en

gaged in vehicle production; the rest

were major American corporations, in

various ways concerned with engine

and / or agricultural and construction

vehicle design ('Westinghouse, General

Electric, Grumman, International Har

vester, Cummins Engine, Deere, White

Motor, etc). All declined to participate.

Consequently, the U.S. Department of

Transportation, through its Urban

Mass Transportation Administration

(UMTA), made funds available-

through an open-bid competition—for

two American companies that would

create a low-pollution taxi vehicle. This

vehicle, which UMTA calls a para-

transit vehicle, had to fulfill the require

ments of the Design Specifications Man

ual. American Machine and Foundry,

Inc. (AMF), and Steam Power Systems,

Inc. (SPS), each won a contract. In addi

tion, the Museum decided to invite Euro

pean manufacturers who would commit

themselves to mass-produce such a taxi

in the United States if the market proved

satisfactory. Volvo, now building an

assembly plant in Chesapeake, Virginia,

and Volkswagen, expecting to have a

factory in America before 1980, ac

cepted the Museum's invitation. A third

European company, Alfa Romeo,

adopted the Museum's Design Specifica

tions for developing—on its own—a taxi

for the European market; the Alfa pro

totype is also being exhibited in the Taxi

Project.

Even allowing for the troubled state of

the economy in the period 1974-75 and

the many problems now facing the auto

mobile industry, the negative decision

of the American manufacturers seems

shortsighted. Since their conclusions

were not shared by two of their Euro

pean competitors, it is possible to draw

unfavorable inferences from the reluc

tance of the American automobile in

dustry to confront what others regard as

an opportunity for social benefits and

financial rewards.

Among the factors the participants were

asked to consider in designing their

working prototypes were the safety and

comfort of the driver, ease of communi

cation with passenger, and ease of load

ing and unloading baggage. From the

point of view of fleet owners, the new

designs were to be more efficient and

economical to operate and maintain.

From the point of view of the passenger,

they were to be more comfortable and

efficient, roomy enough to allow en

trance for a mother with a baby carriage

or a handicapped person in a wheelchair.

From the point of view of the city, the

prototypes had to be designed with the

objective of significantly reducing pol

lution and traffic congestion. The pro

nounced height and squareness of the
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vehicles in the Taxi Project exhibition

are the consequence of the extremely

rigorous requirements and restrictions

set by the Design Specifications Manual.

The Museum devised two methods of

approach for the design and develop

ment of a new taxi. The first approach

entailed developing vehicles designed

and built completely from scratch. The

second represents the other end of the

spectrum, that is to say, utilizing off-the-

shelf components. The prototypes devel

oped by Volvo, American Machine and _

Foundry, and Steam Power Systems cor

respond to the first approach (see techni

cal description in their respective sec

tions). The taxi design presented by

Volkswagen answers to the premises of

the second.

American Machine and Foundry and

Steam Power Systems produced, under

contract to the Department of Transpor

tation, one prototype each, both of

which operate on steam-powered pro

pulsion plants. The level of pollution of

such open combustion chamber type of

motors is very low. Also new are the

body designs and the interior features.

Volvo's prototype is based on a specially

developed diesel engine; diesel engines

have proven to conform with the exist

ing exhaust emission requirements by a

good margin. The chassis, body, and in

terior of the vehicle are also new de

signs. One interesting feature of the

Volvo prototype is that it can be ex

tended to become a maxi-taxi for nine

passengers. Volkswagen based its design

on an existing vehicle, the V W Station

Wagon, which it adapted for taxi use by

redesigning the interior facilities for

passengers and driver, and by introduc

ing features intended to make the ve

hicle more easily accessible. Volkswag

en's important contribution to the prob

lem of designing an urban vehicle suit

able for taxi use is the introduction of a

hybrid power plant—the combination of

an electric motor and an internal com

bustion engine—which produces no ex

haust emission when operated electric

ally at the low speeds that city traffic

often necessitates. (For further discus

sion see the essays and detailed descrip

tions which the engineering and design

teams of each of the companies have

supplied to accompany the presentation

of their respective taxi prototypes.)

At the beginning of this project the

Museum searched for advanced propul

sion systems that would not contribute

to polluting the atmosphere and would

not squander precious and dwindling re

sources. It soon became evident that

electrically driven motors, in addition to

still requiring heavy batteries, have not

yet solved their major problem: replen

ishing their power supply. This requires,

so far, that electricity be generated by

a prohibitively expensive use of energy

sources, such as gasoline. Hydroelectric

and solar energy, although their possi

bilities are boundless, have yet to be

developed into the economical power

sources we hope the future will pro

vide us.

The taxi vehicles presented at the

Museum have successfully answered

many of the very rigorous requirements

set by the Design Specifications Manual.
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They represent what is feasible today

within the constraints of the present

economy. They are practical and real

istic solutions that industry can produce

at reasonable prices and that can be

operated economically. These taxis, spe

cially designed for meeting urban traffic

conditions, might considerably improve

the quality of life in the urban environ

ment, for they would use less energy,

reduce air pollution, and cut traffic con

gestion, as well as provide safe and com

fortable accommodations for passengers

and luggage. It is hoped that the Taxi

Project will promote the manufacture

and introduction of a more suitable taxi-

cab vehicle before the end of this decade.

Taxicabs are not the panacea for the

problems of mass transportation, but, as

this project shows, they can go a long

way toward providing us today with bet

ter urban transportation. This is no

small contribution toward ensuring that

our cities have a future.

The possibilities for the future of urban

and suburban transportation by means

of taxis are greatly broadened by the

fact that the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration of the U.S. Department

of Transportation is now seriously ex

ploring the possibilities for public trans

portation offered by para-transit systems,

which comprise (in addition to standard

taxis) jitneys, dial-a-ride, subscription

services, and similar setups. By means of

research contracts and demonstration

grants—such as the one under which the

two American entries to the Taxi Project

were developed—the Department of

Transportation is attempting to prove

the potential of taxis in public transpor

tation. It is to be fervently hoped that

DOT's enlightened leadership will help

bring about legislation providing inde

pendent taxi owners and fleet operators

with financial facilities for acquiring

specially developed taxi vehicles like

those here presented. In another impor

tant area of public-transportation financ

ing, Federal grants might well be made

available to private taxi groups inter

ested in developing new and better

types of taxi services. Only then will

para-transit assume to the full the pub

lic-transportation role it has gallantly

proven—under adverse conditions—to be

capable of.

It is the declared intention of the New

York City Taxi and Limousine Commis

sion to test the submitted prototypes.

Those prototype vehicles found suitable

for the rigorous demands of taxi service

will be used in evolving standards for all

future taxicab designs approved for use

in New York City. It is under the actual

conditions of taxi service, therefore, that

the Commission will carry out the test

ing and field demonstration of accepted

prototypes resulting from the Taxi

Project.

Emilio Ambasz

Curator of Design

Director of the Taxi Project
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Department of
Transportation

The Para-Transit Vehicle Project

Between private passenger cars and

standard public transit vehicles there

exists a wide range of urban vehicles,

vans, and taxis which are used to pro

vide various urban transportation serv

ices. This type of service, called para-

transit, provides an alternate to

individual passenger car use and owner

ship, and it is of vital importance to peo

ple without ready access to regular mass

transit and to the 13 million elderly and

handicapped persons of limited mobil

ity. In addition, para-transit aids fixed-

route bus and rail service lines by pro

viding feeder service, which, in effect,

increases patronage and extends the

area served. Most para-transit vehicles,

however, were not designed nor opti

mized for the services in which they are

used.

The majority of taxicabs, which consti

tute the largest percentage of para-

transit vehicles, are slightly modified

private passenger automobiles, designed

primarily with appearance in mind

rather than functional considerations.

Trends in automobile design have ex

acerbated the problem. Over the last

10 to 20 years the design of passenger

cars has become lower, sleeker, and per

haps more appealing to the eye, but the

design has made it more difficult to get

in and out of automobiles, particularly

where the sidewalk is above average in

elevation. Many elderly or physically

handicapped persons find it difficult or

impossible to use taxi service.

There are about 13 million elderly and

handicapped persons in this country who

find it difficult or impossible to use pres

ently available mass transportation serv

ices and for whom today's taxicab in its

most frequent models is not the solution,

either. More than seven million of these

elderly and handicapped persons are

estimated to live in urban areas.

Concern for persons of limited mobility

was expressed in the statement by the

U.S. Congress in the Appropriations

Committee's report of June 15, 1973, in

which funds were provided "for the de

velopment of an improved, efficient,

quiet, non-polluting taxi." This then be

came the start of the Para-Transit Vehicle

Project by the U.S. Department of

Transportation's Urban Mass Transpor

tation Administration (UMTA).

UMTA is chartered to improve urban

mass transportation through assistance

to systems providing transit services,

and it is required by law that the services

resulting from this Federal assistance

be available to all, including elderly

and handicapped persons.

The development program for the para-

transit vehicle focused on a small gen

eral-purpose, well-designed, highly

functional urban transit vehicle that is

more versatile than the typical taxicab.

These design objectives included con

sideration of existing Federal statutes

which would affect its use if it were put

into manufacturing production. For ex

ample, at the time when the para-transit

vehicle program was undertaken, the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's

regulations required all small passenger

vehicles to be propelled by very low pol

lution engines by 1977. Thus, the
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UMTA para- transit vehicle had to be

designed to comply with that law.

Since total absence of pollution as a

practical matter was beyond the limits

of technology (and still is), UMTA spec

ified that the vehicles had to meet the

emission requirements initially man

dated for 1977 and now postponed to

1978: CO-3.4, HC-0.41, andNOx-

0.40, all in grams per mile. It was real

ized that this was a very demanding re

quirement, and UMTA was willing to

accept the best fuel efficiency and noise

levels achievable under these constraints.

In March, 1975, UMTA awarded two

contracts, one to AMF, Inc., Advanced

Systems Laboratory in Santa Barbara,

California, and another to Steam Power

Systems in San Diego, California. Both

companies proposed the use of steam

engines in order to meet the stringent

emission requirements. SPS offered an

improved version of the engine Jay

Carter Enterprises had developed and

installed in a VW Squareback.

After their exhibition at The Museum of

Modern Art, the two vehicles will be

assigned to the Transportation Systems

Center of the Department of Transpor

tation in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and

subjected there to a series of tests to

determine and evaluate their perform

ance characteristics. The International

Taxicab Association has been asked to

assess their suitability for taxicab service

before the testing is initiated. UMTA is

preparing a grant to IT A to provide

funding for the conduct of its evaluation.

The present phase of the para-transit ve

hicle project establishes the feasibility

and practicality of essentially three

issues:

1 Space Utilization: A vehicle of sub-com

pact size can be designed to accommo

date four passengers in comfort, one of

them in a wheelchair.

2 Accessibility: A wheelchair passenger

can board the vehicle without assist

ance, if he or she so desires.

3 Emissions: Such a vehicle can meet the

most stringent emission standards with

out the use of catalytic mufflers and at

fuel mileages equal to the average 1975

gasoline engine.

Thus, the vehicles were designed from

inception as para-transit vehicles. They

are not converted automobiles.

Although the para-transit vehicles pro

cured by the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration are engineering proto

types as contrasted to production proto

types, consideration is given in their

design to volume production, maintain

ability, reliability, and other features

which are important to assure wide

acceptance by the para-transit industry.

The vehicles are compact in size, with

overall lengths of about 175 in. and

overall widths of about 70 in., yet each

has a spacious, comfortable, easily acces

sible interior. Overall height is 70 in.,

providing 58 in. of interior vertical

space. Large glass areas and narrow pil

lars allow excellent visibility for both

driver and passengers.
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The primary passenger accommodation

area has a flat 48 in. wide and 30 in.

fore and aft. In its deployed position, the

extra jump seat does not protrude into

this area.

The effort needed for opening and clos

ing the passenger doors is minimized so

that most handicapped persons will be

able to operate them without assistance.

The exterior door controls are equipped

with hold-open latches. The vehicle

doors may be opened and closed by a

system operated by the driver to permit

ingress and egress for the wheelchair

passenger, without the need for the

driver to leave his seat. An ingress and

egress ramp slope is less than 1 ft. per

12 ft.

While the driver is protectively isolated

from the other occupants by a trans

parent partition, provisions are made to

facilitate voice contact and fare trans

actions. This partition does not restrict

driver or passenger egress in the event

of emergency evacuation. Heating, air

conditioning, and fresh air ventilation

are provided for all vehicle occupants.

Separate controls are provided for the

passenger and driver compartments.

Special display conveniences and equip

ment include a door-ajar warning light,

space for the driver's personal articles,

space for a two-way radio fully operable

from the driver's position with the driv

er's restraint device utilized. Provisions

have been made for a fare-metering

system to be easily accessible to the driv

er and its readout to be in full view of

the forward-facing passengers.

The noise level inside the moving ve

hicle, with all windows closed, measured

at the location of the passenger's head,

meets standards at 30 mph and at 60

mph constant speed.

The vehicles also meet all applicable

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

( FMVSS) , and amendments presently

in effect, as well as all the applicable

Motor Carrier Safety Regulations pub

lished by the Bureau of Motor Carrier

Safety of the U.S. Federal Highway

Administration.

In the interest of reducing vehicle repair

costs and to minimize the likelihood of

accidents while maneuvering in con

gested areas, the vehicle exterior cor

ners, front and rear, incorporate the

largest practical radius. The front of the

body is curved, smooth, and free from

hard edges and projections which might

cause injuries to pedestrians.

Doors and quarter panels are designed

to reduce body work and finish repair

resulting from light to moderate side

collisions with other vehicles.

Bumper coverage is between 12 in.

and 20 in. above the road surface. The

bumper face is a simple curvature. In

addition, the bumpers incorporate two

or more horizontal ridges running the

length of the bumper, raised slightly

beyond the bumper face itself. The

bumpers also are basically flush with the

quarter panel or fenders above them.

They do not protrude excessively beyond

the quarter panels in order to minimize

potential for snagging other vehicles.



To obtain both a high degree of maneu

verability and fuel economy, the vehicles

are as light as feasible and have been

designed to be small and to minimize

aerodynamic drag. They can accelerate

from o to 45 mph in 11 seconds. De

signed as urban vehicles, they were not

required to be able to exceed 65 mph.

With their steam engines, they obtain a

fuel mileage between 10 and 17 mpg

over the Federal Urban Dynamometer

Driving Test Cycle.

Contract requirements for engine per

formance are met, including very strin

gent emission standards, with the use of

unleaded regular gasoline. These en

gines have been designed to be adapt

able to use other fuels like diesel fuel,

kerosene, and heating oil.

Operational handling of the para-transit

vehicles is convenient and efficient. The

minimum turning diameter of both is

less than 35 ft., curb to curb. Vehicle

stability and handling characteristics are

comparable to those of current model

compact cars.

Features and capabilities such as those

enumerated here should make it possi

ble to add a new dimension of mobility

to those who find it difficult or impossi

ble to use available transportation sys

tems. It is difficult to assess the level of

demand for the service that the new

para-transit vehicles could provide, but

the probability is high that, once this

new type of conveyance is offered, a

large number of people who now do not

have adequate mobility will want to

make use of such service.

The Para-Transit Vehicle Project is in

tended to serve as a step in this direction.

Urban Mass Transportation Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
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Department of Transportation:
AMF Taxi Prototype

Manufacturer

Engine

Performance

Max. speed
Acceleration
Fuel
consumption
Fuel type

Emission

Body frame

Transmission

Drive

Steering

Type
Turn radius

Braking
system

front/rear

Suspension

front/rear

Overall
dimensions

Max. length
Max. width
Max. height
Wheelbase
Track
front/rear

Interior
dimensions

passenger compartment
Length
Width
Headroom
over aisle

American Machine & Foundry,
Advanced Systems Laboratory,
Goleta, California

2-cylinder steam engine
(single-acting uniflow Carter
Enterprises engine)
30 cu. in. 492 cu. cm.
103 bhp at 5500 rpm

Weight

Ground
clearance
Entry height
General data

3300 lb. 1485 kg.

6.5 in. 16.5 cm.
11 in. 28 cm.
Carries 4 to 5 passengers plus
driver; powered ramp for
wheelchair; passenger sliding
door; air-conditioned

75 mph 120km./h
0 to 45 mph in 11 seconds

17.5 mpg (city) 7.5 km./l.
Unleaded gasoline, diesel fuel,
kerosene, methanol, etc.
Meets all present and proposed
Federal emission standards

Unit steel/aluminum

3-speed automatic

Front-wheel drive

Rack and pinion
17.5 ft. 5.25 m.

Disc/drum

Independent unequal-length
arms/solid axle with trailing
arms

182.8 in. 457 cm.
72 in. 180 cm.
70 in. 175 cm.
108 in. 270 cm.
63 in./ 160 cm./
63 in. 160 cm.

82 in. 208 cm.
61 in. 155 cm.

56 in. 142 cm.
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American
Machine
and Foundry

The vehicle which AMF's Advanced

Systems Laboratory has produced for

the U.S. Department of Transportation

has been designed in response to the

unique requirements of a para-transit

vehicle. The services to be provided are

of a mixed nature, with passengers

ranging from one to five—able-bodied

or handicapped—and trip lengths vary

ing from a few blocks to tens of miles.

Further, the vehicle must cope with

extremes in weather, variations of road

surfaces, and traffic. The car must also

provide comfort and safety, must not

pollute, and must be commercially

viable.

Comfort and Convenience

Passenger visibility is extremely good.

The interior is roomy and easily acces

sible. The vehicle is 70 in. (178 cm.)

high in order to provide a full 58 in.

(147.3 cm-) °f interior space.

The rear roof incorporates an air exit,

which in conjunction with environ

mental control equipment, provides air

circulation within the passenger com

partment.

Passenger-Driver Separation

The spacious, accessible driver's com

partment is isolated from the passenger

compartment by a bullet-resistant lower

bulkhead and an upper transparent

bullet-resistant barrier. The compart

ment contains all vehicle controls, a

safe deposit compartment, communica

tion equipment, engine monitoring

instruments, fare meter, etc. The com

partment is designed to provide a com

fortable and safe environment for

drivers of different sizes. The compart

ment and the driver are protected from

crash injury by suitable restraints and

by a structural front crash energy man

agement system.

Accessibility

The large sliding rear doors are elec

trically unlatched and actuated. The

doors swing outward to clear the body

and glide rearward. In the event of

power failure, the doors may be manu

ally unlatched and opened from within.

The open door provides an area large

enough for the comfortable entry of the

handicapped, including a person in a

wheelchair. When open, the door un-
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covers a pocket in the thick structural

floor which houses a wheelchair ramp.

This ramp can be extended to the right

side of the vehicle to permit wheelchair

entry. Ramp actuation is by electrical

power. When the vehicle is in motion,

the wheelchair will be secured, rear-

facing, in the right side seat position.

Crash Safety

The front bumper is an aluminum

structure attached to the vehicle with

impact energy absorbing units. Attached

to the bumper faces are horizontal elas-

tomeric ribs to reduce bumper damage

and to prevent bumper override or

underride with another vehicle. Elasto-

meric side units connect the bumper to

the side of the vehicle. The entire

assembly is sufficiently pliable to

prevent vehicle damage during low

velocity impacts and to minimize injury

to any pedestrians struck.

All front lights including the rectan

gular headlights are recessed into the

sheet metal for maximum protection

in case of frontal impacts.

Dimensions

The vehicle, which measures 182.8 in.

(464.3 cm.) in overall length and 72

in. (183 cm.) in overall width, is com

pact in size, yet at the same time it is

spacious and comfortable.

Driver Vision

The vehicle is simple and safe to

maneuver. The short front overhang

provides excellent forward visibility so

that the driver can guide the vehicle in

tight turns and difficult parking.

Design Safety Features

The right front hatch provides access to

the environmental control equipment

and can be used as an emergency entry

or exit area from the driver's compart

ment.

The rear bumper treatment is the same

as the front. There is sufficient plia

bility in the bumper assembly and

associated body panels to resist damage

during mild rear impacts.

The large rear window is oriented to

avoid reflecting light toward drivers

of following vehicles.

Body Design and Special Features

A large lightweight hood is provided to

allow full access to the engine compart

ment and cowl-mounted hardware.

Windshield and side windows are large

and flush-mounted to reduce wind noise.

The lower side body panels are painted

with an epoxy paint to minimize damage

from pebbles and other objects, or from

bumping into other vehicle doors. These

side panels are easily removable to min

imize repair costs after side collisions.

The two forward-facing, primary pas

senger seats are permanently installed

over the rear axle area. The remainder

of the rear compartment is convertible

for use with a wheelchair plus two or

three rear-facing passengers. Interior

features include a cutaway roofline at

the rear door openings which gives

added headroom for ease of entry or

exit. There is substantial structure in all

roof support posts. The black color of
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Drawing showing
front and side with
Carter steam engine
in front of vehicle.

Drawing showing
side view indicating
interior space and
ramp for wheelchair.



Hood raised to show
placement of Jay
Carter Enterprises
steam engine.
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View of driver's
compartment .

The AMP prototype
with wheelchair ramp
extended.



the rear "C" post reduces the appearance

of massiveness in this area.

The vehicle body is fabricated mainly

from automotive steel and aluminum in

a manner similar to that used in con

ventional vehicles. The para-transit

vehicle body components, however,

were hand-formed rather than tool-

formed.

A preliminary weight estimate of the

vehicle is about 3300 lbs. (1485 kg.)

curb weight.

Propulsion and Engine

After an exhaustive study of propulsion

systems, the engine identified as satisfy

ing AMF's needs for this vehicle was a

Jay Carter Enterprises steam engine.

This engine has the desirable features of

low emissions, good fuel economy,

multi-fuel capability, low weight, small

volume, and suitable performance.
—American Machine and Foundry

GROUND

35.5
182

EXTRA LUGGAGE SPACE
REAR AXLE

Elevation of AMF
taxi indicating
dimensions.

Plan of AMF taxi
prototype.
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Department of Transportation:
SPS Taxi Prototype

Manufacturer

Engine

Performance

Max. speed
Acceleration
Fuel
consumption
Fuel type

Emission

Body frame

Steam Power Systems,
San Diego, California

4-cylinder steam engine (com
pound counterflow SPS engine)
148 cu. in. 2400 cu. cm.
66 bhp at 1000 rpm

66 mph 105 km./h
0 to 60 mph in 15 seconds

12 mpg (city) 5.1 km./l.
Unleaded gasoline, diesel fuel,
kerosene, methanol, etc.
Meets all present and proposed
Federal emission standards

Unibody (monocoque
construction)

Weight

Ground
clearance
Entry height
General data

2950 lb. 1338 kg.

6 in. 15 cm.
12.5 in. 31.75 cm.
Carries 2 passengers plus 1
passenger on wheelchair or 5
in squeeze loading; powered
ramp for wheelchair; bifold
hydraulic doors both sides,
operated by passengers or
driver; air-conditioned

Transmission 2-speed automatic

Drive Rear-wheel drive

Steering
Type Rack and pinion, unassisted
Turn radius 16 ft. 4.80 m.

Braking
system
front/ rear Disc/drum

Suspension
front/ rear Torsion springs/torsion spri

Overall
dimensions
Max. length 171 in. 427.5 cm.
Max. width 68 in. 170 cm.
Max. height 84 in. 210 cm.
Wheelbase 104 in. 260 cm.
Track 63 in./ 160 cm./
front/rear 62 in. 157.5 cm.

Interior
dimensions
passenger compartment

61 in.Length 155 cm.
Width 62 in. 157.5 cm.
Headroom
over aisle 61 in. 155 cm.
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Steam Power
Systems

The para-transit vehicle concept has

emerged over the past several years to

fill the gap between public mass trans

portation and the privately owned auto

mobile in an urban environment. The

purpose of this paper is to explain the

approach taken by Steam Power Sys

tems (SPS), Inc., in designing and pro

ducing an operating engineering

prototype steam taxi.

Par a-transit is defined to include all

types of public transit between privately

owned cars and scheduled rail, bus, and

air service. The para-transit vehicle in

cludes the taxicab, mini-bus, jitney,

dial-a-ride, personal rapid transit, and

dual mode systems. It provides an alter

native to individual car ownership and

use, and is of vital importance to peo

ple without ready access to regular mass

transit and to people of limited

mobility.

Vehicles presently available for para-

transit service do not incorporate the full

spectrum of characteristics required.

Those used for most dial-a-ride appli

cations are larger than needed. The

great majority of taxicabs which form

the bulk of present para-transit vehicles

are slightly modified private passenger

cars, designed more for appearance than

for function.

The U.S. Department of Transportation

(DOT ) has funded the development of

an engineering prototype to evaluate

current technology.

A ccommodations

Public acceptance of the SPS taxi proto

type is contingent in part upon a high

level of comfort and convenience for

the paying passenger. The two primary

passenger seats provide armchair-like

dimensions and comfort, while the boxy

overall configuration provides a feeling

of interior space not possible in a con

ventionally spaced automobile. Com

plete climate control is provided.

Separate vent, heat, and air conditioning

controls are provided for driver and

passenger compartments. The air

conditioning load and outside glare are

reduced by darkly tinted windows.

Wheelchair-seated passengers are pro

vided a wide, automatically operated

door and ramp, and a separate restraint

system which secures both passenger

and wheelchair in a position against the

left-side forward corner of the passen

ger compartment. Luggage is carried

on board by the passengers themselves

and stowed on the passenger compart

ment floor.

Dimensions

Vehicle size limitations imposed by

DOT include an overall length of 190

in. (483 cm.) and width of 72 in. (183

cm.) with a target curb weight of 2950

lbs. (1338 kg.). As a comparison, the

delivered vehicle will be shorter, nar

rower, and 200 lbs. (91 kg.) lighter

than the 1975 Ford Mustang II V8.

The turning circle is 32 ft. (9.8 m.),

less than that of any 1975 VW
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Accessibility

The SPS taxi prototype provides for the

ingress and egress of a wheelchair-

seated passenger through use of an

automatic door and ramp system. In

addition, two regular passengers are

provided seating comfort at a level ex

ceeding that of any present U.S. taxi

model.

Passenger doors are bi-fold automated

"phone-booth" type. The doors are

spring-loaded to open and are held

closed by latches in the "C" posts.

When either inside or outside handle is

pulled, the door opens forward and out

ward. Opening speed is controlled by an

orificed hydraulic system. To close,

either the driver or passenger pushes an

electrical switch valving high-pressure

water to a cylinder opposing the spring

and closing the door. The trailing edges

of the passenger doors are equipped

with "sensitive edge" switches to reverse

the door motion upon encountering an

obstacle.

The doors, being located in close prox

imity to seated passengers, are required

to meet latch retention and side door

strength criteria as set forth in the

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

(FMVSS) 206 and 214. The 38 in.

(97 cm.) wide door opening and center

hinge configuration ruled out the

normal approach of employing a struc

tural horizontal beam between rigid

pillars. Instead, a waist-high hinge is

added to the "B" pillar, attached to a

tubular tension member joined to the

door latch pin. This tension member is

itself hinged at the door center. Closing

and latching the door completes a

structurally sound tension member

from "B" pillar to "C" pillar.

The requirement for automatic unas

sisted loading and unloading of a wheel

chair-seated passenger from a 5 in.-

9 in. (13 cm.-23 cm.) curb height posed

the major passenger-related design

problem. The solution incorporates a

ramp, 30 in. x 60 in. (76 cm. x 152

cm.), carried under the floor and de

ployed electrically out the right side of

the vehicle.

The under-floor ramp location and

chassis base structure result in a nom

inal floor height of 12.5 in. (32 cm.)

above ground level. This was consid

ered uncomfortably high for the aged

and infirm, so a separate step is de

ployed automatically on the right side

during door operation, providing an in

termediate step height of 7.5 in. (19

cm.). This step rides on a parallelogram

linkage and is directly linked to the

door actuator.

Driver Requirements

Particular emphasis has been placed on

driver-related aids. Accommodations

include a tilting seatback adjustment,

armrests, minimized control force

levels, and a bullet-resistant security

barrier between driver and passenger

compartment. In the SPS design, the

driver's seating position is 6 in. (15

cm.) to the left of the vehicle center line

and high enough to place the driver's

eye location above the roof height of

conventional vehicles. These provisions

and the nearly continuous perimeter of

deep window area afford the driver an

excellent degree of vision.
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Three drawings of
SPS taxi prototype
showing front, rear,
and side views.

Elevation and plan of
the SPS taxi prototype
with detail of the
sliding ramp.



Unibody structure of
SPS taxi prototype.

Side view of SPS pro
totype with wheelchair
ramp extended.



pssg

Sketch indicating
dimensions of SPS
taxi in contrast to
PTV Mustang II.

Driver Security

Driver security requirements are met by

providing a bullet-resistant partition be

tween driver and passengers. The upper

portion of the partition is Ys in. (0.95

cm.) thick GE Lexan MR4000. The

criteria specified by DOT involve stop

ping a .45 caliber ACP bullet at point-

blank range. Testing proved that weight

could be saved over ballistic steel sheet

by using .050 in. (1.3 mm.) thick

6AL-4V titanium alloy, which is incor

porated in the sandwich panel forming

the lower portion of the partition, and

also in the driver's seat back.

Crash Safety Features

The bumper system is designed to meet

the present requirements of FMVSS

215 and utilizes hollow trapezoidal

blocks of bonded rubber and plastic

which absorb impact energy through

elastic deformation. The bumpers are

designed to withstand impacts between

12 in. (30 cm.) and 20 in. (51 cm.)

above ground level.

A number of safety systems are incor

porated into the vehicle and steam

power plant. The ignition system in

corporates electronic startup sequencing

and flame sensors. If an improper igni

tion or flameout occurs, the fuel supply

is shut off automatically and the com-

bustor and exhaust systems are purged

of fuel vapors before a restart can be

attempted. This system is similar to gas

turbine technology.

All potentially hazardous steam lines

are routed to minimize the possibility

of rapid release of steam or hot water,

either inside or outside the vehicle. The

850° F (454° C) high-pressure steam

line to the expander passes through one

of the primary horizontal beams in the

chassis floor. The 220° F (104° C) low-

pressure exhaust steam line to the con

denser passes through the right-side

"C" pillar and is surrounded by pour-

in-place polyurethane foam insulation,

which also serves to protect the tube.

Body Design and Special Features

The single most important factor in in

creasing overall vehicle efficiency is

weight. The emphasis placed on mini

mizing total weight has been the over

riding factor in many of the design

tradeoffs involved, and is perhaps most

evident in the design of the unibody

structure.

After initial design work on the SPS

taxi prototype, it was apparent that the

conventional forms of mass-produced

chassis/ body construction were too

heavy and too costly for use on a single

prototype. These include ladder, X, and

rail-type frames with separate non

structural bodies, and steel unit con

struction utilizing stamped sheet struc

ture with add-on subframes to carry

high point loads.

Multi-tubular "space-frame" construc

tion was eliminated because of the need

for a flat, low floor and the difficulty

involved in triangulating the vertical

panels while retaining visibility.

The basic SPS taxi box-shape with low

floor and tall sides lends itself naturally

to unit or monocoque construction and
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takes advantage of the large cross-sec

tional area of the total vehicle to obtain

excellent overall torsional rigidity and

bending strength. Material selection

was less obvious. Fiberglass reinforced

plastic would require either expensive

sandwich-construction techniques or ex

cessive material thickness to reduce

panel drumming. The construction

technique uses a semi-monocoque skin

consisting of separate bonded alumi

num honeycomb sandwich panels

bolted or bonded to a base frame struc
ture.

The base frame structure serves as

alignment jig for the skin panels, as

attachment points for doors, ramp, and

suspension subframes, and as a load path

for the major crash forces. The elements

of the beam structure are .062 in. (1.6

mm.) thick 5052-H34 aluminum sheet,

brake-formed and closed by blind rivets.

These box beams are then joined by

TIG welding. Flanged access and light

ening holes are provided in the major

cross beams. No elaborate fixturing was

found necessary during fabrication, but

a flat surface table was used. Total

weight of the welded base structure,

including the exhaust steam line in the

right-side "C" pillar, foam-in place

polyurethane foam insulation, and pas

senger door locks and latches is 92 lbs.

(42 kg.).

To the base structure are attached the

stressed panels forming the semi-mono

coque chassis. Exterior panels and those

required for access are bolted in place,

and all others are permanently bonded

in place. Each panel consists of a core

of hexcell aluminum foil honeycomb,

5052 alloy, of .001 in. (.03 mm.) thick

ness, and two skins of .012 in.—.040 in.

(.3 mm—1.o mm.) thick 7075-T6

aluminum, bonded under heat and pres

sure with an epoxy adhesive. Core thick

ness varies from .375 in.-1.50in. (9.5

mm—38 mm. ) . Open cells in exposed

edges are filled with a mixture of struc

tural epoxy adhesive and a low-density

filler, and mating edges are bonded in

place using .040 in. ( 1 mm. ) thick

aluminum doublers.

The bonded monocoque chassis struc

ture possesses attractive stiffness-to-

weight ratios in torsion and bending,

but care must be taken to spread ex

ternal loads adequately to avoid local

panel failure. Separate welded tubular

subframes are therefore attached to

both front and rear to carry suspension

components. These subframes are con

structed of .049 in—.062 in. (1.3 mm —

1.6 mm.) wall mild steel tubing and

sheet, TIG welded, using fixtures to

locate critical points.

The complete chassis structure weight

is 396 lbs. (180 kg.). The DuPont Lu-

cite AR windows contribute materially

to overall chassis rigidity.

Material thickness selection for nearly

all structural chassis members was com

puter calculated by three iterations of

the NASTRAN finite element stress

analysis program. This method was also

used to establish compliance with sev

eral of the Federal Motor Vehicle

Safety Standards for passenger vehicles,

notably FMVSS 215 and 216 for exte-



rior protection and roof crush resistance.

Computer results indicate an axle-to-

axle torsional stiffness of 21,000 lb.-ft.

per degree (2900 kg.-meters per de

gree), approximately four times that of

a standard sedan.

A Chrysler front torsion bar system has

been adapted to all four wheels, with

provision for quick ride height adjust

ment at each lower suspension arm.

Maintaining desired ride height with

changing load is achieved by the use of

self-leveling shock absorbers, which

convert suspension motion into internal

pressurization to maintain length.

All suspension components are fabri

cated from high-strength steel alloys for

light weight. Provision has been made

for fine tuning of both front and rear

suspension systems during development

testing.

The steering system presents an inter

esting challenge and a novel solution.

The design turning-circle goal of 32 ft.

(9.8 m) translates to an outer wheel

steering angle of approximately 45 °,

compared to 32 0-3 5 0 on conventional

vehicles. To avoid the power loss and

weight penalty of a power-boosted

steering system, a lightweight rack-and-

pinion is used which incorporates a spur

gear reduction between the steering col

umn input shaft and the pinion gear.

This gearset achieves a numerically

higher steering ratio and permits

changes in ratio during testing.

A primary consideration for the braking

system was the avoidance of a power-

boost system. At the front, a light

weight caliper and disc are used, and

the rear is a lightened Corvair drum

system. Separate pressure switches and

fluid reservoirs are included to comply

with Federal standards.

Performance goals for the SPS taxi pro

totype include a top speed of 60 mph

(97 km./hr.), fuel consumption of 12

mpg (5.1 km./liter) over the LA4

driving cycle emissions test, and fuel

capacity of 10 gallons (38 liters)—

sufficient to last through an 8-hour shift

in use as an urban taxi.

Consumption and Pollution

The SPS taxi prototype has placed great

emphasis on the current and anticipated

petroleum shortage, and urban air pol

lution. The requirements for low pollu

tant emissions and alternate fuel

capabilities are met by an improved

version of the External Combustion

Engine (ECE) system developed by SPS

under the 1974 California Clean Car

Project. This system has been operated

on several alternate fuels, including

kerosene, diesel fuel, methanol, and

distillate coal oil.

Propulsion and Engine

Current vehicular ECE systems are at a

disadvantage in terms of power system

weight. It is therefore essential to

reduce total power requirement in three

areas: vehicle and power system

parasitic accessory loads, power trans

mission losses, and road resistance.

The power system itself is a further de

velopment of the system produced for



the 1974 California Clean Car Project.

It uses a 4-cylinder, compound expan

sion, double acting variable cutoff

expander, monotube flash boiler,

2-speed automatic transaxle without

torque converter, and fixed-core alumi

num tube-and-fin condenser. Parasitic

power loss has been reduced in com

parison with the Cal-Car system in

several areas, notably increased

expander and feedwaterpump efficiency,

a roof-mounted condenser of increased

core area and reduced fan power, and

increased combustor and combustion

air fan efficiency. Radial ply tires are

used to minimize rolling resistance.

Aerodynamic drag is minimized by

the use of a V-shaped nose in plan

view, smoothly rounded front corners,

and virtually flush external skin and

window surfaces.
—Steam Power Systems
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Volvo Taxi Prototype

Manufacturer

Engine

Performance

Max. speed
Acceleration
Fuel
consumption
Fuel type
Emission

Body frame

Transmission

Drive

Steering

Type
Turn radius

Braking
system

front & rear

Suspension

front/ rear

Overall
dimensions

Max. length
Max. width
Max. height
Wheel base

Track
front/rear

Interior

dimensions

passenger compartment
Length
Width
Headroom
over aisle

A. B. Volvo,
Goteborg, Sweden

6-cylinder diesel, in line, swirl
chamber type
146 cu. in. 2400 cu. cm.
70 hp SAE at 4500 rpm

85 mph 136 km. /h
0 to 60 mph in 19.5 seconds

22 to 24 mpg
Diesel fuel
Meets all present and proposed
Federal emission requirements.
HC-0.7, CO-3.4, NOX-2.0
g/mile

Unitized body

3-speed automatic

Front-wheel drive

Rack and pinion, power-assisted
17 ft. 5.2 m.

Triangular split system. Servo
emergency brake on rear wheels
operating on drums

Wishbones and combined steel
and urethane springs/De Dion
axle trailing links and rod, com
bined steel and urethane springs

172.5 in.
75.6 in.
67.7 in.
120 in.

60 in./
63 in.

63 in.
63 in.

54.3

438 cm.
192 cm.
172 cm.
300 cm.

150 cm./
160 cm.

160 cm.
160 cm.

138 cm.

Weight
Ground

clearance
Entry height
General data

3740 lb. 1700 kg.

7 in. 18 cm.
11.8 in. 30 cm.
Carries 3 to 4 passengers plus
driver, space for wheelchair;
passenger sliding door; air-con
ditioned. By extending the
wheelbase 31.5 in. (80 cm.) it
can be used as an ambulance,
large jitney taxi, etc. Taximeter
of electronic type with separate
display in passenger compartment.
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Volvo

The purpose of Volvo's participation in

the Taxi Project is to develop a taxicah

specifically designed for today's envi

ronment. The Volvo experimental taxi

is not to be seen as a prototype ready for

production, but as a conception, a basis

for future development in taxi services.

In Volvo's opinion, the transport prob

lems of our society cannot be solved by

products resulting from a Utopian ideal;

we believe in simple and practical

solutions.

As long ago as 19/2, at the UN's En

vironmental Conference in Stockholm,

Volvo took on the full responsibility of

a motor vehicle manufacturer, with

particular emphasis on solving urban

traffic problems. The solution to these

problems is not to be found in a war

against the motor car, but in a com

prehensive understanding of the car's

benefits.

With these aims, it is understandable

that Volvo is interested in the possi

bilities offered by a well-organized and

correctly utilized taxi system. Society's

demands on urban transportation will

steadily grow, not only in the form of

an increasing volume of traffic, but also

in the qualitative and functional aspects

of an individual's mobility in the total

structure of urban transportation.

The taxi has a considerably larger po

tential in a public transport system

than is manifest at present. However, a

broadening of its scope requires a

parallel development of the taxi's

purely engineering aspects and of the

operating techniques which must form

the basis for the vehicle's efficient and

worthwhile use.

Vehicular safety, versatility, and diver

sification of action have been the

cornerstones of the Volvo concept. The

experimental taxi now presented by

Volvo is, as far as passenger safety is

concerned, based on the Company's

many years of experience. Special

emphasis has been placed on combin

ing these safety aspects with comfort

for both driver and passengers. The

vehicle is presented as one ideally

adapted to the heavy and aggressive

traffic of today's cities.

Another of Volvo's considerations was

to offer the disabled and infirm a safer

and more comfortable transport alter

native than that offered by today's cabs.

In the Volvo experimental taxi it is

much easier for the disabled to enter

and leave the vehicle, even when sitting

in a wheelchair.
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The Volvo Taxi

The Volvo taxi is spacious, yet compact.

The overall length is 172.4 in. (437

cm. ) , which is approximately a foot

and a half shorter than the taxis com

monly used in New York today.

The wheelbase is 118.2 in. (300 cm.).

Overall width is 74.8 in. (190 cm.),

height 67.7 in. (172 cm.), curb-

weight approximately 3300 lb.

( 1500 kg.), and gross weight 4400 lb.

(2000 kg.).

The car has front-wheel drive and a

configuration which gives an ideal

fifty-fifty distribution of weight in all

situations.

The Volvo taxi has very short front and

rear overhangs, which mean good

vision and a tight turning circle. Despite

the front-wheel drive, the full lock

angle on the inner wheel is not less than

440 and the turning-circle diameter is

only about 34 ft. (10.4 m.).

The body is built according to the Volvo

"safety cage principle"; heavy closed

profile members surround the entire

occupant area, while the front and rear

sections are energy-absorbing crumple

zones. The doors and flanks of the

vehicle incorporate built-in protection

in the form of tubular steel members,

and the floor is reinforced by five

cross members.

The engine is mounted forward of the

driver—a position which gives the best

protection in the event of a crash.

Both the front and rear bumper are

impact-absorbing and comply with the

5 mph crash impact requirement by a

wide margin. Along the flanks of the

vehicle runs a heavy-duty rubber

molding at a strategic height—chosen to

reduce the extent of the often slight yet

expensive damage which is so usual in

city traffic.

In the roof are two condenser fans for

the air conditioning system. The trailing

lip of the roofline is shaped knifelike

for better aerodynamic efficiency and to

reduce the swirling up of road dirt onto

the rear window.

Passengers

The passengers will experience the

Volvo taxi as being convenient and

comfortable. The right-hand door is an

electrically operated sliding door which

is controlled by the driver. The door

slides forward to open. The advantages

are that the door aperture is extra wide

for ease of entry and exit and the door

does not block the sidewalk.

Entry height is not much higher than

the sidewalk itself, only 11.8 in. (30

cm.) above ground level.

The ground clearance of the taxi is 7 in.

(18 cm.), which is more than sufficient

for operation on bad surfaces.

The floor is slightly convex, and there

are no doorsills, so that the interior is

easy to clean.

The passengers sit separate from the

driver. The rear seat is intended for two,
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Drawing, from the
left side, indicating
dimensions.

Plan indicating
dimensions.

Engine and drive
shaft.

Safety-cage construc
tion of the body
frame.



409.4

Drawing indicating
the turning circle.

Volvo taxi seen from
the right side, with
large sliding door.

Driver's seat.



and there is a center armrest. This can

be folded to make room for three

passengers. Comfort is assured by the

anatomically correct seat design, plus

high sitting height and generous

legroom.

Instead of seat belts, Volvo has devel

oped a safety bar to prevent passengers

from being thrown forward during

emergency braking or in a crash. The

bar is anchored to the vehicle's body

just above waist height and folds up

against the roof when not in use. To use

the safety bar, the passenger pulls it

down. In its lowered position, the bar

can be adjusted to suit the height of the

passengers. Thus it provides excellent

protection from both front and sides

and is also, because of its soft padding,

a convenient armrest.

Volvo chose this type of safety restraint

for its taxi since experience has shown

that taxi passengers are very reluctant

to use the conventional type of seat belt.

The Volvo taxi features a full heating

and ventilation system incorporating

air conditioning. It is also fitted with a

stereo radio with twin speakers. The rear

side windows are electrically operated.

On the right, ahead of the rear seat, is

room for luggage. This space can also

be used for an extra passenger since it is

equipped with a folding, rear-facing seat.

Driver Requirements

The driving area in the Volvo taxi is

specifically designed for long, arduous

working shifts in the worst of city traffic.

The driving seat incorporates a wide

range of adjustments. Furthermore, the

backrest is fully adjustable and incorpo

rates a lumbar support. Whatever his

build, the driver can sit comfortably and

is always ensured good vision.

The driving seat has a built-in head

restraint and is unusual in design since

it is asymmetrical in shape. The right-

hand side incorporates extra padding

toward the front and sides of both the

cushion and backrest to give better

lateral support. The left-hand side of

the cushion is rounded to facilitate the

driver's entry and exit. Lateral support

from the left is provided by the closed

door. The driving seat is also equipped

with a three-point inertia reel seat belt.

Controls of a similar nature are fitted in

groups. For example, all lighting con

trols are on the left-hand side of the

wheel, wipers-washers on the right, and

so on.

In addition, the controls are designed to

minimize the risk of inadvertent use.

Pull controls have one particular shape,

twist controls another, and flip controls

a third.

All controls which are specific to a

taxi—for example, the taximeter—have

been mounted separate from the others,

since they are not used while the vehicle

is actually moving. The taxi controls,

however, are still within easy arm's

reach.

1 The dashboard instruments are deeply

recessed for the following two reasons:



a) There is less risk of distracting

reflections.

b) Transition from close-up viewing

(instruments) to long-distance view

ing (surrounding traffic) will not be

disturbing to the driver's eyes.

2 The steering wheel has a built-in

crumple zone which yields in a collision.

3 The taxi has a three-stage automatic

transmission which incorporates an

acoustic backing-up warner.

4 The windshield is extra large, consider

ably larger than existing requirements

demand.

5 The heating and ventilation—air condi

tioning system is of an air-blending type

and reacts considerably faster than a

system with a conventional water-valve

control system. A single lever permits

the driver to set the required tempera

ture, which the system then maintains

automatically.

6 Other features of the driving area in

clude a writing table with reading lamp,

a safe box, and a small refrigerator for
drinks.

7 All of the doors are coupled to a system

permitting them to be locked centrally

by the driver. A warning light shows

the driver if any of the doors is not

completely locked. The driver's door

has an opening angle of not less than

80°, and a red light warns oncoming

traffic when it is open. This also applies

to the passenger door on the left-hand
side.

Side bumper.

Condenser fans and
roof line .

Front bumper.

Indication of:
A) grab handle,
B) air-conditioning
omlet, C) volume con
trol for stereo radio.

Dashboard.
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Rear seat, armrest
down, safety bar in
roof.

Height adjustment
knob of the safety bar.

Rear seat accommo
dating passenger with
the safety bar in use.

Interior seen from
right side, rear seat
folded.



Control for electri
cally powered
window, also showing
lighter and ashtray.

Extra seat, in position
for use.

Engine

Luggage space in pas
senger compartment.
Extra seat folded
when not in use.
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The driver is separated from the pas

sengers by a partition consisting of

bulletproof glass and armored steel. The

entire partition, including the speaking

box and payment box, is bulletproof.

Engine

The engine is an in-line, 6-cylinder,

swirl combustion chamber diesel of 70

h.p. at 4500 rpm. It is prepared for

turbo supercharging, which gives an

output increase of between 15 and 20

h.p. The engine conforms with the

existing exhaust emission requirements

by a good margin.

The Volvo taxi has a maximum speed

of better than 75 mph (120 kmph) and

acceleration capabilities which give it

ample performance for city traffic.

Body Design and Special Features

Transmission

On the rear of the automatic gearbox is

a drop gear with chain transmission

which drives a forward-pointing prop-

shaft. Thanks to this layout, the engine

and final drive are entirely separate,

giving the Volvo taxi a very quiet and

smooth transmission.

Hydraulics

The Volvo taxi is equipped with a high-

pressure (150 bar.) central hydraulic

system for brakes and steering. This

means extra safety and long service life.

Electrical Center

The fuseboxes, including automatically

resetting fuses, are mounted behind the

driving seat. The space to the right of

the driver is occupied by the power

supply, heating—ventilation—air condi

tioning system, etc.

Invalid Taxi

The low floor and the high, straight-

backed sitting posture are ideal for the

infirm or disabled.

Folding up the right-hand section of the

rear seat provides space for a wheelchair

passenger—with room for the accom

panying passenger on the left side of

the seat. There is no difficulty in getting

a wheelchair into the Volvo taxi from

normal sidewalk heights.

Development Possibilities

The Volvo taxi is intended for a maxi

mum of 3 + 1 occupants and luggage;

but, if the wheelbase is extended 31 in.

(80 cm.), the taxi can easily be built as

a mini-bus, with three seat rows for

nine passengers. This opens up a wealth

of other possibilities: the Volvo taxi

design can also be used for an ambu

lance, a large station wagon, van-

practically any type of special vehicle.

All basic systems in the prototype are

dimensioned for the maximum vehicle

length, this applying to all items of a

safety nature.

Invalid Transport Service

The fact that the Volvo taxi is also an

ideal vehicle for transporting invalids

implies a considerable potential for the

vehicle and thereby makes it attractive

economically: for example, during

periods of the day when the demand

for normal taxi service is relatively low,

the Volvo taxi can serve as a means of



Left side doors show
ing warning lights.

Writing table with
lamp.

Large windshield.
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Luggage compartment.

Seen on the sliding
driver-passenger
window partition are:
A) loudspeaker,
B) air-conditioning
unit, C) unit for com
munication, D) vol
ume control for loud
speaker, E) payment
box, F) air vents.

Refrigerator for
drinks.

Ventilation controls.Central locking device
with warning light.

Safe deposit box.
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Adaptation of Volvo
taxi as an ambulance.

Drawing (interior )
of mini-bus with
passengers.

Drawing of Volvo
taxi, adaptation as
station wagon.

Wheelchair moving
into the compartment
from the sidewalk.
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Forward-facing seat
tilted up to accommo
date wheelchair.
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transportation for organizations for

the physically handicapped or, as in

Sweden, the social authorities.

In Gothenburg, for example, which is

Sweden's second largest city, with a

population of 500,000, no less than 1.2

million Invalid Transport Service jour

neys are made annually—and of these

90 per cent are carried out by taxis.

Volvo Tele-bus

The Volvo taxi, and particularly the

extended mini-bus version, is the ideal

vehicle for a demand-response system in

which a smaller bus is sufficient to

satisfy passenger volumes in an eco

nomical manner.

Volvo has developed one of these de

mand-response systems, and at present

it is being tested in the town of Boras

in Sweden. This system is based on a

main route where taxis are dispatched

every half-hour if orders have been in

coming. Branch-off runs are made from

this route when a passenger has tele

phoned previously and ordered the bus

to any of the bus stops off the main

route.

For the passengers this system means

that they can order the bus to pick them

up at their bus stop by dialing the tele-

bus number and then dialing the num

ber of their bus stop. All of the infor

mation needed by the passenger to order

a bus journey correctly is given by an

answering system. The system is entirely

automatic, and the only personnel

requirements are drivers.

The equipment consists of:

1 receiver for in-dialing messages

2 answering machine for instructions and

confirmation

3 storage for incoming orders

4 printer for running schedule

5 control logic

At departure, the driver presses a button

and is given a list of the bus stops where

customers are waiting to be picked up.

This system can also be used for com

muting lines to a terminal from which

larger units can run.

The tele-bus system means that bus

traffic can offer excellent service at a

lower cost than is normally required:

1 The distance which the bus travels from

terminus to terminus can vary.

2 Empty running is minimized, since the

driver knows in advance which bus

stops he is to drive to.

This is one type of tele-bus system. The

same equipment can be used for other

types of demand-response system to suit

the needs and capacities of the area in

question.

—Volvo
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Volkswagen Taxi Prototype

Manufacturer

Engine

Performance

Max. speed

Acceleration
Fuel
consumption
Fuel type
Emission

Body frame

Transmission

Volkswagenwerk,
Wolfsburg, West Germany

Hybrid power plant (a combina
tion of gasoline- and electric-
powered engine)
Gasoline engine: 50 DIN hp
1600 cu. cm.
Electric engine: Bosch GmbH;
DC shunt motor, 130 v/l6kw
continuous duty, 32 kw short duty

43.5 mph 70 km./h in electric
mode
64.6 mph 104 km./h in hybrid
power mode
0 to 62 mph in 31 seconds

20 mpg 8.5 km/1.
Gasoline
Electric operation: no exhaust
Hybrid power operation : meets
current Federal emission
requirements

Unitized body

Torque converter coupled through
an automatic clutch

Weight

Ground
clearance

Entry height
General data

4740 lb. 2133 kg.

7.1 in. 18 cm.
19.5 in. 49.5 cm.
Carries 4 to 5 passengers plus
driver; space for wheelchair;
retractable step; sliding door;
air-conditioned

Drive Rear-wheel drive (rear engine)

Steering
Type
Turn radius

Worm and roller
18.5 ft. 5.65 m.

Braking
system
front/ rear Disc/drum

Suspension
front/ rear

Independent trailing arms/semi
trailing arm

Overall
dimensions
Max. length
Max. width
Max. height
Wheelbase
Track
front/ rear

179 in.
69-3 in.
77 in.
94.5 in.
54.9 in./
57.3 in.

454 cm.
176 cm.
195.5 cm.
240 cm.
139.5 cm./
145.5 cm.

Interior
dimensions
passenger compartment
Length
Width
Headroom
over aisle

50 in.
61.8 in.

54.2 in.

127 cm.
157 cm.

137.5 cm.
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Volkswagen

A taxi for traffic of the future must

meet a number of requirements that are

not met by the taxis of today.

At present taxis differ primarily from

regular sedans only as regards color. The

40 sq. ft. of interior space provided by

today's average taxi compares with

some 100 sq. ft. of space that the vehicle

requires on the street. Today's taxis do not

permit passengers to exit with opened

umbrellas, nor to move baby carriages

into the vehicles. They are too wide

and too low; their fuel consumption

and exhaust emissions are too high.

Today's taxis have not been built for

their special purpose.

The Museum of Modern Art has estab

lished the following criteria for a taxi

of the future:

1 It must provide safety, comfort and an

extreme degree of maneuverability.

2 Passengers must be able to enter and

leave the vehicle easily and be accom

modated comfortably once inside.

3 The vehicle must be compact and offer

a highly favorable ratio between over

all length and pay load space.

4 The vehicle must offer excellent drive-

ability and provide above-average

driving comfort.

5 It must be extremely economical and

must produce a minimum of adverse

effects on the environment.

These requirements can scarcely be met

by a vehicle of conventional design.

Accordingly, a concept must be devel

oped to make a vehicle meet the re

quirements. This concept has already

been realized in many respects in the

Volkswagen Transporter which is the

basis for the VW Station Wagon, usu

ally referred to as the Volkswagen

Micro-bus.

More than four million of these VW

Transporter vehicles are in regular use

throughout the world. The basic vehicle

has demonstrated its outstanding quali

ties over countless miles under varying

conditions. It is economical, sturdy, and

uniquely comfortable and spacious.
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Passengers:

Accommodations

The passengers are accommodated on

four single seats. Three of them face

the front, and can be adjusted individ

ually for full seating comfort. The

fourth seat faces the rear. Passenger

legroom is considerably greater than in

conventional sedans. Interior dimen

sions permit easy accommodation of

either a baby carriage or a wheelchair.

Luggage
The passenger can carry hand luggage

with him as he enters the vehicle. To

secure luggage during a taxi trip, a

restraining device can be folded down

from the wall which separates the pas

sengers from the driver's compartment.

The passenger compartment allows

plenty of room for hand luggage with

out inconveniencing the occupants. In

addition, a separate rear compartment

with a capacity of about 35 cu. ft.

accommodates large pieces of luggage

or other cargo. This rear compartment

is accessible both from inside and out

side the vehicle, the latter through a

tailgate whose lock is controlled from

the driver's seat. The passenger can load

and unload luggage himself.

Seating, Support and Restraints

The anatomically designed passenger

seats are intended for single occupancy.

They are equipped with folding arm

rests, integrated head-restraints, and

adjustable seatbacks. The seat covers

were chosen for ventilation, durability,

and a texture to prevent slipping. Each

seat is equipped with a lap-type seat belt.

Passenger-Driver Separation

For a number of reasons, a wall has

been erected to separate driver and

passenger. To facilitate communication,

the VW taxi is equipped with an inter

com unit. A large window in the divid

ing wall permits visual contact between

the driver and passengers and enables

the latter to view the taxi meter. Fares

may be passed from passenger to driver

through a transfer device in the divid

ing wall.

Comfort and Convenience

The vehicle's interior has been decorated

with dense, noise-insulating materials,

and an air conditioning system assures

cool temperatures during peak summer

heat. The Volkswagen taxi also is

equipped with a gasoline-powered

auxiliary heating system for midwinter

when the vehicle is parked with its

engine shut down.

Dimensions

Floor area of the passenger compart

ment measures 61.75 in. ( 157 cm.)

across and a maximum of 50 in. (127

cm.) from front to rear. Maximum

height from floor to headliner is 54.25

in. (138 cm.)

Hiproom measured at the forward-fac

ing passenger seats is 60.6 in. (154 cm.),

shoulder room is 59.25 in. (150.5 cm.),

headroom is 40.25 in. (102 cm.), and

legroom, measured from the rear of the

seat bottoms to the base of the security

wall, is 70.25 in. (178.5 cm.). Each

body-contoured seat is 18 in. (45 cm.)

wide.
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Indication of VW
prototype's interior
space with accommo
dation for four
passengers.



The bulletproof glass window in the

security wall is 48.25 in. (123 cm.)

wide at the lower edge and 10.4 in.

(26 cm.) high.

Accessibility

Large sliding doors, 41.75 in. (106 cm.)

wide and 48.25 in. high (122.5 cm.)

on both right and left of the VW taxi

permit easy entrance. They also consti

tute an important safety element, as

they enable passengers to enter and

leave the vehicle at either right or left

curb-side. The right-hand door, which

will obviously have the greater use, has

an electric remote control so that it may

be opened and closed by the driver. A

running board automatically extends

from the vehicle when the right door

opens to assist passengers when entering

or leaving the taxi. The sliding doors

do not obstruct traffic flow as is the case

with conventionally hinged swing-out

doors.

Driver Requirements:

General

The vehicle is equipped with a semi-

trailing arm rear axle; front indepen

dent suspension with trailing arms and

stabilizers; worm-gear steering and hy

draulic steering damper; dual-circuit

brake system with front disc and rear

drum brakes; deceleration-dependent

brake force regulator; brake power

booster; and steel-belted radial tires. The

VW taxi has the same sort of suspen

sion normally found in sports cars.

Security

A bulletproof wall, with bulletproof

window, gives the driver special anti-

crime protection.

Comfort, Convenience, and Crash Safety

Taxi drivers are required to spend pro

longed periods behind the wheel. They

must adjust their thinking to fast-

changing street conditions and make

quick decisions in critical traffic situa

tions. A vehicle designed to counteract

driver fatigue constitutes an important

contribution to taxi safety. Good suspen

sion comfort is provided by long spring

travel and low spring rates on both the

front and rear axle in conjunction with

carefully tuned damping. The driver's

seat is equipped with a three-point

retractable safety belt system. The

vehicle's operating controls were de

signed in accordance with the latest

ergonomic findings. The type of auto

matic transmission employed is a major

factor in terms of driver convenience

and relief from fatigue.

Dimensions

The driver's bucket-type seat is 20.25

in. (5 1 cm.) wide, the seat-back rising

30.25 in. (77 cm.) above the cushion.

Driver hiproom is 33 in. (84 cm.),

shoulder room 58.25 in. (148 cm.),

headroom 38.5 in. (98 cm.) and

legroom, measured from the rear of the

seat cushion to the heel point of the

accelerator pedal, is 40.25 in. (102 cm.).

A glovebox built into the right of the

vehicle's dashboard measures 17 in.

(43 cm.) wide, is 6 in. ( 15 cm.) high

and 9 in. (23 cm.) deep.

Access to the driver's compartment is

through the left front door, which is

42.25 in. (107 cm.) at its widest

dimension and 50 in. ( 127 cm.) at its

maximum height.
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Luggage accommoda
tion in the VW
prototype.

A large window in
the VW dividing wall
permits visual contact
between the passen
gers and the driver.
Fares may be passed
through a small slid
ing tray in the
partition.

Large sliding doors
permit easy entrance
and exit from the taxi.

Interior dimensions
permit easy accom
modation of either a
baby carriage or a
wheelchair.
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Driver Vision

The Volkswagen has been designed to

provide excellent driver visibility under

varied conditions, including exit from

blind driveways and passage through

congested intersections. Because the

vehicle has no front hood and the

driver's seat is relatively high above

street level, the operator has a good

view of his environment. This increased

visibility also eliminates much of the

tedium drivers face in heavy traffic.

Vehicle Identification

The VW taxi fulfills the requirements

for vehicle color and an easily visible

taxi light mounted on the roof.

Crash Safety Features

Experts in forensic medicine have rec

ognized that many injuries in both

passenger cars and trucks are caused by

the steering wheel and steering column.

In their efforts to offer taxi drivers the

same safety benefits offered by a stand

ard car, Volkswagen has developed a

special safety steering control system

for the Transporter. This consists essen

tially of a collapsible support which

connects the driver end of the steering

wheel to the dashboard. This connection

folds up at a preselected point to help

absorb the impact in the event of the

driver's striking the steering wheel dur

ing an accident. In case of frontal

impact, the folding also limits steering

wheel or dashboard intrusion into the

driver compartment.

To minimize injuries, the VW Trans

porter is equipped with a padded dash

board; operating buttons, levers, and the

1 Tube-En 4 Energy-Ab
closed Tor sorbing
sion Bar Fork Frame
Spring 5 Steel-Belted

2 Collapsible Radial Tires
Steering- 6 Independent
Column Double
Support Trailing Arm

3 Energy- Suspension
Absorbing
Bumper
Reinforce
ment
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vehicle's few protruding edges are also

padded. The seat backs and head

restraints meet all existing safety

requirements.

Chassis Design Safety Features

Volkswagen, like other car manufac

turers, is intensely concerned with

safety research. A modern passenger

vehicle should be so designed that it

provides a high degree of protection for

its occupants in event of collision. When

the point is reached at which active

safety measures are no longer sufficient

to prevent accidents, passive safety

measures are needed.

A deformation element immediately

behind the vehicle's front bumper

absorbs impact energy. Four stiff

longitudinal beams behind the energy-

absorbing element help prevent com

pression-type collapse of the driver

cabin regardless of whether the vehicle

undergoes frontal, diagonal, or corner

impact.

Body Design and Special Features

The VW Transporter incorporates a

number of standard features which are

important to the taxi prototype. The

vehicle has sliding side doors for safe

entry and exit of its passengers. Its wide

"picture windows" assure all-around

visibility for both driver and passengers.

Its rear engine and rear wheel drive

permit a flat interior floor, as opposed

to the driveshaft tunnel found in most

vehicles.

In addition, the VW Transporter

incorporates longitudinal door beams.

By transmitting side impact forces

throughout the vehicle's frame, the

beams help maintain the cabin configu

ration. Together with the vertical beams,

they also protect the driver and front-

seat passenger in the event of a lateral

collision.

Because the VW taxi driver and pas

sengers are positioned above the usual

impact zone, lateral collisions pose sub

stantially less threat to them than to

occupants of conventional passenger

cars.

In the case of a rear impact, the large

sheet-metal surface is advantageous

both to the impacting vehicle which

collides with the metal and to the VW

Transporter.

All door locks and hinges, including

those of the sliding doors and the tail

gate, are constructed in such a manner

that they do not spring open during

impact and vehicle roll-over tests.

Fuel Consumption and Air Pollution

Fuel consumption of the hybrid power

plant developed for the VW taxi com

pares favorably with that of the regular

VW Transporter's 2-liter fuel injection

engine. VW's 1976-model Transporters

with automatic transmissions and 2-liter

engines received Environmental Protec

tion Agency fuel economy ratings of 18

mph in simulated city traffic, 24 mph

in highway operation, and a combined

city/ highway fuel economy rating of

20 mph.

Propulsion and Engine

Volkswagen has developed a hybrid

power plant for the VW taxi. This

power plant—a combination of an
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Hybrid Power Plant

HYDRODYNAMIC

TORQUE

CONVERTER

SEPARATION -

CLUTCH

GASOLINE

ENGINE
FINAL

DRIVE

ELECTRIC

MOTOR

ELECTRONIC

CONTROL

'///MM
ACCELERATOR

BATTERY

1 Cooling Fan 11 Hybrid
2 Electric Power to

Motor Rear Wheels
3 Electric 12 Forward

Motor Drive Gearing
Shaft 13 Reverse

4 Double- Gearing
Jointed 14 Electric
Rear Axle Motor Drive

5 Clutch Shaft
6 Air-Cooled 15 Universal

Internal Joint
Combustion 16 Input to
Engine Generator

7 Muffler on Charge
8 Torque Mode

Converter 17 Output
9 Engine from Elec

Drive Shaft tric Motor
10 Internal on Drive

Combustion Mode
Engine
Input
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1 Unitized
Body

2 Padded

Dashboard
3 Storage

Batteries
for Electric
Drive Mode

4 Driver's
Body-Con
toured Seat
with Head
Restraint

5 Tube-En
closed Tor
sion Bar
Spring

6 Trans
mission

7 Electronic
Control Unit

8 Storage
Batteries for
Electric
Drive Mode

9 Air-Cooled
Internal
Combustion
Engine

10 Rear Drum
Brake

11 Double-
Jointed
Rear Axle

12 Independent
Trailing Arm
Suspension

13 Hydro-
dynamic
Torque
Converter
and Clutch

14 Hydraulic
Brake Lines

15 Electric
Motor Drive
Shaft

16 Electric
Motor

17 Door Rein
forcement
Beams

18 Power-
Assisted
Disc Brake

19 Transparent
Brake-Fluid
Reservoir

20 Worm and
Roller
Steering
Gear Box

21 Deformation
Element
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internal combustion engine and an

electric motor—provides the advantages

of both systems:

It produces no exhaust emissions when

operated solely on the electric motor

part of its power plant.

The only limit to the vehicle's operating

range when running on hybrid opera

tion is the capacity of its fuel tank.

(Hybrid operation entails running the

vehicle with the internal combustion

engine and electric motor working in

unison.) Overall operating range of the

VW taxi thus is comparable to that of a

conventional vehicle powered by an

internal combustion engine.

The mode of operation of this power

plant is explained by the following

description of a standing-start accelera

tion process until desired speed has

been reached:

After the gasoline engine has been

started, the accelerator pedal governs

the desired pulling power. The electric

motor then develops a torque (a force

that produces or tends to produce rota

tion or torsion) corresponding to this

pulling power. This means that the

electric motor carries the entire load in

the beginning. At the same time, how

ever, the gasoline engine develops a

torque as its throttle valve is slowly

opened. The torque of the electric

motor can be decreased as the gasoline

engine torque increases. This is done to

save the battery, the decrease equaling

the increase in the torque of the gas

oline engine.

Indication of length
and height of V W
taxi in contrast to a
typical American taxi.

VW Transporter
shown in this crash-
test photo -was travel
ing at about 30 mph
when it struck the
immobile car ahead of
it. Impact energy was
absorbed so well by
vehicle's front-end
design that the Trans-
porter was able to
drive away from the
test site under its own
power.
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Once the acceleration process has been

completed, speed can be maintained

either with the aid of the gasoline en

gine or with the electric motor alone,

assuming that the individual motor out

put suffices to compensate for the ve

hicle driving resistance. If this is not the

case, both motors are used simulta

neously.

In the event that the gasoline engine

produces more power than required, the

excess is used to charge the battery

while the vehicle is being driven. In this

case, the electric motor serves as a

generator.

As the photographs reveal, this hybrid

power plant consists essentially of a

gasoline engine with hydrodynamic

torque converter and a separation

clutch K as well as an electronically

controlled electric motor E which is

powered by a battery B. The electrical

component E of the power plant is con

nected via the clutch to the output

shaft of the hydrodynamic torque con

verter through a fixed ratio trans

mission.

The electronic control R controls the

behavior of the individual power plant

components and provides for smoother

operation of the entire power plant de

pending on the driving state of the

vehicle and the charge condition of the

electrical energy storage unit. Part of

this control is an electronic DC device

to control electrical torque of the elec

tric motor.

Because of this power plant system, the

torque of the E motor is added to the

converted torque of the gasoline engine.

The momentary driving condition of

the vehicle establishes the torque T4 to

be produced by the hybrid power plant

and the speed of shaft number 4. Be

cause of the coupling of the output

shafts of the gasoline engine and the

electric motor by the transmission I34,

both the output speed of the converter

and the speed of the electric motor

are determined. However, the

torque contributions Te = T3 and

To = Ti of the individual machines to

the total torque T4 are uncertain,

where T4 = T2 + T3 X l34. This makes

it possible for the electric motor to

smooth out rapid engine torque changes,

either by adding to or absorbing any

excess torque from the engine. This

fact was taken into account when the

control system was conceived.

The VW taxi can also be powered by

the 2-liter air-cooled fuel injection en

gine used in the 1976 VW Transporter

models marketed in the United States.

This engine is similar in layout to those

that have powered the VW Transporter

over the years. In the Transporter (first

built in 1950), engine, clutch, auto

matic transmission, and axle drive are

combined into one compact unit for in

stallation at the rear of the vehicle.



Specifications of the fuel injection

Transporter engine for 1976:

Mode of

operation:

Bore:

Stroke:

Displacement:

Compression :

Output

(SAE net):

Max. Torque:

4-stroke

gasoline engine

3.7 in. (9.4 cm.)

2.8 in. (7.1 cm.)

1970 cc

7-3
67 h.p. at

4200 rpm

97 lb.-ft. at

3000 rpm

Emissions

When equipped with its hybrid power

plant and operated solely on electric

power, no noxious emissions are pro

duced by the VW taxi.

Operated in the dual power mode, ex

haust emissions are substantially lower

than those from a conventional gaso

line engine which meets current re

quirements of the Clean Air Act. This

is because much of an internal com

bustion engine's emissions are due to

rapid changes in throttle valve position,

such as occur when the accelerator

pedal is depressed or released quickly.

The hybrid power plant is such that the

electric motor carries the entire load at

the start of the acceleration process, so

the throttle valve can be opened slowly,

producing relatively low emissions.

When operated in its third mode, to

tally gasoline-engine powered, the VW

taxi has exhaust emission levels well

within the limits of the Clean Air Act.

Cost and Maintenance

A tightly knit servicing organization in

some 140 countries around the world

is available for VW taxi operators.

Both new and factory-rebuilt parts can

be obtained from those facilities at

reasonable prices.

Cost Reduction Requirements

Because the VW taxi uses a large num

ber of off-the-shelf components, it does

not require extensive retooling in

manufacture.
—Volkswagen
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Alfa Romeo Taxi Prototype

Manufacturer

Engine

Performance

Max. speed
Acceleration

Fuel
consumption
Fuel type
Emission

Body frame

Transmission

Drive

Steering

Type
Turn radius

Braking
system

front/rear

Suspension

front/rear

Overall
dimensions

Max. length
Max. width
Max. height
Wheelbase
Track
front/ rear

Interior
dimensions

passenger compartment
Length
Width
Headroom
over aisle

Alfa Romeo,
Milan, Italy

4-cycle, 4 cylinders in line, dual
overhead cam
78 cu. in. 1290 cu. cm.
60 hp SAE at 5600 rpm

Weight
Ground
clearance
Entry height

General data

3520 lb. 1600 kg.

6.3 in. 16 cm.
11.8 in. 30 cm.
Carries 5 passengers plus driver;
sliding door; retractable ramp for
wheelchair; air-conditioned

75 mph 120 km. /h
1 km. (0.6 mile) from standing,
50 seconds

18 mpg 8.33 km./l.
Gasoline
Meets present Federal standards

Reinforced steel chassis with
roll-bar and supporting ribs

4-speed

Front-wheel drive

Worm and roller
17.3 ft. 5.25 m.

Disc/drum

Independent with double tele
scopic hydraulic shock absorbers

162.6 in. 406.5 cm.
69 in. 175 cm.
70 in. 177 cm.
90.5 in. 230 cm.
56 in./ 142 cm./
58 in. 146 cm.

75 in. 190 cm.
55 in. 140 cm.

55 in. 140 cm.
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Alfa Romeo

Editor's Note: The Alfa Romeo

prototype is being shown hors con-

cours. Although this represents a

model intended specifically for the

European market, the Museum has

decided to present it because Alfa

Romeo has on its own chosen to

construct it in accordance with the

requirements laid down in the

Design Specifications Manual pre

pared for the Taxi Project. The

Museum was also interested in pre

senting it to the American public as

an indication of the automobile

industry's concern in the problems

of urban transportation. The Alfa

Romeo prototype is not proposed

for manufacture in the United

States, nor is it to be tested by the

New York City Taxi and Limousine

Commission.

Economic developments in recent years

have focused attention on public trans

portation. In this field, the taxi occupies

a unique position: it performs a public

service for the community, and it accom
modates private interests.

The intent of Alfa Romeo's design is to

supply functional and practical solu

tions for the specific needs of driver,

passengers, and traffic conditions, in

addition to meeting conventional

demands for efficiency and economy.

Alfa Romeo commissioned Ital Design,

under the creative direction of Giorgetto

Giugiaro, to design a front-wheel-drive

taxi based upon the prototype chassis of

a small Alfa Romeo van and powered

by Alfa Romeo's dual-overhead-cam

4-cylinder engine.

Behind this project stands the experi

ence of Alfa Romeo in designing and

producing motor vehicles known for

their preventive safety concept and for

their strength and durability developed

on the racetrack—the ultimate proving
ground.

Giorgetto Giugiaro has created a design

prototype which provides spacious

accommodations for passengers and

luggage, exemplary comfort for all

occupants, and new service features

which are both useful and convenient

under all operating conditions, even

emergency situations.
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Description of Prototype

The Alfa Romeo taxi prototype is con

structed of mechanical parts already in

production.

Plan of Alfa proto
type indicating
dimensions.

Chassis, engine, transmission, suspen

sion, steering, and brakes have been

taken directly from a small Alfa Romeo

production van. This key decision makes

possible generous accommodations for

passengers and luggage. At the same

time it provides a comfortable and pro

tected driver's compartment due to the

location of the engine directly over the

front wheels. The elevated position of

the driver's seat affords a point of visi

bility about 14 in. (35 cm.) above that

in standard taxis.

Upon this van chassis Ital Design cre

ated a compact body marked by simple

and functional lines. It offers excellent

visibility for driver and passengers, as

well as accessibility and comfort. A

novel feature is the wide rubber belt

encircling the body of the car, which

not only increases general protection

but also safeguards the car from damage

caused by minor collisions. This reduces

maintenance costs.

fh
374"
95cm

362

92cm

V: J) 116
295cn

82
21cm

jr
90.5 230cm

Diagram indicating
location of engine
over the wheels.

The following sections describe in detail

the technical characteristics with special

emphasis on those features which con

tribute to the comfort, convenience, and

protection of driver and passengers.

Passenger Compartment

The rear seat accommodates three peo

ple facing forward. Two more can sit

on folding seats facing the rear. A fold

ing armrest in the center of the rear seat
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Elevation indicating
dimensions and seat
structure. / 555 140cm \
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1
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Elevation showing
passenger accommo
dation.

2.08 m

Elevation and plan
showing dimensions
and driver visibility.

81,9"

5,40 r

212,6"



Plan of vehicle inte
rior showing space for
additional passengers.

On the curb side is a
sliding door with a
retractable ramp
which can accommo
date carriages and
wheelchairs.

Plan indicating the
actual positioning of
wheelchair in the
interior space.

Rendering of interior
space showing tinted
glass roof which in
creases visibility and
reduces glare.



Extra space for bag
gage is available at the
right of the driver's
seat.

MO

ifHi
II
11

Plan of seating
accommodations .

adds to comfort when there are only

two passengers.

All seats are equipped with safety belts

and compact headrests which do not

impair visibility. Upholstery is washable

for easy maintenance and "breathes"

for comfort in hot weather.

Anatomically designed seats afford cor

rect seating position and provide sup

port. When the vehicle is at a standstill,

the seats are relatively firm; in motion

they not only absorb vibrations, being

harmonized with the suspension, but

also become more comfortable as their

flexibility becomes more effective with

speed.

The baggage area is located adjacent to

the front passenger seat. Enclosed by a

vertical retaining lip, the baggage area

is covered with a special non-slip mate

rial. The rest of the floor is covered with

practical rubber. To further prevent

baggage from shifting, a push-button

control operates a vertical restraining

device. Extra space for baggage is avail

able to passengers at the right of the

driver. Because the floor is only 11.65

in. (29.5 cm.) from the ground, the

Alfa taxi facilitates entry and exit of

passengers and handling of luggage.

Another feature is the sliding door on

the curb-side which leaves the door

opening completely free even in the

most confined parking situations. The

usable area of each opening is 35 in.

(89 cm.) wide and 53 in. (135 cm.)

high. A retractable ramp under the

floor can be quickly pulled out to pro

vide easy entry and exit for baby car

riages and wheelchairs. The sliding

passenger door, which opens from both

inside and outside, can be equipped with

an electrical locking mechanism con

trolled by the driver.

Passenger-area window surface (side

and rear) totals 28.4 sq. ft. (2.64 sq. m.).

In addition, a large tinted glass roof

measuring 39.4 in. (100 cm.) by 31.5

in. (80 cm.) affords extra visibility, with

a sunshade to block glare.

Total passenger-compartment area—

from partition to the back of the rear

seat—measures 68.5 in. (174 cm.). This

is larger than in any taxi built on a

sedan chassis; it is even larger than in

the famed London taxi, which offers a

passenger area 47 in. long (118 cm.) in

a total vehicle length of 140 in. (357

cm.), as against the 160 in. (406 cm.)

length of the Alfa Romeo prototype.

Usable floor space in the passenger area

is 20.4 sq. ft. (1.90 sq. m.).

A bulletproof safety-glass partition

separates the passenger and driver com

partments. A two-way intercom pro

vides communication. Fares are collected

via a pivoting receptacle in the partition. �

The meter is placed in the driver's com

partment, in an inclined position visible

to passengers.

Driver's Compartment

Special attention has been given to the

driving position, with emphasis on

comfort, easy operation of controls, and

high visibility in order to reduce driver

fatigue and promote safe operation of
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Heating system and
air conditioner, lodged
under the forward
roll- bar.

oot

Diagram indicating
oversized outside rear-
view mirrors.

The Alfa Romeo pro
totype has a mechani
cal jack positioned at
each wheel.
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Plan indicates a pro
tective rubber belt, a
special safety feature.

the vehicle. Excellent vision is obtained

through the large windshield 34.25 in.

(87 cm.) high and 50 to 58.25 in. (127

to 148 cm.) wide. Visibility is broad

ened by the large side and rear windows,

the oversized outside rear-view mirrors

on both sides, and the heated rear

window. All controls are easily operated

by the driver. In addition to the usual

instruments, the dashboard displays

warning lights to indicate whether pas

senger doors are properly closed. The

dashboard is covered with non-glare

material.

Next to the driver's seats are two com

partments: one is for papers and small

items, the other holds the money box

and can be locked. Another compart

ment, for the driver's personal effects, is

located at the rear of the vehicle with

access via a door under the rear window.

The driving position is favorably located

well behind and above the engine,

which is over the front wheels. This

automatically provides better protection

and insulation from vibrations. It also

allows a more relaxed driving position—

with plenty of room for legs and arms

in relation to the steering wheel, pedals,

and stick shift—which reduces fatigue.

The anatomically designed reclining

seat is inclined slightly to the rear and

permits needed support for shoulders

and kidneys. Firm lateral support is also

supplied. The seat is equipped with seat

belt and compact headrest, and there is

an armrest on the door panel.

Many of the vehicle's features work to

make driving easier and less fatiguing:

the flexibility of the twin-cam engine

makes it adaptable to all kinds of

traffic; low center of gravity and inde

pendent suspension all around con

tribute stability and comfort.The sliding

passenger door provides convenient

access in restricted areas; four mechan

ical jacks—one at each wheel—make

possible rapid raising of the vehicle.

Both the driver's compartment and the

passengers' compartment have a single-

unit heating system and air conditioner,

which are lodged under the forward

roll-bar.

Mechanical and Safety Features

The engine is the famous Alfa Romeo

4-cylinder dual-overhead-cam type, with

1290 cc. cylinder capacity, sodium-

cooled valves, aluminum-alloy cylinder

head and block. Because the engine was

developed for high-performance Alfa

Romeo cars, its use in a light commer

cial vehicle ensures excellent perform

ance in difficult urban and suburban

traffic conditions. For the same reason,

it offers exceptional durability and

toughness.

Front-wheel drive features a transaxle,

with gearbox integral with differential.

There are four synchronized forward

gears, plus reverse.

Suspension is independent front and

rear, with double-acting telescopic

shock absorbers.

Brakes are disc front and drum rear,

with power assist and pressure modu

lator to provide high-efficiency braking

in all conditions.
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Safety features include a chassis of great

structural strength, with a roll-bar

above the partition between the driver's

compartment and the passenger area. In

addition, the roof receives extra strength

through a supporting rib running from

the skylight to the rear window.

A striking safety feature of the body is

a protective rubber belt, 5.1 in. (13 cm.)

high and 2 in. (5 cm.) thick, completely

encircling the exterior. Besides offering

extra protection for the headlights, the

belt helps absorb the impact of major

collisions. It reduces the effect of minor

traffic encounters and parking incidents

like side-scrapes, thereby helping to

reduce maintenance costs. The bumpers

comply fully with U.S. safety regula

tions. Another body feature is the

absence of protrusions to snag pedes

trians or other vehicles.

Other important factors contributing to

active safety (prevention of accidents)

and passive safety (protection in case of

accident) include:

1 Protected driving seat.

2 Wide visibility for the driver, since the

elevated seat enables him to look out

over normal traffic.

3 Two double-size external rear-view

mirrors.

4 Heated rear window for de-icing and

de-fogging.

5 Dashboard warning signal that tells

driver whether passenger doors are

open or closed.

6 Front signal lights that are easily visible,

in a high position. Back lights in three

colors: green (normal night driving) ;

amber ( slow down ) ; red (brakes ) .

7 High stability and superior road-holding

due to low center of gravity, front-wheel

drive, and fully independent suspension.

8 Easy, responsive steering that is aided

by direct and precise linkage as well as

by the maneuverability of the vehicle,

which is narrower than the conventional

taxi.

9 Sliding passenger door that does not

interfere with sidewalk traffic when

open.

10 Safety belts and headrests for all seats,

driver's as well as passengers'.

Dimensions of the prototype are:

Length 13 ft. 4 in. (406 cm.)

Width 5 ft. 7.75 in. (172 cm.)

Height 5 ft. 10 in. (178 cm.)

As the floor is only
11.65 In. (29.5 cm.)
from the ground, the
Alfa taxi facilitates
entry and exit of pas
sengers and handling
of luggage.

Elevations showing
dimensions of Alfa
Romeo prototype as
compared to a tradi
tional taxi.

—Alfa Romeo
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Design
Specifications
Manual
A taxi conceived specifically for meeting
urban traffic conditions represents a matter
of considerable importance in improving the
quality of life in the urban environment, and
the research along these lines is an im
portant aspect of the design activity. Such
a vehicle must present outstanding proper
ties of emission control, high maneuverabil
ity, driver comfort and safety, as well as
adequate and comfortable accommodations
for passengers and luggage. Moreover, it
must also be endowed with certain basic
characteristics such as compact external
dimensions, generous ratio between overall
size and usable space, good accessibility,
ease of employment, visibility, handling,
high safety margin, easy identification.

Recognizing the requirements of urban
mobility and the absence of appropriately
designed automotive means to satisfy such
needs, The Museum of Modern Art, through
its Department of Architecture & Design,
proposed and organized the Taxi Project.
The Taxi and Limousine Commission of
New York City, in close cooperation with
the Museum's staff and its engineering con
sultants, and in consultation with the repre
sentatives of New York City Taxi Fleet
owners and private taxi owners, prepared
the following Design Specifications Manual
for an improved taxi vehicle.

This taxi is intended to provide an appro
priate "matching" of transport capability to
payload by optimization for two to three
passengers, while retaining the full load
capacity of four. It shall thus provide a fuller
level of comfort for two to three passengers,
and acceptable through perhaps reduced
levels of comfort for four. Appropriate levels
of safety shall be maintained for all occu
pants.

The taxi shall incorporate the highest prac
tical interior to exterior cube ratio, with the
lateral dimension in particular being reduced
(that is, closer to the London Cab's 60 in.
width than the current American stock
sedan's 70-80 in.). Compactness will reduce
the spatial impact on downtown environ
ments, and the reduced lateral dimension,
insofar as it does not critically detract from
road-worthiness, is intended to increase
traffic penetration capability.

The taxi design must meet with established
federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
(MVSS), and insofar as is practical with the
intent of proposed MVSS except where the
latter is clearly at variance with the Project's
aim of creating an improved urban taxicab.
It is intended that the taxi shall represent
one variant of a second type of urban vehicle;
and further, the Project will propose that
the federal National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) recognize this
second type of urban vehicle as better
suited to highway use than the standard,
heavier, and larger type of car.

Engineering analysis on road-worthiness
and crash-worthiness consistent with that
normally required for meeting federal MVSS
certification will be important to insure that
these performance categories have not
been unduly compromised in meeting the
special requirements of this Project. At the
present time, however, neither category has
been very much developed in terms of actual
MVSS requirements. Further, it is recognized
that insofar as the Project requirements as
stated herein tend away from the low-
profile "race car" styling common in
standard vehicle design, they will tend to
a certain degree to reduce road-worthiness
performance. Similarly, the current crash-
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worthiness philosophy found in much of the
safety literature tends to surround the
passengers with a great bulk of car body
for maximum energy absorption in highway
speed collisions. Thus, the special require
ment of this Project, of high inner-to-outer
cube effectiveness, militates against current
trends in safety. The dilemma is clear: The
taxi prototype design must develop appro
priate levels of safety, while still providing
a vehicle of reduced impact on its environ
ment. As stated above, it is therefore con
templated that such a design will form the
spearhead of a second type of vehicle to be
recognized by evolving MVSS standards,
which establishes a different trade-off
between economy, ecology and safety: a
new type of vehicle appropriate for semi-
public use in congested urban quarters.

It is the intention of the New York City Taxi
and Limousine Commission (TLC) to test the
prototypes submitted in actual taxi service.
Those prototype vehicles found suitable for
the rigorous demands of taxi service
will be used to guide the establishment of
standards which all taxicab designs must
follow in order to be approved for use in
New York City after 1978. The Commission
will, therefore, direct the testing and field
demonstration in actual taxi service of proto
types resulting from this Project.

The Taxi Project
The standards promulgated here are stated
essentially in terms of performance, in order
to allow the designer and manufacturer
maximum leeway in achieving the highest
level of design. The document describes
general design characteristics to be satisfied
and gives certain specific dimensions and
requirements that constitute appropriate
minimums for the design of the taxi. Careful

distinction has been made in the text
when using the terms "must" and "should."
"Must" items are considered mandatory,
while "should" items are felt to be highly
desirable although not strictly mandatory.

1.1 Accommodations
The Taxi Project has developed a passenger
accommodation philosophy based on
transit vehicle design recognizing four basic

loading modes:
1. empty
2. seated
3. standees
4. crush

Similarly, the taxi accommodation entails two
loading modes:
1. normal
2. 'squeeze' loading

The normal loading mode accommodates
two to three passengers at optimum sedan
seating levels of comfort; and the 'squeeze'
mode accommodates up to four with the
use of supplemental seat arrangements.

1.2 Luggage
Applying the same design philosophy to the
accommodation of passengers' luggage will
imply that participating companies seek
double utilization of space. Essentially this
means that the secondary, or squeeze
accommodation places will be used for lug
gage when not occupied by persons. The
economic/ecologic mission of the taxi is
deemed to be such that it should not be
designed to accommodate ultimate loadings
of a maximum number of passengers plus a
full complement of luggage but rather, an
either/or type of capacity. At the same time,
however, the vehicle shall be designed so
that passengers may load and off-load their
luggage easily themselves.



1.3 Seating, Support and Restraints (see
also 1.6.1)

1.3.1 Crash Safety

The two or three primary seating positions
must incorporate an appropriate complement
of proven energy attenuation and occupant
restraint devices, and, as a minimum, must
meet current FMVSS requirements.

1.3.2 Seat Design (Primary)

The seat back rest should have its lower edge
1 to 2 in. above the H-point to ensure good
lumbar support and provide a recessed
trough for seat belt hardware. There must
be contact between the installed manikin
back-pan and the seat back rest, up to 21 in.
above that point on the centerline of the
back-pan, closest to the H-point. There
must also be contact between the installed
manikin seat-pan and the seat cushion for
a distance of 11.5 to 12.5 in. from directly
beneath the H-point and forward along the
seat-pan's centerline. The seat cushion
should be firm at its forward edge so that
it is supportive at its full 13 in. height above
the floor when the occupant has slid forward
and is about to step out.

1.3.3 Head Restraints

A head restraint mechanism must be provided
for each primary position. Since such
restraints may offer severe obstructions to
the driver's view, innovative solutions are
encouraged. Concepts utilizing the basic
vehicle interior architecture will be con
sidered. For example, padding may in some
cases be attached directly to the partition or
backwindow, if their feasibility can be under
stood in terms of requirements 2.5.1.8 and
2.5.1.9.

1.3.4 Supplemental Seats
Supplemental seats will be designed and/or
protected with cushions so that they present
a minimal hazard to the occupants of the
primary seats, when they are in the deployed
position. Seat belts must be provided for
each supplemental seat position, and the
seat must be designed to be pulled easily
into its deployed position with the belts and
seat remaining anchored and effective.

1.4 Driver-Passenger Separation
It is assumed that the security requirements
of the driver will lead to a high degree of
environmental separation of passengers from
the driver. Indeed, past experience with
partitions has shown that the problem is one
of improving communications between the
two sides of the partition. Both speech and
the exchange of money have been signifi
cantly impeded. It is intended that Taxi
Project vehicles will provide solutions to
this problem.

1.5 Comfort and Convenience
The interior of the compartment must be
designed to be attractive, easy to maintain,
and durable.

1.5.1 Climate Control
Provision must be made for heating, fresh
air ventilation, and air conditioning (optional)
for all occupants. Separate controls of fresh
air should be provided (apart from the
opening windows) for both passenger and
driver compartments.

1.5.2 Ashtrays

Theft-proof, easy-to-clean ashtrays must be
included. They must not be installed in the
front seat backrest, however.
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1.5.3 Passenger Lighting
There should be acceptable sources of
illumination within the passenger compart
ment which do not unduly obscure the vision
of the operator.

1.5.4 Armrests
A folding armrest at least 6 in. wide
should be incorporated at a location between
the two primary seating locations in addition
to door-mounted armrests.

1.6 Dimensions

1.6.1 Seating and Measurement Methodology
The following dimensions are meant to be
used with conventional types of bench
seating, 'bucket' and folding seat designs.
The dimensions specified are meant to
provide a high level of seating and interior
comfort. They must be followed if such
conventional seating types are adopted by
the designer and manufacturer. This Project,
however, does encourage innovative
passenger seating design if it improves
comfort and safety. Consequently seats of
other than the conventional design may be
provided if they meet the required dimensions
or the intent thereof.

Interior measurements will be made in
accordance with the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) Aerospace Automotive
Drawing Standards, Section E-1; except for
GM-H69, a General Motors standard which
is defined herein; and which has been
proposed to the SAE by GM to become an
SAE standard; and TA, SR, HR, EnW, and
ExSW, which are special TLC measurements
defined herein; or any modifications of these
methods made subsequent to the writing of
this document. All measurements of pas
senger and driver accommodations must be
made with a three-dimensional manikin

using 95-percentile male dimensions, as
described in the SAE Recommonded Practice
J826a.

1.6.2 Primary Passenger Accommodations
(fixed in position)

1.6.2.1 Seats—The primary passenger seating must
be capable of comfortably accommodating
two passengers and should accommodate
three.

1.6.2.2 Cab Floor— Should be flat for an area of at
least 48 in. wide and 25 in. fore and aft
irrespective of jump seat assemblies.

1.6.2.3 Roof Liner—Should be at least 54 in.
above the floor over the 48 x 25 sq. in. area.

1.6.2.4. Foot Angle—Rear (SAE L47)—must be
between 110° and 120°. A suitable footrest
will be provided to accommodate all sizes
ranging inclusively from the 5 percentile
female to the 95 percentile male. By doing
so L47 will, in no case, be less than 90° nor
more than 120°.

1.6.2.5 Minimum Effective Leg Room-
Rear (SAE L51) should exceed 45 in. and
must exceed 40.

1.6.2.6 Knee Room-
Rear (SAE L48)—must exceed 10 in.
when primary seats alone are in use.

1.6.2.7 Effective Fiead Room-
Rear (SAE H63)—must exceed 40 in.

1.6.2.8 The Fiead Swing—
(TLC-HS)—must equal or exceed an arc of
33.0 in. and should equal or exceed
36.0 in. TLC-HS is measured by an arc
radius centered at the H Point and swung
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from 8° aft of the vertical, backward to the
torso line. This arc must clear the headliner,
roof structure, and rear window trim.

1.6.2.9 The Thigh Angle—

(TLC-TA)—must be between 60° and 70°
(TA equals Hip Angle L43 minus
Back Angle L41).

1.6.2.10 Hip Room Rear—

(SAE-W6)—must be at least 58 in. where
a conventional bench seat for three pas
sengers is used. With novel seating, it must
be at least 20 in. for each primary
occupant.

1.6.2.11 Shoulder Room-

Rear (SAE-W4)—must be at least 58 in.,
with conventional bench seat for three
passengers. With novel seating, it must be
at least 22 in. for each primary occupant.

1.6.2.12 Seat Chair Height-

Rear (SAE-H8)—must be between 12.5 and
13.5 in. This measurement must hold
for 8 in. to either side of the occupant's
centerline.

1.6.2.13 The Seat Depth—

(SAE-L16)—must be no less than 18 in.

1.6.3 Passenger Accommodations— Supplemental
Seat Places
The following constraints should govern the
supplemental seating design:

1.6.3.1 Minimum Effective Leg Room—Supplemental
(SAE L51 s)—must be at least 37 in.

1.6.3.2 Knee Room—Supplemental
(SAE-L48s)—must be at least 4 in.

1.6.3.3 Effective Head Room—Supplemental
(SAE-H63s)—must be at least 38 in.

1.6.3.4 Back Angle—Supplemental

(SAE-L41s)—must be at least 12°.

1.6.3.5 Hip Angle—Supplemental

(SAE-L43s)—must be at least 90°.

1.6.3.6 Hip Room—Supplemental
(SAE-W6s) and
Shoulder Room—Supplemental
(SAE-W4s)—must be at least 19 in. for
every person to be so accommodated.

1.6.3.7 Seat Chair Height—Supplemental
(SAE-H8s)—must be at least 12.5 in.

1.7 Accessibility Requirements

1.7.1 There must be a passenger door on each
side of the vehicle.

1.7.2 The vehicle must be comfortable and
convenient to enter and exit.

1.7.3 Adequate provision must be made to allow
the handicapped, including those in wheel
chairs, to enter and exit.

1.7.4 There must be an assist strap conforming
to the impact requirements of Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standard 201. It may double
as a door pull, but its primary purpose is to
aid passengers in bracing against sudden
stops, and to help entering and leaving the
taxi.

1.7.5 The effort required to open and close the
passenger doors must be minimized, and the
exterior and interior door controls must be
easily recognizable, comfortable and con
venient to operate. Each door must be
equipped with a hold-open latch.

1.7.6 There must be a rain gutter over each door.



1.7.7 Doors must not be hinged at their trailing

edge.

1.7.8 The body contour should be shaped to
minimize the accumulation of road dirt at
the passenger doorways.

1.8 Accessibility Dimensions

1.8.1 Sill Height—
The door sill should be no higher than the
level of the cab floor which should form a
fully level surface flush with the door sills.

1.8.2 The Upper Body Opening to Ground
(H51) must be no less than 52 in.

1.8.3 Entrance Height—
(H12) must be no less than 31 in.

1.8.4 Exit Height
(GM-H69) must be no less than 31 in. Exit
Height is the vertical dimension measured
from the rear H Point to a point on the upper
trimmed body opening. This point is located
at a station 10 in. forward of the inter
section of the side trimmed body opening
with a horizontal plane 19 in. above the

H Point.

1.8.5 Entrance Width
(TLC-EnW) must equal or exceed 22 in.
Entrance width is a true horizontal measure
ment from a point "X" on the foremost edge
of the trimmed "C" pillar to the nearest
surface of either the held-open door (with
the window raised), the "B" pillar, or the
partition, if any. The point "X" on the "C"
pillar is established as follows: First locate
the highest point of the rear doorway's
trimmed opening. Then measure 8 in. along
a vertical axis below this point. From there,
proceed along a horizontal axis to the fore

most edge of the trimmed "C" pillar. The
point marked "X" is where the horizontal axis
intercepts the "C" pillar trim.

1.8.6 Exit Shoulder Width
(TLC-ExSW)—must be no less than 22 in.
Exit shoulder width is the distance from the
foremost edge of the trimmed "C" pillar
9 in. above the H Point to the nearest surface
of either the held-open door with the
window raised, the trimmed "B" pillar,
or the partition, if any.

1.8.7 The Entrance Foot Clearance-
Rear (L19) must be at least 15 in.

2 Driver Requirements and Safety
Taxi driving in a congested traffic environ
ment over an eight to twelve hour shift is
arduous and sometimes hazardous. The
driver must be accommodated in his own
separate environment to insure safe and
efficient operation. The driver's compartment
is his office for long hours of work, and
should, therefore, be as functional and
comfortable as possible, in order to maximize
accident avoidance, or pre-crash safety.

2.2 Security

2.2.1 Driver's Compartment
The driver's compartment must be capable
of providing full isolation from passengers.
The vehicle, however, may include the option
of allowing the driver to change the degree
of isolation to less than complete if the
driver so chooses.

A partition shall provide separation between
the driver's and passenger's compartments,
and shall be capable of stopping a .45 A.C.P.
bullet. That portion above the seat back must
be fully transparent. Lower portions behind
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or otherwse adjacent to the driver's seat
shall integrally incorporate a 0.045 in. thick
sheet of ballistic steel (Mil-A-1 3259).

2.2.2 Safe Deposit Box

Provision must be made for the installation
of a safe deposit box to be used by the driver
for deposit of fares. Additional provisions for
the convenient safe passing of currency
and change through the partition must also
be included.

2.3 Comfort, Convenience, and Crash Safety

2.3.1 Seat

The driver shall be provided with a 'bucket'-
type seat designed according to accepted
human factors and safety criteria. It must
incorporate a restraint system conforming to
current MVSS standards as a minimum.
Designs may, however, show more advanced
systems which fully recognize the unique
requirements of a cab driver in terms of his
relatively stationary position vis-a-vis other
occupants, his higher risk exposure, due
to time in service, and other factors related
to urban traffic environments. The driver's
seat should be provided with at least one
and preferably two armrests.

2.3.2 Power Assists
The need for power assists presumably will
be minimized by the reduced vehicle size
contemplated. Justifications for such option
choices by the entry will be required, with
particular reference to the demanding, many-
hour shift nature of the driver's task as
contrasted with that of the ordinary driver.

2.3.4 Operation and Maneuverability
Operation and handling must be convenient
and efficient. The minimum turning diameter
should be 28 ft. or less, curb to curb, and
must be 35 ft.

2.4 Dimensional Requirements

2.4.1 Back Angle—Front

(SAE-L40)—must be adjustable from 12° to
28° in increments of one degree or less.

2.4.2 Effective Head Room—at Centerline of
Occupant

(SAE-H61)—must be at least 40 in.

2.4.3 Steering Wheel to Thigh

(SAE-H13)—must be at least 4 in.

2.4.4 Effective Leg Room—Accelerator
(SAE-L34)—must equal or exceed 42.5 in.

2.4.5 Shoulder Room—Front

(TLC-SR)—must be at least 28 in. The
minimum lateral dimension between interior
belt moldings or other limiting trim or other
limiting surfaces (such as his door) to either
side of driver.

2.4.6 Hip Room—Front

(TLC-HR)—must be at least 25 in. The inside
horizontal dimension measured through the
H point between finished trim surfaces to
either side of driver.

2.5 Pre-Crash Safety (Accident Avoidance)

2.5.1 Driver Vision

2.3.3 Transmission

The taxicab must have an automatic trans
mission with a conveniently located control
mechanism.

2.5.1.1 The upper partition, in addition to being of
fully transparent material, must be designed
so as to hold obstructions to a minimum. It
should also be installed at such angles as to
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minimize reflections that interfere with driver's
lateral or rearward view at night.

2.5.1.2 The roof support pillars must be designed
so as to provide the minimum obstruction
to the driver's field of vision.

2.5.1.3 The driver should be able to see the body
perimeter up to the extremities of the body
and bumper, within tolerances measured
in a horizontal plane of 3 in. laterally and
6 in. fore-and-aft.

2.5.1.4 The sun visors should permit the driver to
obscure all of that part of the windshield
which lies above the horizon as seen from
the lowest point in the 95 percentile
eye-ellipse.

2.5.1.5 There should be a no-glare surface on the
dashboard below the windshield and sur
rounding the instrument panel.

2.5.1.6 All relevant elements of the vehicle should
be designed to insure satisfactory rearward
vision.

2.5.1.7 The rear-view mirrors, inside and outside-left,
must meet the requirements of SAE Recom
mended Practice J834a and should exceed
them in the horizontal plane by a margin
of 100 per cent.

2.5.1.8 The eye-ellipse should be positioned at an
elevation to assure a maximum of vision
through other vehicles in traffic. Current
practice has accomplished this largely
through the relatively standard geometry of
sedan windshields and rear windows. Where
novel vehicle types such as light van-type
vehicles are considered, they should attempt
to achieve an equal "see-through" vision
capability by placing the eye-ellipse at an

elevation sufficiently above standard sedan
roof heights.

2.5.1.9 Alternative A
A sedan back window must be either vertical
or tilted aft of vertical by a small angle. A
van window must be tilted backward at a
slight angle.

Alternative B
The back window must be concave around
either a transverse axis or a vertical axis.

In both cases, the aim is to assure that the
brightness of the sky will not be reflected
back towards following vehicles. The objec
tive here is to improve through-vision, thus
giving the driver advance information of
traffic movement ahead (as discussed in
2.5.1.8. above).

2.5.2 Maintenance of Driver Vision

2.5.2.1 The windshield wipers should have an
intermittent mode of operation, in addition
to slow and fast speeds.

2.5.2.2 The rear window must have a defogging
system meeting the requirements of SAE
Recommended Practice J953.

2.5.2.3 Where the vehicle design does incorporate
a cantilevered rear trunk at the rear of the
vehicle, the upper surface(s) shall be painted
a black of a low specular gloss.

2.5.2.4 Where the vehicle design does incorporate
a forward-projecting hood in the vehicle
design, the upper surface(s) shall be painted
a black of low specular gloss.

Of the two previous requirements, the first is
intended to minimize the loss of rearward



and lateral vision in moist or rainy conditions
where unwiped droplets act as prisms
reflecting the yellow of the trunk deck. The
second is to reduce sun glare where there is
a forward-projecting hood at the front of
the vehicle.

2.5.2.5 The headlamps must be incapable of
retraction or concealment.

2.5.3 Special Display Information

A door-ajar warning light must be installed
in plain view of the driver. A red warning
lamp should be installed adjacent to each
passenger door. It must turn on whenever
the door is unlatched.

2.5.4 Rear Signal Lamps

2.5.4.1 Rear signal lamps must be located either on
the roof along the 'B' pillar station line to
either side of the taxi roof light, in which
case front signal lamps will be located
coincidentally. The roof 'B* pillar station line
location has been used for emergency
vehicle beacons, and was instituted for use
by the NYC TLC 1973 taxicab specifications
with wide and rapid acceptance in the
industry. This requirement is intended to
maximize through-visibility of signals.

2.5.4.2 Rear signal information must include green
for running under power, amber for slowing
under engine compression, and red for
brake application, in addition to those
required by MVSS. Accessory kits incorpo
rating the above functions have been
available for some time. While such equip
ment duplicates some functions presently
required, it is anticipated that the significant
improvement in information provided, if
demonstrated by use in a particular vehicle
population, could eventually supplant the

established red running, red braking system,
since the latter requires a high level of
discrimination to determine whether vehicles
at a distance ahead are moving or stopped,
often creating hazardous conditions.

2.5.5 Controls

2.5.5.1 All controls for vehicle operation and for the
comfort of the driver must be placed so that
he can reach them easily with his seat belt
and shoulder harness fastened.

2.5.5.2 Within convenient reach of the driver there
must be at least two compartments, one open
and one with a locking lid, for his personal
articles. Their combined volume should not
be less than one cu. ft.

2.5.6 Signalling Devices

2.5.6.1 The front and rear side marker lights required
in federal MVSS 108 should flash when the
turn signals are flashing. The various lamps
that flash in the turn signal system need not
flash on simultaneously, but all lamps must
individually meet requirements of paragraph
2.5.6.3. (below) for flashing rate and per cent
of time "on."

2.5.6.2 The primary turn signal lamps must flash
"on" immediately when the control lever is
moved.

2.5.6.3 The flashing rate, with all turn signal lamps

functioning, should be between 60 and 120
flashes per minute and the per cent of time
current flows must be between 30 and 75
per cent when the system is tested, in
accordance with the requirements of MVSS
108. (Reference: The Auxiliary turn signal
lamp called for in the Owner's Rules
specifies a 21 candle-power bulb).
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2.5.6.4 The turn signal control lever must have a
spring-loaded "off" position to flash the
lamps for a lane change.

2.6 Vehicle Identification and Signage

2.6.1 Taxi Color
The taxi exterior should be painted primary
yellow except on certain parts of the body
(see Section 2.5.2.4.).

2.6.2 Taxi Light
A highly visible taxi light of approved design
must be installed on the roof near the 'B'
pillar station line. The light is to be triggered
by the operation of the taximeter. The wiring
must be inaccessible to tampering.

2.6.3 Taximeter
Provision must be made to install an
approved taximeter in a location readily
accessible to the driver and its readout in
full view of the forward-facing passengers.
The meter must not interfere with-the driver's
safe operation of the cab or the passenger's
safety and comfort.

3 Vehicle Design and Crash Safety Features

3.1 Injury Reduction

Occupant safety must be studied with partic
ular reference to reduced vehicle size. The
normal vehicle mix will continue to place
smaller, lighter vehicles at a disadvantage
because of the higher acceleration values
their passengers will experience in collisions
with heavier vehicles.

This will be particularly problematical in the
case of van-type vehicles. Very short front
and rear body sections fore and aft of the

passenger cabin may require novel alterna
tive strategies to accomplish the necessary
attenuation of deceleration due to collision.
Hydraulically actuated energy-absorbing
extendable bumpers may be necessary. It
may also be necessary to consider higher
than currently accepted levels of cabin struc
tural displacement. A controlled mode of
collapse designed to be fully compatible with
human factors, particularly with respect to
folding and hinge points, may facilitate some
additional attenuation not possible with cur
rent "strong-box" philosophy. Even with such
approaches, it may be necessary to speed-
limit such vehicles for different situations in
order to assure acceptable levels of crash
deceleration. It should be noted that this
problem has been recognized as being
generic to the light van-type vehicle. The aim
of this discussion is not to discourage, but
rather to encourage such vehicles, and to
urge the investigation of approaches to
overcome these problems, since such com
pact vehicles are considered highly desirable
to the aims of the Taxi Project. The Project
encourages innovative approaches to this
problem. However, such approaches should
not interfere with the performance called for
in Section 3.2., Cost Reduction Requirements.

3.2 Cost Reduction Requirements
Participating manufacturers must recognize
that normal taxicab operation in dense urban
traffic environments involves a very high inci
dence of light brushing side contacts and
corner impacts, as well as a higher incidence
of rear and front collisions than that which
privately operated cars experience. Designs
must therefore seek every practical means of
reducing costs to operators stemming
from operation in such an environment.
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3.2.1 Exterior Geometry

3.2.1.1 Vehicle corners front and rear should incor
porate the largest practical radius(ii). In the
case of the front corners, the geometry shall
be such that the vehicle should fully clear or
not extend beyond the vertical plane pre
scribed by the outside front wheel, when the
vehicle is making a minimum radius turn.

The aim of this requirement is to reduce the
likelihood of vehicles contacting other
vehicles while maneuvering in congested
traffic, and to minimize damage costs where
such contacts do occur through the maxi
mized deflection characteristic inherent in the
geometry specified.

3.2.1.2 Front End Upper Surfaces

The vehicle front must be curved, smooth and
free from hard edges or projections which
might cause injuries to pedestrians.

3.2.1.3 Door and Quarter Panel Design

That portion of doors and quarter panels lying
in the fully vertical plane must be maximized.
Rub strips and resilient materials to minimize
surface and finish damage costs should be
incorporated within the vertical exterior body
area.

The aim of this requirement is to reduce body
work and finish repair deriving from light to
moderate side contact with other vehicles by
exposing broad flat areas of contact between
vehicle sides which are intended to be geo
metric and surface-material-compatible.

3.2.2 Bumper Design

Bumper designs must meet the requirements
of FMVSS standard 215. The aim of this
standard is to insure the preservation of the
vehicle's safety-related operating equip

ment in 5 mph front or rear contact with
other cars, and to reduce frequency of
bumper override in higher speed collisions.
Vehicles must additionally meet the following
Taxi Project bumper requirements.

3.2.2.1 Increased Bumper Height:

The bumper vertical measurement must be
increased to add 4 in. to MVSS requirement,
with the additional increment to be added
below, thus providing coverage between 12
in. and 20 in. above the road surface. The
bumper face must be of simple or near simple
curvature (not compound) curving about
vertical axes at or near the corners of the
vehicle. In addition, the bumper must incor
porate horizontal ridges running the length of
the bumper. There must be two or more such
ridges, raised V2 in. or more beyond the
bumper face itself. The ridges may be of a
resilient material.

A bumper similar to those commonly used on
motor buses and delivery vans is contem
plated; however novel designs will be accept
able, where it can be seen they will exceed
the above-stated requirement. The aim of this
requirement is to expand compatibility down
ward to include doorsills, so as to reduce the
likelihood of penetration in side crashes, and
to reduce the likelihood of pedestrian overrun
as well. The ridges provide an anti-climb
function.

3.2.2.2 No-Hook Characteristic:

The bumper side portions shall be largely
flush with the quarter panels or fenders above
them, and shall not protrude excessively
beyond the quarter panels. The extremities
shall be curved to avoid exposing the bumper
extremity so as to snag other vehicles. The
aim of this requirement is to minimize bumper
hooking on corner impacts in which the



vehicles are pulling away from each other.

4.1 Vehicle Noise

4.1.1 The taxicab must meet the requirements of
SAE Standard J986a. Furthermore, using the
same measuring techniques, it must not
generate an A-weighted sound level greater
than 76 decibels at 50 ft. when driven at a
steady speed of 35 mph.

4.1.2 The noise level inside the taxi, measured at
the possible locations of the passenger's
head with all windows closed, should not
exceed 65dBA at 30 mph and 76dBA at 70
mph.

4.2 Horn and Alarms

4.2.1 All vehicles must conform with Section
1403.3-5.17 of Part III of Chapter 57 of the
New York City Administrative Code and any
other noise control regulations on horns
promulgated pursuant to this Section by the
City's E.P.A. Administrator.

4.2.2 A back-up warning buzzer should operate
whenever the transmission is in reverse. It
should generate an A-weighted sound level
of 60 to 65 dBA at 10 ft. to the rear. It should
not generate a strident or unpleasant sound.

5 Emissions

5.1 The engine must run on electric power or
other non-polluting forms of propulsion.

A warning light must be installed for the driver
to observe in case of failure of advanced
emission control devices.
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Emilio Ambasz

The Role of
Taxis in
Urban Transportation
The recent energy crisis has, among

other things, brought about a growing

interest in the role of the taxicab in ur

ban transportation. Numerous studies

and demonstration projects are now

seeking to define the scope of the serv

ices, real and potential, which taxis can

render to the community. Their purpose

is to propose ways of improving conven

tional taxi vehicles and to introduce re

forms in the available range of taxi

services. Included in the proposals are

changes in the present restrictive re

quirements for private and public financ

ing of the taxi industry, as well as the

introduction of new taxi regulations

that would be fair to the drivers, the in

dustry, and the public.

But the taxi is not the child of the latest

crisis. Its history goes back to the 17th

century. Long before any special vehicles

were built as taxis, private horse-drawn

coaches were already in use for such

services. The history of taxi design com

petitions is also older than generally pre

sumed. As Mr. Georgano notes in his

survey, the first competition for a motor-

driven taxi took place in Paris, in 1898.

Of the 14 entrants, only one had a gaso

line engine; the rest were electrically

driven cabs. But by 1910 gasoline cabs

became the majority. Although the con

troversy over electric versus gasoline

engines for taxi propulsion is not over

yet, taxis have, in the meantime, become

a key factor in urban transportation.

Approximately 170,000 licensed taxi-

cabs are the only form of public trans

portation available to more than 3,400

American communities. Professor

WoWs statistics comparing taxis to rail

and bus systems show that, without tak

ing into account independent car own

ers, for whom there are no figures, fleet

taxicabs transport, by themselves, close

to 40 per cent more passengers than all

the U.S. rapid transit combined—a vol

ume representing 60 per cent as many

passengers as those transported by all

bus transit systems combined. Moreover,

while conventional public transporta

tion—bus and rail systems—run on fixed

routes, and are designed primarily to

serve high-density corridors or to tie to

gether the suburbs and the city, the taxi

can provide full coverage to both cen

tral city and diffuse suburban settlements

in an easy and effective door-to-door

manner. In terms of cost-per-service, the

taxi is known to serve well the needs of

the city's middle class and the suburban

dweller. But, if the taxi's importance as

a public service were recognized, and

if the cab were adequately financed and

regulated, it could also be made to serve

the needs of the handicapped, the old,

and the poor who live around the core of

central cities, in areas neglected by rail

and bus transportation.

Taxicabs have already proven their

worth. But, as any taxi-rider knows,

there is considerable area for improve

ment. Such improvements could include

not only specially built taxi vehicles, but

an exploration of the urban potential of

low-cost systems of public transporta

tion such as jitney cabs, subscription-taxi

services, and dial-a-ride taxis. The future

may also bring what Mr. Richards in his

text observes are already experimental

realities: the self-drive taxi and the
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automatic taxi. The working taxi proto

types illustrated in the first section of

this book evidence that a small but en

lightened sector of the automobile in

dustry has begun to recognize the mar

ket potential of a special taxi vehicle,

and is also acknowledging its responsi

bility in contributing solutions to the

traffic problems of our cities.

However, good taxi design, such as we

have seen in this book, although a neces

sary condition, it is not by itself sufficient

to ensure the automatic success of a

comprehensive public transportation

system based on taxis. In addition to new

designs, new kinds of taxi-service meth

ods ought also to be introduced, such as

shared-riding, jitney cabs, and automatic

or radio-operated demand-response sys

tems. The management of taxi fleets is

another important aspect of taxi-service

operation which could be greatly im

proved by taking advantage of new,

computer-assisted managerial tech

niques. Moreover, the regulations under

which the taxi industry works, and the

fare structure and licensing restrictions

enforced in many cities should be

changed to achieve a formula satisfactory

to both the public and taxi workers.

At present the taxi industry, under diffi

cult and rigid controls (affecting public

and operators alike), is able to finance

its own capital and operating costs, at

the same time that it employs almost

as many people as all other transit oper

ations put together. If it were recog

nized, at the Federal level, that cabs

provide a mass transit service, which

equals if not surpasses that of other pub

lic transportation systems now receiving

subsidies, it need not be considered anti-

American to suggest that a restructured

and innovative taxi industry should be

eligible for grants under the terms of the

existing Urban Mass Transit Act. Under
this arrangement low-interest loans

could be made available to aid the pur

chase of specially built taxicabs, thus

encouraging the motor vehicle manufac

turers to develop this aspect of their pro

duction. Moreover, funds could be

granted to help set up jitney cab opera

tions servicing low-income areas now

poorly served by public transportation.

Similarly, funds could be made available

to cities interested in increasing the

number of licensed taxis, so that this

may be achieved gradually, without

hurting the present investments of the

independent and the fleet owners.

The most seductive feature of any plan

to assign to taxicabs a formal role in

urban transit resides in the fact that such

improvements can be brought about by

a comparatively small investment. The

impact of such changes would be visible

in a short time, and have positive

effects throughout the city structure. It

would not involve heavy investments in

equipment and material, or urban expro

priations for motorways and rights of

way, with all the concomitant aspects of

social disruption common to highway

construction in urban areas. An im

proved and expanded range of taxi serv

ices would, moreover, provide a wider

set of transit choices. It is clearly the

most immediate and economical move

which can be taken to improve public

transportation in our cities and suburbs.
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Historical Survey
of the Taxicab

The history of the private-hire vehicle

began long before the first taxicab,

which was, by definition, a cabriolet with

a taximeter to measure distance. Long

before any vehicles were specifically

built for public use, people operated

pensioned-off private coaches, a practice

which extended back to the 17 th cen

tury. Before this, city streets were so nar

row and rough that wheeled transporta

tion of any kind was extremely rare. The

first coaches for hire were called

hackney coaches (from the French

'haquenee,' a strong horse hired out for

journeys) and appeared in Paris and

London between 1600 and 1620.

These grew in numbers over the next

century, and by 1694 there were 700

in London alone (fig. 1). They were

mostly 2-passenger vehicles drawn by

two horses, one to carry the driver

(fig- 2).

Then, in about 1800, there appeared in

Paris a much lighter vehicle drawn by

a single horse, called a cabriolet. The

driver no longer sat on a horse but on

the carriage beside the passenger, the

first cabriolets being 1-passenger ve

hicles. They were much faster than the

lumbering hackney coaches, and were

used by young dandies who were de

lighted to forgo the relative comfort and

safety of a coach for a speedy and adven

turous ride. Indeed, some young men

boasted of the number of times they had

been thrown from a cab. A few 2-

passenger versions were made in which

the driver sat on an outrigger beside the

passengers, but the most successful at

tempt to accommodate two passengers

in a cab was made by a British architect,

Joseph Aloysius Hansom (1803-1882),

who in 1834 built a square-framed cab

with two side-by-side passenger seats,

and a seat for the driver on the roof. On

Hansom's original cab the driver was

ahead of the passengers, but this made

the vehicle front-heavy, so that the shafts

weighed severely on the unfortunate

horse. An improved model was designed

by John Chapman, in which the driver

sat at the rear with a little window in the

roof through which he could communi

cate with the passengers. This design re

mained virtually unchanged until re

placed by the motor cab, but despite

Chapman's improvements it was always

known as a hansom cab. Although pio

neered in London and a symbol of the

city for many years (British Prime Min

ister Benjamin Disraeli called it "the

gondola of London"), the hansom cab

was soon taken up by a large number of

cities throughout Europe, though it did

not reach the streets of New York until

1890 (fig. 3).

With the coming of cabs the hackney

coach soon disappeared. The heavy end

of the trade was then catered to by the

4-wheeler cab, called either a clar

ence after William Duke of Clarence

(later King William IV of England) or,

more familiarly, a growler (fig. 4).

These carried two or three passengers

and were pulled by a single horse, the

driver on a box ahead of the passengers

(fig. 5). An important amenity of

the 4-wheeler was that it could carry

luggage on the roof, which none

of its predecessors had done. With

the coming of the railroads 4-wheel

ers were the recognized means of
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transportation from stations to hotels or

houses, and like hansoms were adopted

in cities all over the world. They sur

vived longer than the hansoms, and as

late as 1927 there were over 100

plying for hire in London. In 1966,

in the southern Spanish town of Murcia,

the writer rode in one from the station to

his hotel; this was not a tourist attrac

tion like most surviving horse-drawn

carriages, but a regular means of trans

port plying alongside the motor taxis.

In warm climates another popular form

of hired vehicle was the open 4-seat

victoria, and these survive for tourists in

many cities including Paris, Rome, Ma

drid, and New York, but not, surpris

ingly, London, where there are no horse-

drawn passenger vehicles of any

description.

The second word of the taxicab's etymol

ogy, the taximeter, first appeared under

that name in Germany in 189 1, but a

method of recording mileage had been

used 44 years earlier. The 'Patent Mile

Index' of 1847, tried out on at least

one London cab, consisted of a dial re

sembling a clock inside the body of the

cab, on which the hour hand measured

the miles and the minute hand fractions

of a mile (fig. 6). The "clock" was con

nected to the rear axle by a specially

calibrated gear train which was fully

enclosed to prevent its being tampered

with. In 1891 a modern-type taximeter

measuring time as well as distance was

invented by Wilhelm Bruhn of Ham

burg. At first the devices were unpopu

lar with drivers, as they reduced the

opportunities for overcharging, and at

Frankfurt-am-Main Bruhn was thrown

in the river by angry cabmen. However,

the meters were soon in use on hansom

cabs in Berlin, Vienna, Paris, Stockholm,

and London.

With the invention of the automobile in

the 1880s, it was inevitable that sooner

or later someone would propose a motor

cab. The first recorded example was a

German-built Benz, two of which plied

for hire in Stuttgart in the spring of

1896, followed by a Roger-Benz in Paris

in the fall of the same year. It was

hardly surprising that Benz cars were

chosen, as they were made in greater

numbers than any other car at that time.

The first powered cabs to be built as

such were the electric hansoms made by

Harry G. Morris and Pedro G. Salom of

Philadelphia. Like the passenger cars of

Morris & Salom, the cabs were called

Electrobats, and in many ways reversed

the conventional layout of automobiles.

As in horse-drawn hansoms, the driver

sat above and behind his passengers,

about eight feet from the ground. The

front wheels, which were larger than the

rear ones, drove while the rear wheels

steered. Braking consisted of pressure

rollers acting against the drive wheels.

The first of these unusual vehicles took

to the streets of Philadelphia late in

1896, and in January, 1897, the Elec-

trobat arrived in New York. An im

proved version appeared in the same

year with the driver on a box ahead of

the passengers, and equal-sized wheels.

This still had rear-wheel steering, sup

posed to be useful for maneuvering in

confined spaces, and pneumatic tires

without treads. The chief advantage of

this cab over the Electrobat was that
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2 The "coffin cab," so-
called because of the
similarity of the body
to an up-ended coffin.
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1 London hackney
coach, ca. 1680.

3 A variation on the
hansom cab, with
seats for four passen
gers and entrance at
the rear. This is the
'parlour" hansom

of 1887.

4 Horse-drawn 4-
wheeler cab, Paris,
ca. 1900.

5 Stealing rides behind
cabs was a popular
pastime among small
boys, and one which
caused Britain's first
motoring fatality.
This Phil May cartoon
appeared in Punch in
October, 1897, less
than a month after
London's first electric
cabs appeared on the
streets.

passengers were fully enclosed from the

elements, although in neither cab was

the driver protected, perched high in the

air in all weathers, and on duty for any

thing up to ten hours per day. Late in

1897 Morris & Salom's manufacturing

rights were acquired by the Electric Ve

hicle Company of Elizabethport, N.J.,

which later made Columbia electric ve

hicles at Hartford, Conn. (fig. 7, 7a, 7b).

As well as the enclosed cabs Columbia

made hansoms of modified Electrobat

type, with equal-sized wheels and front-

wheel steering. These were made in con

siderable numbers, so that by 1900 there

were over 200 electric cabs operating in

New York City, and many more in

other cities. In fact, at this date more

cabs were made than any other single

type of automobile. They were not en

tirely successful because of the high cost

of setting up battery exchanging and

charging depots and their limited range,

but Columbia hansoms were made until

1905, and were in use at least until 191 o.

London's first electric cabs were the Ber-

seys, which ran from August, 1897, to

the beginning of 1900 (fig. 8). In gen

eral appearance they were self-propel

led growlers, with the driver on a box

in front and a 2-passenger enclosed

compartment behind. They had 3.5 h.p.

motors which drove the rear wheels by

chains, and a speed of 9 mph. The

range between battery charging was 30

miles. Twelve Bersey cabs appeared on

the streets to start with, soon followed

by 13 more, and 50 in 1898. They

attracted a great deal of attention

from press and public, who praised their

silence and smoothness, but after six



months' constant use various defects be

gan to show up. Tire wear was much

heavier than had been expected, though

this was hardly surprising as the same

tire (solid rubber) was used for the 2-ton

Bersey as for a hansom cab which

weighed about 900 pounds. Other

problems were similar to those en

countered by the American electric

cab companies. The limited range was

a nuisance, and the operating compa

nies found that their electricity bill

for recharging was so high that they

set up their own generating plant. The

public, which had shown so much enthu

siasm for the electrics when they were a

novelty, soon returned to the familiar

hansom and growler. In 1902 the writer

H. C. Moore said, ". . . while you meet

hundreds of people who have had one

ride in an electric cab, you come across

very few who have had two. It is not be

cause their experience was unpleasant

that they have not had a second one, but

because it was not so enjoyable as a ride

in a horse-drawn cab. Apparently the

hansom cab has every prospect of retain

ing its popularity for another 60 years."

This prophecy was sadly wide of the

mark, but at least the hansom outlived

the electrics. The London Electrical Cab

Company never made a profit on the

machines, and in August, 1899, they

sold the plant and all the cabs. A few-

were operated by small proprietors for a

further nine months, but by the middle

of 1900 there were no electric cabs run

ning in London, and it was to be nearly

four years before any other self-pro

pelled cabs were seen in the British capi

tal. Only one of the seventy-five Bersey

cabs made is known to survive, and it

can be seen at the National Motor Mu

seum at Beaulieu, Hampshire.

The first competition for motor cabs

took place in Paris in June, 1898. There

were fourteen entrants, thirteen electrics

and one with a gasoline engine; they

were four Kriegers, six Jeantauds, one

Jenatzy, one Bersey, one Bouhey, and

one Peugeot (gasoline; fig. 9). Tests in

cluded those for speed, hill-climbing,

and braking. One Jeantaud was a han

som, one Krieger an open victoria, but

all the others were of the motorized four-

wheeler pattern, with the driver ahead

of passengers in a closed body. The Peu

geot was just as impressive as the elec

trics, and its ability to put on speed with

out drastically reducing its range was a

valuable feature. Its only drawbacks

were smell, noise, and vibration. The re

porter said, "After running for several

hours there was a perceptible warmth

under the cushions which would un

doubtedly be an inconvenience in hot

weather." One of the last tests was a flat-

out run to see how long the batteries

would last; the winner was the Jenatzy,

which covered 105 km. (65.25 mi.),

followed by the Kriegers, which did

90-100 km. (56-59 mi.), and the Jean

taud hansom, which reached 86.5 km.

(54 mi.). No prizes were awarded for

the overall competition. The Cab Trials

were repeated in 1899 and 1900, with

many of the same vehicles; the electric

cabs were faster than before, but a Pan-

hard gasoline cab was the fastest of them

all. This had its engine under the driv

er's box, so the problem of heat under

the passengers' seat was solved.

6 The "Patent Mile In
dex," installed in a
cab, 1847.

Ctttfut foupeat' 4896

9 A Peugeot cab similar
to that taking part in
the 1898 Paris Cab
Trials.
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7 Morris and Salom
Electrobats, in front
of the Old Metropoli
tan Opera House on
39th Street, New
York, 1898.

7a Morris and Salom
Electrobat, outside
Tiffany's in Union
Square, New York,
ca. 1899.

8 London Electric Cab
Company's Bersey,
1897.

7b An electric cab,
Morris and Salom
Electrobat, New
York, ca. 1900.
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In Paris cab operators experienced what

they had elsewhere in the world; the

silence and smoothness of the electric

outweighed its limited range and speed

until the motor cab was sufficiently im

proved. This took place in about 1903-

06, and during these years gasoline-pro

pelled cabs began to appear in several

major cities. Some tried to adhere to the

hansom principle—the British Vauxhall

was a true motor hansom steered from

the traditional position behind the pas

sengers, while the French Herald had

hansom-type doors but with the driver

seated in front (fig. 10, 10a). The

Vauxhalls, which used the 9 h.p. 3-cyl-

inder inline engine from the firm's pass

enger cars, were popular with drivers

but not with passengers. It was reported

that "even to hardened motorists, the

apparent rushing straight into danger

without being able to see that the driver

is doing anything to avert it must be at

times disconcerting." Only five ran in

London, for less than a year. Other

early gasoline cabs were the Rational

(fig. 11), with planetary transmission,

the Simplex, in which the driver sat

in a forward position directly over the

engine, and the Pullcar (fig. 12). This

was a highly unusual vehicle which had

pneumatic tires on its front driving

wheels, and solids on the much larger

rear wheels. The body was of the han

som type, and could indeed be a genuine

hansom modified to fit onto the "half-

chassis" carrying the power unit and

drive system. In 1906 London had a few

Ford cabs, based on the 20 h.p. 4-cylin-

der Model B car chassis. Some countries,

notably Germany, continued to favor

the electric cab, though even there gaso-

10a Royal Cab, hansom
style, Paris, 1909.

11 Rational cab, London,
ca. 1904-05.

12 Pullcar front-drive
cab, London, 1906.
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10 Vauxhall hansom cab,
London, 1905.

13 A German Daimler
open victoria photo
graphed in Berlin's
Grunewald Park, ca.
1899.
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14 Bedag electric cab,
Berlin, 1906.

15 Darracq cab, New
York, 1910.

16 Renault landaulette
cabs in London's
Trafalgar Square, ca.
1910.
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17 A typical American
landaulette cab of
about 1910, the Alco.
More than a thousand
of these cabs were in
use in the United
States at this time.

line cabs were in the majority. In 1906

Berlin had 439 cabs, of which 89 were

electrics (fig. 13). Practically all of

these belonged to the Berlin Elektro-

mobil-Droschke A.G., and were

familiarly known as Bedags (fig. 14).

The nation that really converted the

world's cab trade to motors was France,

in particular with three makes, Renault,

Darracq, and Unic (fig. 15). The Re

nault was perhaps the best-known of

all, appearing in cab form in 1905

(fig. 16). It was a conventional machine

for its day, with 9 h.p. vertical twin-

cylinder engine, three-speed selective

transmission, and shaft drive to the

rear axle. As with all cabs of the period,

the driver was at first completely

unprotected, with neither windshield

nor roof, while the passengers were

fully enclosed. A feature shared with

many cabs was the landaulette top

which could be folded down in fine

weather. This made cab riding in the

park an exceptionally pleasant experi

ence, available to a much wider public

than those who could afford a landau

lette passenger car. Landaulette cabs

were made by Austin in England and

Checker in America up to the outbreak

of World War II, but after that the addi

tional cost of this type of body, combined

with pollution in big cities, spelled the

end of the breed. Renault cabs soon be

came the most popular make in both

Paris and London, while the larger 4-

cylinder Darracq was adopted in New

York. Popular American makes in the

years up to 1914 included Alco, Atlas,

and Thomas, all with 4-cylinder en

gines (fig. 17). The first motor cabs

were all 2-passenger vehicles as they

were built on relatively low-powered,

short-wheelbase chassis. However, from

about 1908 onward, four passengers be

came the rule, usually on 4-cylinder

chassis. The additional seats were rear-

facing jump seats, and although these

were later replaced on many cabs by

forward-facing ones, the traditional

London cab still has two rear-facing

seats today.

In order to keep costs down for fleet

operators, the interiors of early cabs

were usually Spartan, with no heating or

lighting, and cheap leatherette seat cov

ers. However, touches of luxury soon

began to appear, encouraged by compe

tition between operating companies.

Darracqs had foot-warmers heated by

exhaust gases from the engine, while

other cabs had electric lights and a

speaking tube between the passengers

and driver. The 1909 Fiat had an indi

cator which could be operated by the

passengers, showing "Left," "Right,"

"Faster," "Slower," and "Home," a fea

ture borrowed from private car prac

tice. In general it was the smaller oper

ators who had the smartest vehicles. One

of these was Charles McBean of London,

who had eight Unic cabs paneled in two

shades of green, and in the interior a

mirror, ashtrays, and a vase which was

filled with fresh flowers each morning.

By 1914 the motor cab was in the ma

jority in all major cities of the world,

and had reached a degree of uniformity

which is not surprising when one con

siders that they have to perform basic

ally the same duties whether they are in
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London, New York, Buenos Aires, or

Sydney. Small 4-cylinder water-cooled

engines of up to 2.5 liters (150 cu. in.)

displacement were normally used,

though Renault still made 2-cylin-

der cabs, and in America air-cooling was

used in Franklin and Frayer-Miller cabs.

The driver was likely to have a wind

shield and roof, though not side curtains

or windows (the latter were forbidden

on London cabs until 1938), and the

4-passenger body was generally a

landaulette. The only electric cab still

made in 1914 was the German Lloyd,

though quite a number were still in use.

Meters were universal in the larger

cities.

Few cities, apart from London, had strict

rules about the design and construction

of taxicabs, and in many, including New

York, there were no regulations; any

make of passenger car could be used as a

cab. London's cab regulations, laid down

by the Metropolitan Police, were exten

sive and strict, dating back to 1906, when

the first motor cab rules were drawn up

(horse cab regulations dated from 1869).

They are worth studying as they repre

sent the most detailed parameters im

posed on cab design, and are responsible

for the peculiar characteristics of the

London cab up to the present day. The

internal body height had to be no

less than 40 in. (102 cm.) from seat

cushions to roof, the width of door no

less than 21 in. (53.3 cm.), and depth of

back seat no less than 16 in. (40.6 cm.).

Length had to be 14 ft. (427 cm.) or less,

ground clearance 10 in. (25.4 cm.),

and turning circle under 25 ft. (762

cm.) This last rule caused the greatest

headaches to designers, and many cab

designs failed this test the first time they

were presented. Apart from the tight

turning circle there was little difference

between a cab and a small town car, so

there was no need to make a special

chassis. This is why a large number of

manufacturers submitted vehicles for the

expected motor car boom, although

relatively few makes were used in any

numbers. Not until after World War I

did passenger-car design progress be

yond the police limits on matters such

as interior height and ground clearance.

When this happened the London cab

had to be specially designed, more

expensive because made in smaller

numbers than the mass-produced car.

Consequently the number of manufac

turers wishing to cater to the cab trade

dropped sharply. Between 1905 and

1914 at least 45 British and foreign

firms had cabs licensed by Scotland Yard,

but between 1920 and 1930 the figure

dropped to twelve, and in the next

decade to four.

Between 1915 and 1922 two names

sprang up which were to become synon

ymous with the American taxicab busi

ness, Yellow and Checker. They were

largely the work of two enterprising and

far-sighted businessmen, John D. Hertz

and Morris Markin. Hertz had worked

for the Waldron Shaw Livery Company

of Chicago, painting their cabs yellow

in order to gain maximum attention on

the streets. The first cabs treated in this

way were Thomases, followed by Shaw-

built cabs, so there were Yellow Cabs a

full five years before the actual make

appeared. This was in 1915, when Hertz
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began to produce a conventionally as

sembled cab using many well-known

components, such as a Continental 4-

cylinder engine, Schebler carburetor,

Tuthill springs, Fisk tires, and American

taximeter. The Racine body was a 4-

passenger sedan-type with fixed top in

stead of the traditional landaulette. The

Yellow Cab was an immediate success,

and was soon taken up by other opera

tors in cities other than Chicago, so that

the cabs appeared in various color

schemes and with different names on the

doors. Design changed little from 1915

to 1921, when a long-wheelbase model

was offered: 120 in. (305 cm.) compared

with 109 in. (277 cm.). In 1924 a

special English chassis was made, with a

shorter wheelbase of 99 in. (252 cm.) to

comply with Scotland Yard regulations,

and a landaulette body, the only Yellow

to be so equipped. The short wheelbase

combined with the hood length of

standard Yellow Cabs gave them a front-

heavy appearance, and they were far

from the most handsome taxicabs made.

Only 120 were built, all in the year

1924. In 1923 Yellow sleeve-valve and

Northway air-cooled engines were tried,

and the former became widely used in

Yellow Cabs until 1926, after which

6-cylinder Buick engines were used

(fig. 18).

Yellow's great rival, Checker, began as

the cab version of an undistinguished

passenger car called the Commonwealth.

The cab bodies were built by the Markin

Auto Body Corporation headed by a

Russian immigrant, Morris M. Markin,

and the completed vehicles were sold to

a Chicago operator, the Checker Taxicab

Company, also a Markin enterprise. In

October, 192 1, Markin merged his body

company with Commonwealth, and

soon discontinued passenger car produc

tion in order to concentrate on cabs. The

first Checkers were generally similar to

Yellow Cabs in conception, with 4-cylin-

der Herschell-Spillman engines and

sedan bodies. These two companies were

the largest builders and operators of

taxicabs, and became involved in the

fierce price-cutting war waged on Chi

cago streets in the 1920s. This became a

violent conflict for a while, with cabs

being overturned or blown up. Markin's

home was also the target of a bomb at

tack. To help recognize each other,

Checker drivers wore on their uniforms

and caps the checker trim which also

identified the cabs. For a while Yellow

also used a Checker pattern on their

cabs until they were taken to court by

Checker in December, 1923. At this

time Checkers destined for New York

were built without a right-hand front

door as a measure against criminals hid

ing behind it to rob either the driver or
passengers.

In 1924 Checker introduced a landau

lette cab alongside the sedan, and in

1927 came a 6-cylinder model, the same

year that Yellow launched theirs. Check

ers and Yellows were very similar in spe

cification and price at this time, but there

were numerous other American taxicab

makers in the 1920s. Some were by well-

known passenger car makers like Reo,

Willys, and Dodge, others were special

cab lines by truck makers, such as the

Bradfield by Kissel and the Majestic by

Larrabee. An unusual survivor from
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18a Ranch and Lang elec
tric taxicab, U.S.,
1924.

18 Yellow Cab Com
pany's Metropolitan,
1929.
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19 Beardmore taxi, 1923

Typical London taxi-
cab of the 1930s. This
is a 193-7 Morris Com
mercial Super Six.

earlier times was the Rauch & Lang

electric taxi, made in sedan and landau-

lette forms. Its silent running and the

smoothness of the ride still gave the

electric an edge over the gasoline cab,

but it was very expensive, at $2,875 to

$3,750 compared with $2,185 f°r a
Yellow Cab.

The year 1929 was a great one for taxi-

cab design; in America both Checker

and Yellow brought out new models,

longer and lower than anything previ

ously made and as good-looking as a

high-priced passenger car, while in Bri

tain a relaxation of Scotland Yard rules

led to a whole new crop of London cabs.

For a long time Londoners had been

complaining that their cabs were high,

boxy, and old-fashioned compared with

passenger cars, but this was inevitable

when the cab designer had to work with

in the inflexibly prescribed limits.

In 1927 the ground clearance was

reduced to 7 in. (18 cm.), and al

though the length remained at 14 ft.

(427 cm.), designers brought out

lower cabs nearer the new limit. There

was no major British taxicab maker who

did not bring out a new design between

1928 and 193°- Beardmore, the only

British firm to specialize in cab-making,

launched their Hyper model which was

6 in. (15.25 cm.) lower than its predeces

sors and had, for the first time on a

London cab, front-wheel brakes

(fig. 19). These had been forbidden

up to 1929 on the grounds that sud

den stops might cause accidents and

would encourage cabbies to drive

faster than was necessary. Paris cabs had

front-wheel brakes as early as 1923. At

this time two other manufacturers,



Morris and Austin, entered the cab mar

ket. The Austin soon came to dominate

the trade because of the reliability and

hard-slogging abilities of the Twelve-

Four engine. The typical London cab of

the 1930s which astonished and de

lighted American tourists and GIs was

generally an Austin; it retained the ver

tical radiator and windshield up to 1938,

making it look a good ten years older

than it really was. There was no door or

passenger's seat on the near side, but in

stead a luggage platform capable of ac

commodating the large cabin trunks

popular in the days before air travel.

Bodies were supplied by a variety of

London coachbuilders, and were nearly

all of the landaulette pattern. The last

of these cabs did not disappear from

London's streets until 1954.

During the 1920s there were a number

of attempts in Europe to reduce the cost

of taxi travel by using smaller vehicles.

In London there was a campaign to

popularize the 2-passenger cab, but

owners and drivers were against them,

and the Home Secretary was persuaded

to ban them. A few 2-passenger

models did run in other parts of Britain,

on such popular small car chassis as

Clyno, Morris, and Berliet. For a while

the motorcycle-sidecar taxi enjoyed some

popularity, seating two passengers either

side-by-side or in tandem. They were

used in large numbers in Berlin

(fig. 20a, 20b) and were also seen in

British towns such as Nottingham,

Bradford, Cambridge, and Brighton.

The fares charged were anything up to

33 per cent lower than for a conven

tional cab. Germany was the home of

unconventional small cars in the 1920s,

and a number of ingenious 1-passenger

cabs were tried out (fig. 21). The

Hanomag Kommissbrot had a rear-

mounted single-cylinder engine of 499

cc. (30 cu. in.) and carried one passenger

next to the driver, with a glass panel

between them (fig. 22). The Goliath

400 cc. (24 cu. in.) 3-wheeler was made

in similar cab form, while in the French

Peugeot Quadrilette the passenger was

seated in tandem behind the driver.

There was even an attempt in France to

revive the hansom principle, with a

2-passenger Peugeot coupe driven from

a lofty perch at the rear. None of these

oddities carried any luggage, and al

though they were said to be popular

with businessmen they did not last long.

By 1930 the specialized taxicab was dis

appearing in favor of the modified pas

senger car almost everywhere except for

Britain and the United States. The most

common Paris taxi of the 1930s was the

Renault G7 of which over 2,400 were

made, but it was not as distinctive as the

London cab. In America Checker built

some very handsome machines in the

1930s, including the Series K which so

resembled a classic town car that a num

ber of wealthy citizens ordered them for

their private use. The Checker Series T

featured an eight-in-line Lycoming en

gine, America's first 8-cylinder taxicab.

Yellow's answer to the Series K, which

had appeared in 1928, was the 0-10, a

handsome car powered by a 6-cylinder

Buick engine and available as a sedan or

town car with open driver's compart

ment. The latter was known as the Met

ropolitan, and was finished in a deep

20a D-Rad, motorcycle
taxi, German, 1925.

mm f

20 A large fleet of motor
cycle and sidecar taxis
in a Berlin depot,
1926.
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21 An unusual German
cab, the Rumpler of
1924 . This had a rear-
mounted 4-cylinder
engine.

22 Hanomag, i-passen-
ger taxi cab, German,
1925.

23 General taxicab, with
sun-roof, American,
1938.



24 The familiar Austin
FX4 London taxicah,
made almost without
external change from
1958 to 1976, and
scheduled for at least
five more years of life.
This is a 1969 model.



shade of green christened Cellini green

after the 15th-century sculptor Benve-

nuto Cellini. The 1930 models of the

Yellow o-10 were renamed General Cab

or General Motors Cab—GM had ac

quired Yellow in 1925 (fig. 23). This

marked the end of the Yellow name for

cabs, although it survived on buses and

coaches until 1944. The 1930 models of

the Yellow 0-10 and their similar succes

sors the 0-12 and 0-14 were made until

1934, no GM cabs were built in 1935,

and in 1936 the General Cab reappear

ed as a modified Chevrolet. Wheelbases

were nearly 12 in. (30.5 cm.) longer

than for passenger cars, and the rear

axles came from a Chevrolet truck,

but the appearance of the cab was

pure Chevrolet. Jump seats were fit

ted as standard, but a single front seat

and partition between front and rear

compartments were optional. These were

made until 1938, after which the name

was changed to Chevrolet. Checker's

offering in the immediate pre- World

War II era was more original: the

Model A used a 6-cylinder Continental

engine, and had a streamlined body on

which it was surprising to find a landau-

lette top. Safety features included

sponge-rubber head bumpers for the

back-seat passengers, and shields to pre

vent passengers' catching their fingers in

the doors. Lights on the dash warned if

the doors were not shut properly, or if

the gas tank was being overfilled.

Apart from General and Checker,

America's cab needs were filled by regu

lar sedans, especially Dodge, de Soto,

Plymouth, and Pontiac. They were fitted

with sign lights, meters, and optional

compartment divisions, but internal

space was no greater than in the ordi

nary family sedan. Ford offered a cab on

the Model A chassis (a bargain at $800

in 1929, when a Yellow cost $ 1,995 and

a Checker K $2,500), and some cab

bodies were built on Ford V-8 chassis by

such firms as Moller of Hagerstown,

Maryland, who had built complete cabs

of their own in the 1920s.

Just after World War II Checker experi

mented with rear-engined and front-

wheel-drive cabs, the latter with a trans

verse 6-cylinder engine, but decided

against making them in series. When

the production Checker appeared it was

a conventional 5-passenger sedan with

Continental 6-cylinder engine. This

Model A2 was developed during the

1950s through successive models up to

the A9 of 1958. The A9 featured inde

pendent front suspension by coils and

power-assisted braking and steering, all

innovations for Checker. In style the A9

has hardly changed up to the present

day, except for the mandatory heavy-duty

bumpers since 1973. Power, however,

has been greatly increased, with the

adoption of a Chevrolet V-8 engine in

place of the old Continental six. Checker

cabs have jump seats as standard fea

tures, and are much more spacious than

any other cabs in service in America
today.

In Europe only Britain has built special

ized cabs since World War II. As before,

Austin has dominated the market. In

1948 they launched their FX3, and re

placed it ten years later by the FX4,

which is still in production today

(fig. 24). The FX3 was lower and

longer than prewar models but re-



25 The 1949 Wolseley
Oxford radio taxicah,
photographed in a
London suburb.

Checker taxicab of the
19-jo's , Neiv York.



26 Design for the Beard-
more Mark VIII taxi-
cab, 1965, which was
never built. A modi
fied version called the
Metrocab was made
in 1970.

27 Winchester taxicab,
with diesel engine and
fiberglass body,
London, 1970.

tained a luggage platform on the curb-

side. The body was pressed steel rather

than the metal panels on an ash frame

of prewar days, and the landaulette

top had been abandoned. An impor

tant milestone was the introduction in

1954 of a 2.2-liter (134 cu. in.) diesel

engine as an option for the FX3. Al

though more expensive to buy than a

gasoline engine, its lower operating

costs outweighed this, and within a year

Austin's London agents were selling

nine diesels to every gasoline-engined

cab. The FX3 broke new ground in that

it was exported in some numbers, about

700 going to Spain, Sweden, Denmark,

Eire, Iran, and New Zealand. Total pro

duction of the FX3 was close to 10,000.

In 1958 it was replaced by the FX4

which had a near-side front door for the

first time and could seat three passengers

on the rear seat, which, with two jump

seats, gave a capacity of five passengers.

Scotland Yard regulations have, however,

restricted it to carrying four when oper

ating in London. As with its predecessor

a diesel engine was available. Other in

novations on London cabs were inde

pendent front suspension and Borg-

Warner automatic transmission. The lat

ter has not been especially popular, as it

is initially more expensive and does not

give such good fuel consumption. Out of

8,725 FX4S licensed in 1970, only 961

had automatic transmission. During its

18-year life span, few changes have been

made to the FX4, although the tinted

glass in the rear window which gave pri

vacy was replaced by clear glass on 1969

and later models. A larger diesel engine

of 2.5-liters (150 cu. in.) was adopted

in 1971. Fewer FX4S were exported

than FX3S, but two were tried experi

mentally in Philadelphia in 1959, and

one ran in New York in 1968. This was

a gas-engined automatic model tried at

the suggestion of Mayor John Lindsay,

who felt that a smaller cab would be a

solution to traffic congestion. This ex

periment was conducted by the Yellow

Cab Company (who remained opera

tors long after they gave up manufac

ture), but they were not very impressed;

even if delivered in a batch of one thou

sand the cabs would have cost $3,500

compared with $2,700 for the larger

American sedans such as Dodge. And

despite its small engine, the FX4 gave

no better mileage than twelve to the

gallon. The New York public, on the

other hand, was almost unanimously en

thusiastic. They praised the easy access

and headroom.

There were several other postwar Lon

don cabs, including the Wolseley Oxford

(fig. 25), the first radio cab to operate

on London streets; the Beardmore

(fig. 26), powered by Ford gas or Per

kins diesel engine; and the Winchester

(fig. 27), which was notable for its fiber

glass body. However, none of these has

survived to the present day. The Austin

FX4 seems destined to continue for

many years to come, as the cost of

retooling for a new design is hard to

justify in view of a cab's total sales,

which are not more than 1,500 per year

in London.

In the countries of the Middle East and

Asia, a popular form of taxi is the motor

rickshaw, derived from the pedal-pro

pelled rickshaw which still survives,
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though chiefly as a tourist attraction in

the same way that horse cabs do in Eu

rope. Most motor rickshaws are based on

motor scooters such as Lambretta and

Vespa, and can carry two passengers at

up to 35 mph. An example was the Hel-

icak introduced in 1970 by P. T. Italindo

of Jakarta, Indonesia (fig. 28). Origi

nally powered by a 148-cc. single-cylin

der two-cycle engine, the tiller-steered

Helicak could seat three passengers plus

the driver. In 1973 it was replaced by a

larger 3-wheeled cab with four doors,

still with the Lambretta engine. This

was doubtless underpowered, for in

1975 the Super Helicak, as it was now

called, was equipped with a British-built

Reliant 4-cylinder engine.

Numerous experimental taxicabs have

been built in the past ten years, espe

cially since the world has become so pol

lution-conscious (fig. 29). In Holland

small electric 2-passenger cabs have

been tried in which the hirer drives

himself, having been issued a special key

on a year's subscription. Witkars, as they

are called, can be picked up and left at

any of the recognized cab ranks. The

same idea has been tried in France with

ordinary gasoline-propelled small cars.

More conventional but practical is the

electric taxi launched in late 1975 by

Britain's Lucas Organization (fig. 30).

This has front-wheel drive from a 50

h.p. CAV motor located transversely at

the front of the vehicle, a maximum

speed of 5 5 mph and a range of one

hundred miles per charge. It has no

hood, and the flat front not only gives

better driver visibility than a conven

tional cab but also results in an overall

length 40 in. (102 cm.) shorter than an

FX4, for the same internal dimensions.

Five Lucas cabs could park in a rank

that can hold only four FX4S. Two of

these Lucas cabs are undergoing trials

in London at the moment.
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Electric
Taxi

28 Italindo Super Heli- 30 Lucas electric cab,
cak, Jacarta, Indo- London, 1975.
nesia, 19 75.

29 Fiat taxi, 1968,
designer, Pio Manzu.
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The goals of urban transportation are

too often viewed as reducing downtown

traffic congestion, improving suburban-

to-downtown commuting, and "getting

people out of cars into transit." We look

too little at the ultimate purpose, which

is fast, efficient transportation. The most

talked about "means" for reaching our

goals usually include the construction

or extension of suburban rapid transit

lines as well as subsidies for new and

existing facilities, transit fare reduction

( if not free transit) , the banning of

automobiles in the downtown area, park

ing fee surcharges, and congestion tolls

for autos. This kind of rhetoric rarely

gains us more than heavy capital com

mitments for new or extended transit

lines, new but still conventional buses or

rail cars, and heavier transit deficits.

Traffic congestion is not reduced; transit

service seems little better—at least for

most urban dwellers—and the problems

of pollution, noise, and energy consump

tion remain unabated.

What, then, is the urban transportation

problem? To really understand the

critical aspects of that problem—or,

more properly, the set of problems—

and, in turn, the possible solutions, we

need to start by looking at patterns of

population, employment, and travel in

and around downtowns, central cities,

and suburbs as they really are and have

been. The following observations will

provide a common basis of understand

ing—and perhaps explode some myths.

First, most people in big U.S. cities who

work downtown—a term defined arbi

trarily as the area of most intense em

ployment—live today where they have

always lived, within the central city and

not in the suburbs. In New York, for

example, even though its suburbs are

blanketed with over 700 miles of com

muter railroads (and 500 railroad sta

tions), more than 80 per cent of the

people who work downtown (i.e., south

of 6 1 st Street in Manhattan) live in one

of the five city boroughs. In Chicago,

whose suburbs are served by more than

400 miles of commuter railroads,

roughly 75 per cent of the people who

work downtown live within ten miles of

the Loop. Similarly, in low-density

Washington, D.C., about 80 per cent of

the downtown workers live within six

miles of the core. These are not atypical

cases, and the workers they describe are

the prime customers of transit systems

(especially those of the rail type).

Second, the pattern is similar when the

analysis is extended to workers in entire

central cities—the term referring to the

actual political subdivisions or jurisdic

tions which are densely populated. Cen

tral-city workers tend to live within the

central city rather than to commute

from the suburbs. In the 33 largest

metropolitan areas in the United

States, about two-thirds of the central-

city workers live within the city limits.

In New York City, where the "central

city" includes the five boroughs of Man

hattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and

Richmond, the figure rises to almost 90

per cent; in Chicago and Philadelphia,

it is about 75 per cent. In cities having

smaller land areas the percentages are

lower, but still high: over 60 per cent of

San Francisco's central-city workers live
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within the 45 square-mile city limits; in

Boston, Washington, Pittsburgh, and

Cleveland (whose land areas range from

46 to 76 square miles as compared to

129 to 300 for Philadelphia, Chicago,

and New York), from 44 to 50 per cent

of central-city workers live in the city

itself.

Third, despite the increasing

average incomes of households, the

number of homes without automobiles

available is on the rise. This is true

in the case of cities which lack rapid

transit systems as well as within those

which possess them. In the 33

largest metropolitan areas (i.e., those

having a population of one million or

more), central-city households without

automobiles available increased about

1 per cent from i960 to 1970; the in

crease in those cities having rapid transit

systems was even higher—about 2.5 per

cent. Put in slightly different terms,

about 77 per cent of metropolitan-area

households without automobiles avail

able were located within central cities in

1970, a decline of only 3 percentage

points since i960. For cities having rapid

transit systems, the concentrations—not

unexpectedly—are even higher; in these

cities, in 1970, 86 per cent of the metro

politan-area households without auto

mobiles available were located within

the confines of the city limits. (This per

centage dropped only one point from

i960 to 1970). New York City, of

course, is the extreme case with 94 per

cent.

A fact of perhaps more significance is

that the absolute number of households

without automobiles available within

the central-city portion of our 33

largest metropolitan areas increased

just under 1 per cent between i960

and 1970. In the six central cities

having rail rapid transit systems (i.e.,

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Bos

ton, Cleveland, and Newark) , the abso

lute number of autoless households in

creased even more—about 3 per cent—

from i960 to 1970.

Fourth, U.S. cities now served by rail

transit systems (not including San Fran

cisco, which has a new system in opera

tion) have virtually the same central-

city populations (i.e., not including

suburban residents) today as in the mid-

1930s. These cities—New York, Chi

cago, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland,

and Newark—had about 15 million cen

tral city residents in 1970, 15.3 million

in i960, 15.7 million in 1950, and 14.4

million in 1930. Employment in these

central cities has fallen only slightly

more than population over the last two

decades.

From i960 to 1970 the (combined)

central-city population of the 33

largest metropolitan areas declined

only slightly more than 1 per cent, a

figure which hardly attests to massive

decentralization. (Of course, this is not

to say that central cities and suburbs dur

ing these periods were experiencing the

same growth rates or patterns. It simply

reports that in absolute numbers central

cities have roughly held their own de

spite massive suburban growth; the sub

stantial absolute decline in transit pa

tronage can hardly be attributed to

decreases in central city population or

employment).
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Fifth, the 1970 employment statistics

for the 33 largest metropolitan

areas show that:

Only 14 per cent of the employees in

these metropolitan areas are central-city

workers who live in the suburbs (i.e.,

outside the city limits).

Only 10 per cent of the employees in

these areas work within the central busi

ness districts.

Less than 4 per cent of the total employ

ees in these metropolitan areas work in

central business districts and live in the

suburbs.

Sixth, from 1950 to i960 rail transit

patronage decreased from roughly 2.1

billion to about 1.7 billion passengers,

and from i960 to 1970 the total de

creased somewhat less to about 1.6 bil

lion. The reduction in rail transit rider-

ship between 1950 and 1970 was about

five times larger than the decrease in

central-city population during the same

period in the six cities which had rail

transit systems. Overall transit ridership

—to include bus and other surface trans

it—dropped even more during these two

decades: from 13.8 billion in 1950 to

7.5 billion in i960 and to 5.9 billion in

1970.

Two analyses of these facts and trends

are important in evaluating past and

present transit services, services which

have been proposed, and other services

which have been overlooked.

One: In general, city dwellers—who by

far represent the bulk of transit users-

have not become much less numerous;

they have simply deserted the available

transit systems. This phenomenon is es

pecially remarkable in view of the facts

that central-city residents (as a group)

are the poorest people in a metropolitan

area (and increasingly so, relative to

suburbanites) and that the number of

households without automobiles is in

creasingly within central cities. In short,

the principal market for transit has re

mained virtually intact, perhaps even

increased between 1950 and 1970 espe

cially in terms of riders who may be

regarded as captive because they have

less freedom of choice.

Two: The suburb-to-downtown com

muter—upon whom we concentrate so

much attention—even today represents

but a tiny fraction of the metropolitan

commuter market (perhaps one person

in 20, at best). Even the suburb-to-cen-

tral-city commuter represents only about

one-seventh of the over-all metropoli

tan-area commuter market, a group

which is declining as a proportion of the

urban work travel force.

The inevitable conclusion is that the de

cline in transit patronage on both rail

and surface transit systems in our larg

est metropolitan areas during the last-

two decades must be attributed for the

most part to something other than the

decentralization of city workers and jobs.

There are those who claim that these

trends have developed because of total

neglect of rail systems. But that is con

trary to the facts: during the period from

1950 to 1970, New York and other cit

ies with rail systems have improved the

facilities, extended their coverage, and
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increased their subsidies. Boston has ex

tended or vastly improved four rail

transit lines since World War II. The

Cleveland rail transit system has been

extended twice since it was opened in

1956. Philadelphia added the Linden-

wold line to its system in 1969 and ex

tended another line. Chicago has built

or extended five rail lines in the last two

decades, and New York has extended or

improved two transit lines in the same

period. On most of these systems, both

the number of revenue vehicle miles and

travel speed have increased. But patron

age has steadily declined on all of them,

except for a brief (but still small)

"boom" that stemmed from the recent

fuel shortage and except for increases

that occurred for a year or so following

the opening of extensions or new lines.

Nor is there good reason to expect a dif

ferent pattern for the new $ 1.6 billion

Bay Area Rapid Transit (bart) system

in San Francisco or the $5.5 billion

metro system being built for metropoli

tan Washington, D.C. In fact, the pa

tronage pattern for such new systems

may be even more depressing. New rail

transit systems, and the post-war exten

sions of old systems, tend to reach far

ther into the suburbs and to have fewer

stations per mile than did the pre-war

systems, which primarily served central

cities and were designed to offer stations

within walking distance of as many peo

ple as possible.

For example, the average distance be

tween stations on San Francisco's bart

system is about two miles, while that on

Washington's METRO will be roughly

1.2 miles. By contrast, the average sta

tion spacing on the pre- 1960 rail transit

lines in New York and Boston was about

one-half mile and that in Chicago about

two-thirds of a mile. About two-thirds

of bart's stations and half of metro's

stations will be located outside the cen

tral city, scattered widely throughout

the suburbs. By comparison, virtually

all of the pre- 1960 rail transit stations in

New York, Chicago, Boston, and Phila

delphia were concentrated within the

central city or less than a mile from it.

The new systems are trying to reach a

market very much like that of the com

muter railroads, a low-density market of

well-to-do suburbanites. It is a very

small market to draw upon; and by hav

ing stations so far apart the rail transit

systems usually force commuters to

drive to and from the stations in second

cars, which in fact offer those commut

ers transportation competitive with the

rail systems.

In summary, the solutions now being

offered to the public transportation

problem (such as bart and metro),

however fast (once you get on them)

and pretty, are nothing more than 1970

versions of 1870 commuter railroads

that tied together the suburbs and the

cities. They lack the accessibility and

central-city coverage afforded by earlier

rail rapid transit. Furthermore, they fail

to provide easy-to-reach, door-to-door

service for most would-be users; espe

cially for people without automobiles,

for people who are physically infirm,

and for people who live within central

cities, close to downtown.
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The New York region is an example of

these trends. It has the largest popula

tion and the highest density of U.S.

metropolitan areas; the area most suit

able for extensive, high-capacity rail

systems. Its rail transit system includes

some 240 miles of grade-separated

transit lines with about 500 passenger

stations; this system handles about 80

per cent of all the subway trips made

anywhere in the U.S. About four of

every five New York subway riders are

bound to or from Manhattan, and most

of those are headed for somewhere south

of 6 1 st Street. About 90 per cent of New

York's subway riders are New York City

residents; about 10 per cent are middle-

or upper-income suburbanites. By con

trast, the commuter railroads which

cover the New York suburbs handle only

one-ninth as many daily trips as the city

subway system; the railroads' riders are

principally upper-income suburbanites

who drive to and from the railroad

stations.

Even in New York City, where the fact

that an automobile can move at all

sometimes seems a miracle, the travel

trend is clear: during the 1960s, the

five-borough population of New York

City rose by about 6 per cent. Down

town Manhattan employment increased

by about 7 per cent. But subway and ele

vated patronage fell during the same

period by nearly 10 per cent, and com

muter railroads lost about the same

amount of business. During this period

the number of people coming into

downtown Manhattan from various

parts of New York City fell by about

4 per cent, while the number of people

entering the downtown area by taxicab

or automobile rose 1 o per cent and the

number of vehicles entering downtown

went up by 20 per cent.

About 85 per cent of personal trips

throughout the metropolitan New York

area are made by private automobile or

taxicab. By contrast, only 25 per cent of

the people entering downtown Manhat

tan daily do so by car or cab, and during

rush hours that figure drops to about 5

per cent. But one should not be confused

by the fact that transit travel is so popu

lar during the rush hour; the fact is that

Manhattan streets reach a saturation

point at rush hours, and almost every

body travels by transit or not at all. In

less dense cities, the dominance of the

automobile is even more prominent, a

pattern which undoubtedly will

continue.

These trends of declining transit patron

age, increasing vehicle flow, and declin

ing number of people per vehicle are

not atypical. They are characteristic of

modern, affluent, urban America and of

large, medium, and small cities. They

make clear the fact that rich and poor

alike are turning away from transit,

however improved, subsidized, and inex

pensive, toward private automobiles and

taxicabs, however expensive and how

ever immobilized in traffic.

This trend is sometimes attributed to a

"love affair" between metropolitan man

and the rubber-tired monster; but it

seems likely that the trend has more to

do with comfort and utility than with
love.
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Commuters do not choose the automo

bile because transit fares are too high or

transit service has deteriorated. Indeed,

transit service has improved in many

respects and is not nearly so expensive as

commuting by automobile. Many stud

ies have shown that riders are relatively

insensitive to fare increases or decreases

of the sort usually invoked or proposed

in most cities. Fare reductions do not

significantly increase transit usage and

they have little leverage for luring auto

mobile commuters into subway cars or

buses.

The figures on urban travel say this:

people want good transportation service

and are willing to pay for it. They know

that subways and buses are cheaper than

automobiles, particularly for commut

ing. But they also find themselves more

satisfied with their lot in a car, no matter

how long they spend stuck in traffic,

than in walking through the rain to a

subway station and then waiting to ride

to a point from which they must again

walk. They obviously feel that bumper-

to-bumper beats shoulder-to-shoulder.

The urban traveler wants good, door-to-

door service which is free from waiting,

walking, transferring, and crowding and

which provides comfort, privacy, and

convenience. And the urban traveler has

made it clear that, at the present time

and for most urban trips, he will use a

private automobile when he can afford

it because it comes closer to providing

what he wants than any other available

mode of travel.

The key issue is service; that, alone, ex

plains the success of the automobile.

Private automobiles and taxicabs, quite

simply, can provide attractive and con

venient door-to-door service at a price

that many travelers are willing and able

to pay. The preference for the automo

bile and against transit is anything but a

man-auto love affair; it is a choice for

good but expensive service in contrast to

poor but cheap service.

Furthermore, the demand is increasingly

for better service. The pattern is clear. A

commuter moves as soon as he can from

transit to a car pool (a ride to work that

is second-to-none in terms of the budget)

and from a car pool to driving alone.

Eventually, if he joins the ranks of the

nation's most affluent commuters, he

will be able to give up the driving bur

den while retaining the convenient, flex

ible, and attractive door-to-door service

afforded by the private car: he will be

assigned a chauffeured limousine.

Thus far, this paper has been largely de

voted to the most-talked-about, tradi

tional transit forms and their role in re

cent decades. Little has been said directly

and explicitly about the taxicab and its

role in urban life, present and future.

To begin, it should be recognized that

taxicabs are in every sense public transit

vehicles; they represent a distinct and

important segment of the transit indus

try. Fleet taxicabs now handle almost

40 per cent more passengers than do all

U.S. rapid transit systems combined, and

they carry about 60 per cent as many

passengers as all bus transit systems.

There are no reliable figures for indi

vidually owned cabs in operation,

though one may guess that they add a
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significant increment—something close

to one-third of the total. As a conse

quence, it may be estimated that cabs of

all kinds provide a mass transit service

which rivals, if not exceeds, that of all

other transit systems. This heavy usage

occurs even though taxi fares average

roughly three times more per passenger-

trip and about five times more per pas

senger-mile than those of other transit

services.

Though we do not regard taxis as vital

in areas having reasonably strong, pub

licly supported rail or bus transit facili

ties, statistics show their transit service

to be far more than trivial, despite the

fact that they operate under numerous

onerous controls and regulations. For in

stance, even with New York's notori

ously restrictive taxi regulations, some

one million people use cabs daily, as

compared with about one-half million

using commuter railroads, four million

using buses, and 4.5 million using rail

transit. In Washington, D.C., a much

lower-density city having fairly open

entry for taxicabs but nonetheless still

burdened by many taxi regulations and

controls (which limit the taxi supply

and increase the prices), about 100,000

people use cabs daily, a figure which is

about one-third the bus transit patron

age.

Moreover, the taxicab industry is the

only public transportation service (a few

private bus firms aside) that pays its own

way (including both capital and operat

ing costs) even under rigid and usually

deleterious (to the operator and public

alike) controls on fares, licensing, and

operations. Today fleet taxicabs alone

generate gross revenues almost 40 per

cent higher than those of all other sur

face transit systems combined. Employ

ment in the fleet taxi is almost as large

as total employment in all other transit

operations combined.

It is the proposition of this article that,

given some reasoned tinkering with reg

ulations, pricing, and operation, taxicabs

might very well have a profound and

lasting impact on transit patronage and

lead to reduced automobile commuting.

It is also possible to think of ways in

which taxis would better serve some

urban groups who are served poorly or

net at all by existing transit systems.

Most cities now restrict the number of

taxicabs in service, either by limiting the

number of licenses or by granting fran

chises to selected fleets and limiting the

size of the fleets. Given its size and den

sity, New York City is the extreme case.

The city placed a limit of about 12,000

on the number of medallion cabs in the

1930s; these were originally sold by the

city to individual or fleet owners for $10

apiece. Chicago and Boston have similar

license restrictions, while Washington,

D.C., Atlanta, and Honolulu have vir

tually no restrictions on the number of

fleets or cab licenses. In other cities, such

as Los Angeles, there are franchise

limitations.

Virtually all U.S. cities also regulate fare

levels and the way in which cabs can

function in one way or another. For ex

ample, public agencies or political

groups set zone fares or meter rates, and

they often set the conditions under

which drivers can pick up additional
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fares while they still have passengers in

their cabs. (During the rest of this dis

cussion, the term "shared-cab riding"

will be used to describe a taxi operation

or jitney-like service which is allowed to

pick up additional passengers along the

way after an initial rider has started his

trip.) Sometimes meter rates are based

exclusively on the distance traveled, and

sometimes they reflect both the distance

and the elapsed time of the trip, regis

tering at a faster rate, for example, in

heavy traffic. Sometimes taxi rates vary

with group riding or the amount of bag

gage carried.

This question of regulation is important

because the few studies conducted so far

show that riders are more sensitive to

the availability of taxis than they are to

speeds or travel times. Cities with fran

chising restrictions have the smallest

number of cabs and those with no licens

ing limits have the largest number of

cabs per capita; indeed, unregulated

cities have more than three times as

many cabs per resident as those with

restrictions.

Restrictions also inevitably increase fare

levels over those that would prevail

without the artificially created "virtual

monopoly." A taxicab license or medal

lion in New York, Boston, or Chicago,

for example, has in recent years cost a

new owner in the range of $10,000 to

$30,000. This cost is passed on to the

passenger; it reduces the numbers of

people who can afford to take cabs, and

that increases the fare for those who do

and invariably lowers the available sup

ply of taxicabs.

Fare structures are important, too.

Washington, D.C., for example, uses a

fixed-zone fare system and does not per

mit higher fares to be charged during

rush hours, when traffic delays clearly

cause the operator's expenses to increase.

As a result, there are from 40 to 60 per

cent more cabs on the streets during off-

peak hours than there are during peak

periods, when they are most needed.

In some cities, notably New York and

Pittsburgh, illegal taxis or jitneys now

operate and legal taxis operate illegally,

meeting a demand well beyond the

"legalized supply." This is especially so

in poorer neighborhoods and in areas

without reasonable bus or subway serv

ices, and it is additional evidence that

the supply of taxicabs is artificially re

duced by licensing and fleet restrictions.

The existence of highly competitive and

fairly inexpensive rental car services in

some parts of the country (for example,

Los Angeles) may also be a consequence

of the low supply and high cost of taxis.

Indeed, there is persuasive evidence that

the public could and would support far

more taxicabs than are now licensed to

operate in most cities. Even with current

restrictions and diseconomies, taxi pa

tronage is holding its own while other

transit services decline.

Statistics from Chicago, Boston, Pitts

burgh, and New York suggest that al

ready certain groups are heavy users of

taxi service. In Chicago, about 45 per

cent of all cab trips by residents are

made by housewives; about 55 per cent

of these taxi passengers did not have
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drivers' permits. In Pittsburgh, 60 per

cent of residents' legal cab journeys are

made by housewives, students, unem

ployed, retired, or incapacitated; 42 per

cent of cab users are nondrivers, and 52

per cent say their immediate families do

not own automobiles. In both Chicago

and Pittsburgh, over 70 per cent of the

female riders are nondrivers; for male

Pittsburgh riders about 48 per cent are

nondrivers. In Boston, households with

low incomes contribute about a fifth of

the taxi revenues; car-owning families

with incomes under $5,000 use cabs

about as often as those with incomes

greater than $10,000. Forty per cent of

the households in New York's Central

Brooklyn Model Cities area with annual

incomes of $5,000 or less account for

43 per cent of the cab trips generated by

that area; 72 per cent of the area's cab

riders come from households without

autos and 85 per cent of the area's taxi

trips are made in non-medallion livery

vehicles.

It is my view that changes in taxi regu

lation, pricing, and operation would

markedly improve the availability,

usage, and financial viability of cabs and

probably do more than any other transit

improvement to lure commuters out of

cars and increase total transit patronage.

There are three major reasons for these

conclusions:

1 The taxi can offer the quality of door-to-

door service which is competitive with,

if not better than, the private automo

bile, because the passenger rids himself

at once of both the burden of driving

and the nuisance of hunting for a park

ing space.

2 The larger urban travel market, that

which is diffused throughout the urban

region rather than focused on the down

town and other core areas, is better

served by a mobile, adaptable, accessible,

and smaller-capacity taxi or shared-cab

service than by bus or rail transit

facilities.

3 The taxicab has real advantages over

other modes as a transportation service

for the poor, handicapped, and elderly.

The poor live predominantly in areas

just outside the cores of central cities,

the areas increasingly neglected by rail

and other transit systems now being

built, extended, or proposed; the cab

suits the needs of the handicapped and

elderly, who require door-to-door serv

ice and should not endure strap-hanging

and panic stops.

What conditions could be established to

permit taxicabs to realize the larger role

in urban transit which this analysis sug

gests they could have? Several changes

in present operating conditions and reg

ulations are necessary.

One necessary condition is the lifting of

barriers on the number of taxicabs

which may be operated in any city, and

on the places within metropolitan areas

where certain cabs may receive passen

gers. These restrictions now assure high

prices and frustration for taxicab

customers.

Regulations covering group and shared-

cab rides should be re-examined. There

are obvious economies per passenger
when two or more people travel togeth

er between common origin and destina-
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tion, and rates should reflect them. Such

pooling would seem to be in the public,

passenger, and operator interest. There

are at present no general policies on

these questions. Some cities allow an

extra charge per additional passenger;

in others, meter fares govern the cost no

matter how many passengers are in the

cab. Some cities altogether forbid a driv

er to pick up additional passengers once

a fare is in the cab; others permit the

practice during rush hours or emergen

cies and at specified terminals. During

World War II, shared-cab riding flour

ished in Washington, D.C., and it has

had a modest recent revival there. In

deed, during World War II and for a

period thereafter, Washington taxicabs

were allowed to display destination or

route signs in their windows, a practice

which requires no exotic technology or

imagination, allows people to hail cabs

which suit them, and reduces "hunting"

for extra riders (and the concomitant

starting and stopping delays). The drop

ping of shared-cab restrictions, the use

of destination or route signs, and adjust

ments of rates to provide financial in

centives to sharing for both drivers and

passengers, could lead to far wider taxi

availability and to better "car-pooling"

arrangements than most people can

now make.

We should consider more carefully the

type of system under which fares are set.

There are precedents for fixed-zone fares

and for distance-based systems (with or

without a time differential), and both

have their advantages.

With a zone system, gerrymandering of

zone lines can be a problem, and fares

never can be matched exactly to the

time or distance involved in a trip. On

the other hand, passengers know in ad

vance what the charges will be and thus

can better assess the alternatives: walk

ing, bus, or subway. And drivers have an

incentive that works to everybody's ad

vantage—they take the shortest and fast

est routes.

Metered fares introduce variables and

tempt drivers to use circuitous routes,

but they may more nearly correspond to

the real cost of a trip. New York City

taxi meters register both the distance

traveled and the time required to travel

a given distance; as cab speeds fall below

a specified limit, meters tick faster. This

has the effect of permitting higher fares

during congested periods and encourag

ing drivers to remain on the streets dur

ing rush hours. Common sense would

suggest that taxi fares in all cities should

allow a differential between peak and

off-peak periods, whether a fixed-zone

or a meter system is used. The differen

tial would encourage higher utilization

of taxis, lower fares, and increased pa

tronage and revenues.

What about subsidies to assure that taxis

reach their full potential with respect

to other, subsidized forms of mass trans

it? If the arguments for taxis are good,

then subsidies are not unreasonable. The

precedent for free or reduced fares for

cab trips for the elderly and for school

children already exists in many bus sys

tems; such subsidies would not repre

sent a drastic wrench in public transpor

tation policy. If wider subsidies are
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considered, there is at least the justifica

tion that such subsidies would not be

used—as subsidies often are—as a lever

to encourage people to use services they

do not want to use; they would simply

encourage a trend.

It is difficult to gauge the net effect of

increased use of taxicabs on other transit

services, on congestion, on energy con

sumption, and on pollution; but one can

at least make some educated guesses.

The number and patronage of taxicabs

on city streets undoubtedly could be

made to increase with major changes in

government taxicab policies. The vol

ume of commuter automobiles might be

noticeably reduced, and a substantial

number of private cars probably would

be displaced, some being those of former

car-poolers and some those of drive-

alone commuters. Even assuming no net

reduction either in congestion or in pol

lution, though some can be anticipated,

the diversion from cars to cabs at least

would reduce the amount of central core

space that now is used for parking.

At the same time, increased taxicab pa

tronage would to some extent come at

the expense of ridership on existing

transit services. But since transit services

other than the taxi already suffer from

an overload during peak hours, there is

little if any reason to believe that public

transportation as a whole—including

taxicabs—would be worse off than it is

now. In fact, both economies and serv

ice improvements probably can be an

ticipated. Roughly 40 per cent of the

average taxi driver's time is now spent

cruising empty or standing idle, and

even a small reduction in this waste

would lead to lower costs and more effi

cient energy use.

The most attractive aspect of a plan to

give taxicabs a larger role in urban trans

it is to give urban travelers a wider

range of transit choices. Except in a

handful of cities, travelers are limited to

just two transit options—bus and private

automobile. A third choice—taxicabs—

could be easily added, and the most com

pelling argument for doing so can be

made by standing back from the urban

area and asking what new transporta

tion systems will best meet the most

serious, expressed transportation needs

and the needs of people who most need

help.

Today, we are obviously devoting most

of our public transportation planning to

helping people who least need help.

With bus and rail patronage steadily de

clining, with affluence and the desire for

decent service increasing, and with con

cern for the poor, handicapped, and auto-

less growing, unleashing the taxicab is

clearly the next move to improve public

transportation in our cities.
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Since the fuel crisis of 1973 there has

been a notable shift of interest by aca

demics in the transport field away from

conventional systems and how to make

them economical and palatable to an

often diminishing clientele, toward sys

tems which had hitherto been largely

ignored and which fall between conven

tional transit and the private automobile.

Called "para-transit" by the Urban Mass

Transportation Administration

(UMTA), these systems include taxis,

jitneys, dial-a-ride, and others, and we

are attempting here to prove the poten

tial of these new ideas for both the pres

ent time and the future.

In the United States today the taxi earns

more revenue than all other forms of

public transport put together, carrying

more passengers than rapid-rail transit

and half as many as bus transit, at the

same time contributing, often seriously,

to the pollution and congestion of the

city. For example, in midtown Manhattan

40 per cent of road space is taken up by

taxis carrying only an average 1.3 peo

ple per trip, and in the entire city 42 per

cent of their time is spent cruising

empty. Fares, too, are high, an average

$1.95 per trip, plus tip. Even so, in

an estimated 3,400 communities in the

United States, where no alternative

exists, the taxi has to take the place of

public transport. It is these and other

factors which demand the updating of

present taxi services—for example, by

allowing more to operate legally or, as

the exhibition shows, by a radical re

design of the vehicle. New kinds of

taxi-sharing operations could also be

introduced, possibly using larger vehi

cles which could complement or even

serve as the city transit system. One type

of operation already in use, called "jit

ney," allows taxis to run on a fixed

route, carrying as many passengers as

space permits, picking them up or drop

ping them as required, and displaying a

board indicating the route being driven.

The Jitney Taxi

Some of the background to jitney opera

tion in the United States should be men

tioned here because many of the present

laws and licensing regulations, which

restrict taxi operations today, grew from

measures which the privately owned

transit authorities brought about

through legal action.

In 1914 m Los Angeles, along the street

car routes, driver-owned Ford Model T's

cruised picking up often five or more

passengers waiting at the stops (fig. 1).

Thus began a shared-taxi operation,

named "jitney" ( it is said after the nick

name given to the nickel fare charged )

and which within three years spread

across the United States (fig. ia). The

popularity of jitneys was partly due to

the improved service given to the

patrons—who preferred the quicker and

more comfortable ride at no additional

cost to the streetcars—and the speed of

growth of the operation can only be due
to the latent demand for such a service

and to the enterprise of the drivers,

many of whom were out of work and

owned an automobile. In some cities,

such as Detroit and Bridgeport (Con

necticut ) , jitneys carried as many as

half the streetcar passengers at the peak

hour, and by 1915 one journal esti-
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1 Streetcars led to a linear growth of de

velopment, radiating from the city cen

ter, and, because finally they cost too

much to run, were replaced by buses.

Buses ran to a fixed schedule on the

same streetcar route—unlike the jitney,

which did not follow a schedule but was

flexible and which often, for the pay

ment of an additional fee, deviated from

its regular run in order to drop a passen

ger.

mated that 62,000 jitneys were in oper

ation across the country. Seattle, for

example, had over 500 jitneys carry

ing 49,000 passengers a day, which gives

some indication of the contribution they

made. However, the streetcar companies

suffered considerably from the loss of

revenue and restricted the continuation

of jitney operation by taking legal ac

tion. Jitney operators as a result were

obliged by law to take out franchises to

operate and pay taxes to the municipality

intended to cover the cost of wear and

tear to the public streets, in the same way

as the streetcar operators. In addition,

laws were passed limiting jitneys to op

erate only on certain streets, at the same

time limiting part-time driving. So effec

tive were the various laws harassing

jitney operators that by the end of 1918,

four years after they first started in Los

Angeles, only around 6,000 jitneys were

running in 153 cities, and by 1920 they

were virtually extinct. Eckert mentions

three important results of the decease of

jitney operation that are with us today: 1

2 The introduction of the present law for

bidding taxis from picking up a second

passenger, plus the introduction of a

metering system, does not compensate

1 Ford Model T jitney followed streetcar
shown at a streetcar routes and charged a
stop in Los Angeles five-cent fare,
around 1914. Jitneys
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1a Jitney operation com
peted with streetcar
operation and often
helped reduce loads at
peak hours. A Model
T Ford is shown here
operating in Man
hattan, 1912-15.

2 Car-pooling as one of
the solutions to urban
transit.

3 Example of "feeder
bus" transfer point
showing Reston (Vir
ginia) passengers
changing from their
subscription buses
onto Washington

Atlantic City jitney
service started in 1915
and now runs 70 10-
seater vehicles along
Pacific Avenue.

the driver for operating during the rush

hour and results in a dearth of taxis at

peak hours.

3 An incentive to use the automobile with

out filling up all the seats available.

(Car-pooling is an attempt to combat

this factor by reducing toll charges for

cars where several passengers are car

ried; see fig. 2.)

However, some of the objections to jit

ney operation were probably valid—for

example, that jitneys were not properly

insured (in Los Angeles in 1915 25 per

cent of accidents involved jitneys), and

also that vehicles were badly maintained

because the low fares charged never al

lowed for the depreciation of a vehicle

which suffered a great deal of wear and

tear. However, the fact remains that jit

neys were able to give a fast and eco

nomic service as well as a highly con

venient one, at least on the main roads,

perhaps better suited to the kind of low-

density suburbs which sprang up fol

lowing the growth of automobile own

erships. In Los Angeles, jitneys were so

popular that there was serious debate

whether to disband streetcars altogether;

had this been done, it is interesting

to speculate whether the city would

have needed to embark on quite so dras

tic a road-building program. What is

unfortunate is that jitney operation

could not have been channeled into pro

viding a service which complemented

rather than competed with the bus

companies.

Today, in the United States, legal jitneys

run in only a few cities.2 In San Francisco

they have been operating on Mission

Street since 1916, and 116 12-pas

senger mini-buses now operate on this

9.5-mile route. A 24-hour service is pro

vided seven days a week at between

1—1.5 minute intervals, carrying be

tween 10—16,000 riders a day, picking up

or dropping them mid-block as requested

or at the end of existing bus stops (fig. 3).

In Atlantic City there is a similar service

which started in 1915, when the 400

jitneys then operating bankrupted the

trolley car company; now up to 70

vehicles operate at the same time, run

ning at between .5-2.5 minute inter

vals along Pacific Avenue and serving

the fluctuating numbers of tourists who

reach a peak population between June

and September (fig. 4). Both the serv

ices here and in San Francisco are run

by a Jitney Association, which enforces

the rules of operation, negotiates fares,

and arranges drivers' benefits.

Illegal jitney services run in ghetto areas

in the United States such as on Chicago's

King's Drive and in several of the black

communities of Pittsburgh, for instance

in the Hill District where it is estimated

that 4,000 jitney cabs operate, with

8.7 per cent of all trips made by Model

Neighborhood residents for trips often

less than a half-mile in length. While

most jitneys in the United States were

forced off the streets by the private

transit companies, jitneys abroad often

represent an essential part of a city's

transport system, generally offering

quick and comfortable service at a

price between that of bus and taxi

fares. In the Manila area, for example,

they are called "jeepneys," although the

original modified jeeps are now replaced

by a 15,000-vehicle fleet of 14-seater
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5 Privately owned serv
ice taxis operate on
fixed routes in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
and other cities; they

6 Photo mock-up of a
London taxi extended
to maxi-size to seat
six to eight passen
gers.

pick up and drop on
request and charge
one-tenth of the taxi
fare.
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buses, which compete with taxis and

the city bus company and account for

69 per cent of all trips made (a 1958

census figure). In Caracas, in addition

to the bus service, 6,000 registered

jitneys (called "per puestos") operate on

sixty fixed routes, with an estimated half

of the 6,000 taxis operating a "pirate"

jitney service during peak periods. Here

it was estimated in 1966 that half of all

public transport trips were made by jit

neys. In Mexico City, Teheran, Istanbul,

and many other cities (fig. 5) , jitneys

account for a high percentage of

passenger trips. At the same time a very

different economic climate exists in

these countries compared to the United

States. Not only are drivers prepared to

work for low wages, but a high propor

tion of white-collar workers cannot af

ford to own an automobile and choose

to pay the higher jitney fares rather

than ride buses, which are used by the

poor. In Paris, licensed jitney serv

ices run along two more direct

routes than the suburban buses, travel

ing faster, carrying up to seven passen

gers, and charging one-third the con

ventional taxi fare. In Munich, Germany,

and Besan^on, France, night-time subsi

dized jitney taxi services run along

routes which the bus companies find un

economic to serve. Recently the London

Borough of Westminster has shown in

terest in running maxi-cabs, with up to

seven seats, between the main-line rail

terminals, allowing them to display des

tination and route signs (fig. 6). The

Greater London Council is also study

ing with London Transport the practi

cality of withdrawing bus lines in some

suburban areas and allowing taxi com

panies to provide jitney or dial-a-ride

cab services. Airport limousines in the

the United States represent the same

kind of shared-taxi service, except that

they do not accept passengers between

pick-up points. Studies of access trips to

Cleveland and Philadelphia airports

show that access by limousine is almost

as high as by taxi, with 15.7 and 12.9

per cent of riders using limousines com

pared to 6.5 and 2.0 per cent using the

airport bus.

There does seem a strong case in the

United States for allowing taxi compa

nies to expand to include a shared-ride

operation, to reduce traffic congestion

and pollution and to save fuel. With an

estimated 3,400 communities with no

public transport at all except taxis, there

seems considerable scope for experi

ments to be set up which could subsidize

taxi companies to expand their existing

services. They might purchase larger ve

hicles of the kind shown in the exhibi

tion. Reducing the tax on fuel (transit

companies pay no fuel tax) and subsidiz

ing rides would not only encourage trav

elers to leave their cars at home and

thereby reduce the demand for parking,

but also offer a low-price service to

those who could otherwise not afford it.

Subscription Services

Alternative kinds of semi-jitney opera

tions exist where pre-arranged shared

taxis are used by commuters on a regular

basis. Such a system operates in Houston,

Texas,3 where taxis pick up regular pa

trons from a number of out-of-town

shopping centers and drop them at any

one of three points in the city. In Hunt-
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ington, Long Island, commuters use

shared-taxis as a feeder to the rail system.

Van-pooling expanded rapidly during

the 1973 energy crisis and is now virtu

ally a self-drive jitney taxi service oper

ating on a subscription basis.4 Here, an

industrial complex or company pur

chases a number of micro-buses and

"matches" workers who commute from

the same neighborhoods. The regular

driver collects the fares from the others

and has a free ride and the use of the van

on weekends as a bonus. An almost

unique kind of subscription service

started recently in Norfolk, England,

where, because the bus company was

forced to withdraw its service between

six villages, it provided instead, partly

through County subsidy, a mini-bus and

trained villagers ranging from house

wives to a milkman to drive it (fig. 7).

The service, which will cost an estimated

$3,000 a year to run, may be met by the

fares collected. The bus company's serv

ice would have cost $36,000 a year.

Ideally, a jitney taxi fleet would be li

censed to operate in various flexible

ways according to the demand.5 For this

to happen, however, one of the key fac

tors would be a change in present legis

lation which would enable taxis to oper

ate as public service vehicles, allow them

to display signs indicating their destina

tion, and allow them to pick up more

than one party of passengers. New legis

lation making it easier for more taxis to

operate, combined with cooperation

from the existing transit companies,

could lead to jitneys having a useful role

to play, as they do in other countries as

part of a city's transport system.

Dial-a-Ride

Since the demise of jitney operation the

shared radio cab has been operating in

the United States in a small way for

many years, and since its identification

as a system worthy of public funding,

the last five years have seen a phenom

enal growth. Today over 50 systems,

called dial-a-ride, are set up in 22 states.

Dial-a-ride normally uses vans or buses

seating from 10 to 20 passengers,

controlled from a single dispatch

point to which requests are telephoned.

Instructions are given to the appro

priate driver, who plots his route at the

beginning of each trip according to

the journey possible within a given time.

Passengers may also telephone in when

the bus is under way, diverting the driver

provided he has space or time, and they

are told when they will be picked up and

are expected to be available within a

minute after the bus arrives. Differ

ent kinds of operations can be run, de

pending on requirements or the time of

day (fig. 8). For example, at Regina,

Saskatchewan, the dial-a-ride service

called Tele-bus is used at peak hours as

a many-to-one subscription service act

ing as a feeder system to the express bus

service, or permits transfer to another

dial-a-ride vehicle serving another area

and running as a many-to-few system

at off-peak periods. Regular passen

gers, such as commuters, pre-book their

requests to be picked up at their doors

or they can telephone in at night to al

low a driver to update his itinerary be

fore leaving. Widely scattered origins

and destinations make "many-to-many"

operations often necessary, and this serv

ice is run at off-peak hours in Batavia,
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7 Community bus serv
ice serving six villages
in Norfolk, England,
provided by the bus
company and driven
by the villagers
themselves.

fijUNTHORPE

8 Diagram showing dif
ferent types of dial-a-
ride systems.

New York, with 23 passenger buses and

ten passenger vans sometimes operating

as jitneys along fixed routes and also

providing a package delivery service.

Almost all the experiments made with

dial-a-ride have proved popular.0 In Ann

Arbor, Michigan, for example, follow

ing a 2-year trial, it is intended to turn

all transit operation over to dial-a-ride,

and in La Mirada, California, 110,000

people were carried in the first year,

more than double the expected number.

Some dial-a-ride systems have replaced

existing bus services; for example, in

Batavia riders increased by 250 per cent

over the bus services replaced, and in

Regina by more than 200 per cent

among high-income residents living in

low-density areas.

Dial-a-ride offers passengers the nearest

equivalent service to the private auto

mobile at about double the actual cost

of conventional taxi service. It is well

suited to the kinds of trip required to be

made in low-density residential areas,

although some also advocate its use in

high-density areas. It is only in the ac

tual cost of the service that the problem

lies, with up to a 50 per cent subsidy

often required if fares are to be kept low.

For example, an estimated $175,000

would be required to operate dial-a-ride

in a town in Wisconsin for one year,

using four 12-passenger vehicles with

radios for a 60-hour week, and charg

ing a 50-cent coverage fare with 25

cents for senior citizens. Partly as a re

sult of these high subsidies and lack of

sufficient support, several experimental

operations have been withdrawn, al

though in Ann Arbor citizens voted for

a local subsidy to be maintained from a

special addition to the gasoline tax.

However, the high cost of setting up

new systems rather than modifying those

that exist has combined with an interest

in the role which the private sector could

play. The cab companies, who were pre

viously either skeptical about or who op

posed dial-a-ride, have now prompted

interest by the Department of Transport

in allowing the private sector to develop

dial-a-ride, and taxi operators are being

given the opportunity to offer this kind

of service for several reasons:

1 The existing cab company has more

management experience than a newly

formed organization.

2 Its drivers are non-unionized and will

work for lower wages if they lease ve

hicles and are given the incentive to

work on a self-employed basis.

3 The company and its drivers know the

area already and will have built up

operating experience.

There are at present a few companies

operating dial-a-ride without a subsidy.

The Royal Cab Company at Davenport,

Iowa, has run a service for 40 years in

competition with the bus service and

without subsidy. Twenty-three 7-seater

Checker cabs are used running 24 hours

a day, seven days a week, delivering

Western Union telegrams, carrying par

cels and light freight, and covering an

area of 20 square miles. An average

1,200 passengers a day are carried for an
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average $ i .03 fare. The second unsub-

sidized company, The Badger Cab Com

pany in Madison, Wisconsin, started as a

jitney service, but when this was abol

ished it started a dial-a-ride service in

1933. Badger now operates 25 cabs in

direct competition with two other cab

companies and a subsidized bus service,

charging the first passenger 5 5 cents

and subsequent passengers 30 cents, half

that of the conventional taxi fare.

Both companies use either Checker cabs

or large automobiles, and believe they

can operate a quicker, more economic

service with this kind of vehicle than

with a bus. Other authorities, such as

Regina's Transit Company, prefer to use

two types of vehicle—a 2 3-passenger

mini-bus, and an adapted 16-passenger

camper van—to allow for different ca

pacity needs. Subsidies for the purchase

of maxi-cabs would, however, interest

potential dial-a-ride operators, as would

a tax reduction on fuel. As the fleet ex

panded, subsidies could be given toward

the purchase of more sophisticated ra

dio-control equipment, and it is now

generally accepted that while a dispatch

er can handle up to 100 requests an

hour, and up to 20 vehicles, above that

number a computer could usefully be

employed to deal with automated sched

uling and dispatching—the drivers be

ing equipped with teleprinters. Opera

tors, however, are now very aware of

the dangers, and cost, of introducing

over-elaborate equipment before it is

really necessary.

Finally, there is the question of physical

planning around dial-a-ride. A low-den

sity area will always be expensive to

serve by any transport system except the

personally owned automobile or cycle,

but by accepting dial-a-ride as a way of

life at least road layouts can be designed

to help a system such as this. Drivers

prefer to make a continuous journey

without having to turn around too often.

If dial-a-ride can pass at least one win

dow of each house served, the vehicle

can be seen by a waiting client, sitting in

the comfort of his home. The clustering

of activity around a transfer point-

shops, library, and clubroom, all within

a short, weather-protected walk of one

another—increases the acceptability of

the system. At Regina the dial-a-ride

point was set up at a shopping center

and proved popular with customers and

retailers alike. A community consciously

planned around transit, rather than the

automobile, will correspondingly reduce

parking needs and will avoid surround

ing each facility with acres of ground-

level parking, which militates against

the pedestrian environment. Such transit

will provide mobility to young and old,

the non-drivers, and particularly the

handicapped. The comments of a Cali

fornia administrator at a recent dial-a-

ride conference sum it up well: "It is

ridiculous to be building swimming

pools in parks and not have ways for

people to get to them . . . transit is an

other municipal service."

Once the serious legal barriers which

now rule out shared-taxi operation are

removed, we can expect improved and

extended taxi services subsidized from

public funds to be available, either to

complement or run as alternatives to the

conventional transit system at compar

able fares.
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Two-seater electric
self-drive taxi, called
a Witkar, operating in
Amsterdam, where
Witkars carry around
five hundred people
weekly between
stations.

10 Five Witkar stations
10a are operating in Am

sterdam where ten
electric taxis can park,
be recharged, and
used by club
members.

No article on taxis would be complete,

however, without reference to two fu

ture developments, the self-drive taxi

and the automatic taxi, both of which

have been the subject of considerable

public interest.

The Self-Drive Taxi

The concept of a small non-polluting

city car which can be hired for short-

term use has been around for many

years, and the subject of research spon

sored by the Department of Transporta

tion and the Department of Housing

and Urban Development. Three areas

of study were explored:

1 To act as feeder systems to rapid transit.

2 To use in low-income residential areas.

3 To use in city centers.

Computer simulations which tested the

feasibility of the system, carried out in

Minneapolis, found that stations holding

18 to 20 cars could serve an area ex

pected to generate 54 trips during the

morning peak hour, such as might be

found in four blocks in a low-density

area or one in a high-density neighbor

hood. Redistribution by drivers linking

five cars together was suggested, and the

results of the simulation looked encour

aging. No actual experiments have been

made in the U.S., however; only hard

ware comprising a mini-car and an auto

mated hiring system has been projected.

In Europe two experiments have been

conducted, one of which is still

operating.7

In 1972, in Montpellier in the South of

France—a town of 170,000 people—a

private company, Societe Procotop, part

ly aided by government funds, operated

37 standard Simca autos with special

slot machines attached to their dash

board. Members, on payment of a fee

($8.40), received a numbered igni

tion key and purchased plastic tokens

which were inserted into the slot ma

chine and "eaten" in transit, giv

ing the driver the use of the car at a cost

of 18 cents per mile. Technically the ex

periment was successful, although the

average daily mileage of the vehicles

would have needed to triple to break

even. Unfortunately, the lack of parking

controls meant that drivers left the

vehicles anywhere rather than at the

17 designated parking places, making

them difficult for other members to find.

The second experiment has been run

ning for two years in Amsterdam,8 the

Witkar (or White Car), due to the ef

forts of an engineer, Lund Schimmel-

penninck, who was also responsible for

the "White Bike Plan" of 1966 which

tried to introduce free bicycles into the

city (fig. 9). This system uses electrically

propelled 2-seater cars with space for

baggage, which are picked up from any

one of five curb-side stations. Each sta

tion has space for ten cars where auto

matic recharging takes place (fig. 10,

10a). The 3,500 club members, each of

whom pays an entry fee of 50 guilders

($16), are given an electronically coded

membership card. A member goes to his

nearest Witkar station, inserts his card

in the selection pole, and dials his re

quired destination. The central com

puter checks that the member's account

is in credit and if parking is available;

than a car key is issued or an alternative

station is indicated. The first car in line
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is taken and driven off, while the re

maining cars move up automatically. On

arrival at the station the member leaves

his key, and the computer is signaled

that the hire is over. Charges are made

on a time basis of around five U.S. cents

per minute, and the member's Post Of

fice Giro account is debited monthly.

At the time of writing, this is the only

operating self-drive taxi system in the

world and is carrying around 500 people

weekly. The continuation of this system,

which enjoys no financial aid or encour

agement from the City Council, repre

sents a triumph for the organizers. The

eventual plan is to extend the system to

1,000 Witkars, so that no point within

the city center would be more than 300

yards from the 150 stations.

At present in the United States there is

no apparent market for self-drive taxis

because of the lack of incentive for their

use. However, if special parking facili

ties were provided in city centers and

more reserve limits were placed on curb-

side parking, this could change. The

other potential could be in the more

compact resort areas, or in communities

where a small, cheap vehicle like a golf-

cart could be hired by the hour for shop

ping or leisure trips.

The automatic taxi

One of the most critical aspects of taxi

and dial-a-ride operation is the high cost

of drivers' wages; around 45 per cent of

total vehicle operation costs; with con

ventional dial-a-ride using union drivers

at around 70 per cent. Ten years ago

when labor costs were soaring and un-

11

11a
11b

Government-spon
sored Cabinentaxi
system under trial in
Germany:
a) Plan of suggested
network for Hagen,
Westphalia; b) photo
graph showing station
and cabins running
above and below
guideways; c) a 3-
seater cabin being
summoned by passen
gers at a station.
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employment was low, efforts by trans

portation experts, notably at Stamford

Research Institute, were directed toward

finding solutions to this particular as

pect of public transport operation: the

reduction of staff costs through automa

tion. Subsequently, proposals were pub

lished in a book Tomorrow's Transpor

tation by the Department of Housing

and Urban Development in 1968.

This showed how improvements could

be made to existing transport together

with the development of a range of

new systems, among them dial-a-ride

and personal rapid transit.

Personal rapid transit or PRT consists of

small electrically propelled vehicles run

ning on their exclusive right of way,

under computer control. Passengers

walk to their nearest station, situated at

close intervals along a network of guide-

ways, enter a vehicle waiting at the sta

tion platform, select which station they

require, and are carried there automati

cally with no intermediate stops. This

concept, called by one British developer

"Automatic Taxi," has come from the

realm of science fiction to one where it is

now possible to ride on operational test

tracks in Germany, France, and Japan5'

(fig. 11, 1 ia, 1 ib). In the United States,

two manufacturers, Rohr and TTI-Otis,

exhibited systems at Washington's

Expo in 1972, sponsored by the De

partment of Transportation. Many fea

tures of PRT are extremely attractive:

1 Vehicles of mini-car size carrying 2-4

people afford passengers a "personal"

system with a high degree of comfort.

2 Lightweight guideways of small cross-

sections elevated above streets or side

walks would be accepted visually and be

of low cost, making close-mesh net

works at half-mile intervals possible

(elevated guideways are normally as

sumed, although if rights of way were

available they could run in cuttings).

3 Close station-spacing with off-line plat

forms and close-mesh networks could

mean a maximum five-minute walk to

or from any point within a city

boundary.

A strong argument for personal rapid

transit was made by the Aerospace Cor

poration of California in 1973 in a the

oretical study for Los Angeles.

A 638-mile one-way system with 1,084

stations was estimated to cost $1.76 bil

lion, compared to rapid-transit's 116-

mile system with 62 stations estimated

to cost $3.4 billion. The system was esti

mated to attract three to five times as

many people as would a conventional

railway, with none of the problems now

being experienced by the bart line in

the Bay Region, where an average sta

tion spacing is two miles in the residen

tial areas. This is too far apart for many

people to walk to or from, and they rely

on "kiss and ride" or sufficient car park

ing being available, as well as good feed

er bus or taxi systems. PRT does appear

to have many advantages over conven

tional rapid transit, although its critics

present formidable arguments against it,

some of which should be mentioned:10

1 Cost estimates for any new system

are unreliable. A large-cabin PRT-type
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system under trial at Morgantown, West

Virginia, was estimated to cost $18 mil

lion, while $64 million has so far been

spent on only half the projected system

(still low compared to the Concorde's
$8,000 million! ).

2 The number of people who will use

the system instead of their automobile is

uncertain and may eventuate only if

gasoline costs are prohibitive or restraint

measures on usage are adopted.

3 The maintenance costs for the elec

tronic equipment necessary to control

large vehicle fleets ( the L.A. study pro

posed having 64,000 vehicles) would

require a large number of highly skilled

technicians and far outweigh the savings

from eliminating drivers.

* Elevated guideways and off-line stations

may not be acceptable in quiet residen

tial areas.

5 Serious social problems may occur with

unmanned stations and driverless cabins.

Some of these criticisms have been partly

responsible for a change in the direction

of development away from PRT systems

toward those where larger vehicles,

carrying 8-40 passengers, are used

and which can run at minimum head

ways of 30-seconds to one-minute inter

vals rather than the one-second head

ways of many PRT systems. These sys

tems, now referred to as GRT, or group

rapid transit, are of the kind under trial

at Morgantown and in operation at Dal

las-Fort Worth airport. Larger vehicles,

however, demand heavier guideways;

in addition, capacities above 10,000

passengers an hour in one direc

tion are rarely required, so that efforts

are being made to simplify the system

with on-line rather than off-line stations

—eliminating the need for costly switch

ing devices. Much more consideration is

also being given to reducing guideway

costs (often 70 per cent of total system

costs), as by finding ground-level

rights of way, and one recent study for

Birmingham, England, suggested mak

ing extensive use of redundant railway
track.

While limited routes for GRT systems

are likely to be implemented in Ameri

can cities such as Denver, where the

public have already voted for having the

system as part of a "package" of other

transport improvements, it will repre

sent only a small part of the city's total

transportation needs. It is the PRT sys

tem, however, with its proposals for city-

wide coverage, that remains the most

forward-looking, as it would give total

mobility for passengers between all

stations within the network. The Japa

nese have already produced studies for

PRT systems for no less than four new

towns. One theoretical study shows

how an entire town could be structured

around the system, linked to car parking

sites at the periphery and using vehicles

carrying people (as does the Dallas-Fort

Worth system) and goods, mail and

refuse, with special vehicles for police,

fire, and ambulance services. Were such

proposals ever built, they could mean

fulfillment of the dreams of anyone who

has experienced and enjoyed Venice:

mobility within a totally auto-free

environment.
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A Future for the Taxi?

With federal assistance for public trans

portation proceeding at around $ i bil

lion per year, it is paradoxical that under

the terms of the existing Urban Mass

Transportation Act para-transit systems

such as those discussed can be eligible

for grants only if they are under public

ownership, and privately owned compa

nies cannot receive aid. Once this is

changed private taxi operators, for ex

ample, will be encouraged to buy new

kinds of vehicles which better suit their

needs and expand to new systems of op

eration such as jitney services or dial-a-

ride. But this is still only possible when

changes in legislation are introduced

and when restrictive practices on entry

are phased out, allowing more taxi-

cabs to operate when and where they are

required. Only then will para-transit be

able to take a serious role in serving the

needs of the community.
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In 1974 the Department of Architecture

and Design of The Museum of Modern

Art launched a program to create an

economically feasible vehicle specifi

cally designed to serve the needs of the

taxi industry, the drivers, and passen

gers. To this end, with the aid of the

New York City Taxi and Limousine

Commission, the Museum drafted a De

sign Specifications Manual for the pro

duction of actual working prototypes.

Now, in The Taxi Project, the resultant

prototypes are presented to the public.

These models offer an extraordinary dis

play of engineering ingenuity directed

toward a significant improvement of

everyday life in our cities. The AMF and

SPS vehicles, both produced under con

tract to the U.S. Department of Trans

portation, are steam-powered, utilizing

open combustion engines of extremely

low pollution level. Volvo's prototype

( which can be adapted to serve as a

nine-passenger maxi-taxi ) is based on a

specially developed diesel engine. Volks

wagen introduces a hybrid power plant

—combining an electric motor and an

internal combustion engine—which pro

duces no exhaust when the vehicle is

operated electrically at the low speeds

that city traffic often necessitates. In

addition, Alfa Romeo unveils a model

which, although not constructed ex

pressly for the Taxi Project, was de

signed in accordance with requirements

of the Museum's Specifications Manual.

In the present volume, the taxi proto

types are described in detail by the engi

neering and design teams responsible

for their creation. The social context is

provided in a group of historical and

critical essays. G. N. Georgano offers a

richly illustrated survey of the taxi's

development over three centuries. Mar

tin Wohl, drawing on often startling

information, acutely analyzes the role of

the taxi within the complex patterns of

present-day urban transportation. And

Brian Richards explores the future,

turning his attention not only to new

vehicles, but to their enlightened use—

the vital services that jitneys, taxis, dial-

a-rides, and subscription taxi programs

can render to the community in terms of

economy, energy conservation, effi

ciency, and convenience.

"It is hoped that the Taxi Project will

promote the manufacture and introduc

tion of a more suitable taxicab vehicle

before the end of this decade," writes

Emilio Ambasz. "Taxicabs are not the

panacea for the problems of mass trans

portation, but, as this project shows,

they can go a long way toward providing

us today with better urban transporta

tion. This is no small contribution

toward ensuring that our cities have a

future."

Emilio Ambasz, who conceived and

directed the Taxi Project, is Curator of

Design at The Museum of Modern Art,

New York. Among the exhibitions he

has organized at the Museum are

"Eugene Henard: Urban Anticipations,"

"Chairs by Charles Rennie Mackintosh,"

and "Italy: The New Domestic

Landscape."
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